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[G767928G]|

[AC5983^/]|

SMART RUN
G76792

deliv.06/15

[F83287U9]|

SMART RUN DOCK
F83287

deliv.06/15

F83287
Size NS

black

29,95 €

AC5983

deliv.06/15

G76792 black
AC5983 art 2
Size NS

399,95 €

micoach

micoach

20

[M33705#Y]|

[M33704/S]|

M33705

M33704

miCoach FIT SMART

M33705 black
M33704 white
Size S; L

199,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[A97993/X]|

FIT SMART Charger

A97993
Size NS

art 1

[Z51350N1]|

miCoach X_CELL Textile Strap
29,95 €

A97993

deliv.06/15

Z51350
Size NS

black

69,95 €

[Z51348TK]|

HRM 2 AND STRAP

Z51348
Size NS

black

Z51350

deliv.06/15

[G75090S&]|

SPEED_CELL BTLE
59,95 €

Z51348

deliv.06/15

G75090
Size NS

black

59,95 €

G75090

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - LIGHTWEIGHT

21
21

RUNNING

RUNNING
§ WOMEN - LIGHTWEIGHT

[B22878-G]|

[B22873V1]|

adizero takumi ren 3 w
Meticulous craftsmanship defines the fit and
performance of this Omori/Mimura designed elite
trainer. With forefoot boost™, TORSION® midfoot
support and grippy DSP and Continental™ Rubber
outsole.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Continental Rubber Continental outsole rubber
supplies superior grip in all underfoot conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22878

deliv.06/15

[B22864U&]|

B22864

deliv.06/15

B22878 frozen green f15/bold onix/black
Size 3.5-10.5

154,95 €

adizero tempo 7 w
Mid to forefoot runners will appreciate the
technical focus on stability in this lightweight
trainer. Full-length boost™ and Continental™
Rubber deliver top-level performance for your
training needs.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Continental Rubber Continental outsole rubber
supplies superior grip in all underfoot conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22864 midnight indigo f15/iron met./solar
yellow

Size 3.5-10.5

134,95 €

adizero adios boost 2 w
Chasing down new PBs, this breakthrough
marathon runs strong with energy-returning
boost™ foam support. Features a stylishly crafted
upper with reflective details on the toes and side
of the heel.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Outsole QuickStrike for best lightweight durability
and flexibility.
NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22873

deliv.06/15

B22873 black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-10.5

149,95 €

RUNNING
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WOMEN - LIGHTWEIGHT

adizero boston boost 5 tsf w

[B33747ZB]|

[B33746Y8]|

B33747

B33746

Light and beautiful, a boost™ foam midsole helps
pump up the pace. With knit-inspired upper and
TORSION® support, the running's easy. A portion
of each pair sold goes to the ‘Boston Runs As One’
fund.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33747 solar yellow/midnight grey f15/ash
purple s15-st

B33746 super pop f15/solar red/core black
Size 3.5-10.5

124,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

§ WOMEN - STABILITY

[S82981PC]|

adizero feather boost w
This adizero Feather is lightweight, low to the
ground, and ready for flight. With a stylish woven
upper and energy-returning boost™ foam in the
midsole, running feels more cushioned and
energized.
NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
Inlay Moulded responsive EVA sockliner for
anatomical fit and great step-in comfort.
Upper Environmentally responsible, solvent free
synthetic Tirennina suede.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82981

black/frozen green f15/black

Size 3.5-10.5

109,95 €

[S77592VQ]|

adistar boost w heather
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82981

deliv.07/15

S77592

clear brown/ftwr white/ash purple
s15-st

Size 3.5-10.5

179,95 €

[S77623L1]|

[B33450LL]|

adistar boost w esm

supernova sequence boost 8 w

This runner has a new engineered techfit™ upper
for the best fit possible, and features
energy-returning boost™ foam in the midsole,
FORMOTION® heel support and a grippy
Continental™ Rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

A perfect combination of energy-return, stability,
and comfort, you're looking at one of the most
stable shoes available. Features boost™ foam
midsole, Continental™ Rubber outsole and a
women's-specific fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77623

ash purple s15-st/ftwr white/solar
orange

Size 3.5-10.5

179,95 €

S77623

deliv.07/15

S77592

deliv.08/15

B33450 bold pink/super pink f15/frozen green
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

134,95 €

B33450

deliv.07/15

WOMEN - STABILITY

[AF6256/U]|

[S77850UL]|

RUNNING

[S77851VO]|

23

supernova sequence boost 8 w
A perfect combination of energy-return, stability,
and comfort, you're looking at one of the most
stable shoes available. Features boost™ foam
midsole, Continental™ Rubber outsole and a
women's-specific fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77850
AF6256
S77851

AF6256

deliv.07/15

S77850

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[S31570S6]|

[B22935S+]|

134,95 €

ozweego stability w

TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
deliv.07/15

Size 3.5-10.5

[AF6444%X]|

supernova sequence boost 8 wid
S31570

S77851

clear grey s12/ftwr white/frozen yellow
f15
frozen yellow f15/frozen yellow f15/
core black
core black/iron met./frozen green f15

S31570

TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

bold pink/bold pink/solar blue2 s14

134,95 €

Size 6-10.5

[S82978US]|

AF6444

deliv.06/15

AF6444 core black/silver met./solar pink
Size 3.5-10.5

129,95 €

[B22938V3]|
revenge boost 2 w techfit
The all new Revenge with energy-returning
boost™ in the forefoot and heel combines with a
STABLE FRAME on the medial to give mild to over
pronators a supportive ride. Techfit™ uppers for
the perfect fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22938 ftwr white/silver met./frozen blue f15
S82978 night flash s15/midnight indigo f15/
flash red s15

B22935

deliv.06/15

S82978

deliv.06/15

B22938

deliv.06/15

B22935 core black/silver met./frozen yellow f15
Size 3.5-10.5

114,95 €

RUNNING
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WOMEN - STABILITY

[B22925Q-]|

[B22926R$]|

[B22927S%]|

B22925

B22926

B22927

[S77514H$]|

[S77512FX]|

[S77740P9]|

revenge boost 2 w
The all new Revenge with energy-returning
boost™ in the forefoot and heel combines with a
STABLE FRAME on the medial to give mild to over
pronators a supportive ride. Mesh uppers add
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22925 frozen yellow f15/silver met./collegiate
navy

B22926 frozen green f15/ftwr white/clear grey
s12

B22927 super pink f15/ftwr white/bold pink
Size 3.5-10.5

114,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - NEUTRAL

S77514

deliv.06/15

[AF567210]|
ultra boost w
Bridge the gap between performance and style.
With a sock-like fit and feel, full-length boost™
midsole, and outsole that promotes natural foot
movement, expect the unexpected.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77514
S77512
S77740
AF5672

core black/core black/solar yellow
frozen yellow f15/midnight indigo f15/
semi frozen yellow f15
ash purple s15-st/ash purple s15-st/
core black
flash red s15/flash red s15/core black

Size 3.5-10.5

179,95 €

AF5672

deliv.08/15

S77512

deliv.08/15

S77740

deliv.08/15

WOMEN - NEUTRAL

[B23158FD]|

[B23157EA]|

S83147

B23158

B23157

[S77551M3]|

[B23159GG]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

RUNNING

[S831473A]|

25

deliv.07/15

energy boost ESM w
Speeding past old PBs, this light runner goes the
distance with an adaptive techfit™ upper,
engineered 4-way stretch mesh forefoot, boost™
midsole energy return and a supportive
FITFRAME around the heel.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23157 ch solid grey/core black/super pop f15
B23158 bold pink/bold pink/frozen yellow f15
S83147 frozen green f15/frozen green f15/night
flash s15

S77551

deliv.07/15

B23159

deliv.06/15

B23159 core black/core black/solar yellow
S77551 midnight grey f15/ftwr white/frozen
green f15

Size 3.5-10

159,95 €

WOMEN - NEUTRAL

RUNNING
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[B33602JG]|

[B33608PY]|

[B33609Q.]|

B33602

B33608

B33609

[B33603KJ]|

[B33604LM]|

[B33605MP]|

B33603

B33604

B33605

deliv.06/15

supernova glide boost 7 w
Transform your run with the revolutionary energy
return of boost™ cushioning. The 2014 Runner's
World Editors Choice's winner, it has an
engineered upper and a Continental™ Rubber
outsole for grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B33602 core black/ftwr white/frozen yellow f15
B33608 flash red s15/flash red s15/night flash
s15

B33609 frozen green f15/frozen green f15/solar
yellow

B33603 onix/iron met./frozen green f15
B33604 bold pink/bold pink/solar orange
B33605 night navy/silver met./flash red s15
Size 3.5-10.5

134,95 €

deliv.06/15

[AF6443+U]|

ozweego cushion w
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF6443 bold pink/ftwr white/core black
Size 3.5-10.5

129,95 €

AF6443

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - NEUTRAL

[B22997%U]|

[B22993=I]|

RUNNING

[B22995/O]|

27

response boost 2 techfit w
Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
techfit™ upper for sock-like fit, and boost™ foam
in the heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and
energy return in every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22993 bold pink/core black/frozen green f15
B22997 super blue f15/collegiate navy/super
pink f15

B22995

B22997

B22993

[B33500E3]|

[B33498.I]|

[B33499=L]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B22995 dark grey/core black/super pop f15
Size 3.5-10.5

114,95 €

response boost 2 w
Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
knit-inspired mesh upper, and boost™ foam in the
heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and energy
return with every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33499 bold blue/ftwr white/semi frozen
yellow f15

B33500

deliv.06/15

B33498

deliv.06/15

[B33280LM]|

B33499

deliv.06/15

B33498 bold pink/silver met./collegiate navy
B33500 onix/silver met./frozen yellow f15
Size 3.5-10.5

114,95 €

[B33283OV]|

questar boost w tf
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33283 core black/tech silver met. f13/flash
red s15

B33280

deliv.06/15

B33283

deliv.06/15

B33280 super pop f15/silver met./frozen green
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

WOMEN - NEUTRAL

RUNNING
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[B33467U0]|

[B33468V3]|

B33467

B33468

questar boost w
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33467 core heather/ftwr white/green earth
f15

B33468 ash purple s15-st/chalk white/solar
orange

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

deliv.08/15

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - TRAIL

[B23178JN]|

adizero xt boost w

grete 30 boost w

When you combine adizero, boost™, and a need
for the extreme, you get Adizero XT Boost. With
the protective sock extension, and tire-inspired
TRAXION™ outsole, your grip will be sure and
your feats mighty.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Modern innovation celebrates the Grete Waitz
marathon legacy in this leading-edge shoe with
boost™ endless energy return. Jacquard weave
upper and welded overlays offer distinct style and
performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23178 super pink f15/white/black
Size 3.5-10

99,95 €

B23178

deliv.07/15

[B25108D6]|

adistar raven boost w
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B25108 core black/core black/flash red s15
Size 3.5-10.5

[B23455LP]|

139,95 €

B25108

deliv.08/15

B23455 midnight grey f15/core black/flash red
s15

Size 3.5-10.5

139,95 €

B23455

deliv.07/15

WOMEN - TRAIL

[B33675-D]|

RUNNING

[B33672X4]|

29

response tr boost w
Take a run on the wild side in this trail shoe with
TRAXION™ and Continental™ Rubber outsole,
boost™ foam in the midsole for endless energy
return, and a durable and protective mesh upper.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33672

B33675

deliv.08/15

deliv.08/15

B33675 light brown/ftwr white/solar red
B33672 midnight grey f15/core black/flash red
s15

Size 3.5-10.5

114,95 €

[S77742RF]|

response tr boost thunder w
Adrenaline Junkies Wanted. The first adidas trail
shoe ever made returns better than ever with heel
and forefoot boost™, reflective mesh, and
mountain bike tire-inspired Continental™ rubber
outsole. Run comfy, run wild.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77742

deliv.08/15

[B33639W5]|

S77742

solar red/core black/solar yellow

114,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

[B33636T/]|

[B33634R.]|

kanadia 7 tr w
Seventh generation innovation serves
unparalleled fit and support in this trail shoe. With
superior traction, it yields agile off-road
performance in the most comfortable and lightest
kanadia ever.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
FUNCTIONAL 3 STRIPES 3 stripes panel
engineered for optimum support in linear and
lateral motion.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33634 midnight indigo f15/chalk white/bright
cyan

B33639

deliv.07/15

B33636

deliv.07/15

B33634

deliv.07/15

B33636 core black/core black/flash red s15
B33639 ash purple s15-st/core black/bold pink
Size 3.5-10.5

84,95 €

RUNNING
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[B33765.F]|

[B23263FA]|

gsg9 tr w
Benefit from 40 years of Special Forces R & D with
this light, rugged trail-ready shoe. Engineered for
climbing walls, muddy terrain and fast roping, it's
an adventure racer's dream.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
FUNCTIONAL 3 STRIPES 3 stripes panel
engineered for optimum support in linear and
lateral motion.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33765 core black/night met. f13/bold pink
Size 3.5-10.5

64,95 €

slingshot tr w
There's no rest for the wicked, so run hard while
you're here. With a strong, grippy outsole inspired
by mountain bike tires, and a super durable woven
mesh upper, your fun runs just got serious.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33765

deliv.07/15

B23263 bold pink/core black/super pop f15
Size 3.5-10.5

59,95 €

B23263

deliv.07/15

§ WOMEN - CLIMACHILL

[B25265PY]|

For best in class climachill™ look no further. In
addition to the 360-degree active ventilation,
natural comfort, and webbed outsole, the
full-length boost™ foam midsole takes your run
up a notch.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
SOFT HUG COLLAR for lightweight, ultracomfort
and ultrasoft fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

cc cosmic boost w
Feel as cool as you look with climachill™ active
360-degree ventilation and empower your daily
run with forefoot boost™ energy return. Dynamic
adidas Primeknit technology promotes sock-like
fit and natural flex.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
ADIDAS PRIMEKNIT seamless knitted upper with
close-fitting to provide the ultimate in fit and
comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25265 green earth f15/ftwr white/frozen
yellow f15

Size 3.5-10.5

149,95 €

cc gazelle boost w
Let go and let Gazelle. With a sockfit upper and
the comfort of boost™ foam cushioning, the CC
Gazelle boost makes you feel like you're running
without shoes. A simple, natural fit for all with
360-degrees of climachill™ ventilation.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24281 midnight grey f15/ftwr white/solar
yellow

Size 3.5-10.5

119,95 €

[B25277T^]|

cc rocket boost w

B25265

deliv.06/15

[B24281LN]|

B24281

deliv.06/15

B25277 antique brass/antique brass/night
flash s15

Size 3.5-10.5

139,95 €

cc gazelle boost w
Let go and let Gazelle. With a sockfit upper and
the comfort of boost™ foam cushioning, the CC
Gazelle boost makes you feel like you're running
without shoes. A simple, natural fit for all with
360-degrees of climachill™ ventilation.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23098 medium grey heather/ftwr white/green
earth f15

Size 3.5-10.5

119,95 €

B25277

deliv.06/15

[B23098KQ]|

B23098

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - CLIMACHILL

[B24291NS]|

cc sonic boost w
Run easy in a sneaker that carries over a fun
summer look into fall. With a summer-inspired
graphic upper, this runner has energy-returning
boost™ and soft EVA cushioning.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23096

deliv.06/15

B23096 medium grey heather/ftwr white/gold
ochre f15

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

[B22975-E]|

cc sonic boost w
Run easy in a sneaker that carries over a fun
summer look into fall. With a summer-inspired
graphic upper, this runner has energy-returning
boost™ and soft EVA cushioning.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24291

deliv.06/15

[B22977=K]|

B24291 flash red s15/flash red s15/frozen
green f15

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

cc fresh 2 w
Enjoy unrestricted motion with this
ultra-breathable, naturally flexible knitted design.
360-degrees of climacool® ventilation and
rounded ADIWEAR™ outsole merge for natural
transitions and durability.
CLIMACOOL®: Mesh to guarantee temperature
management and weight reduction. Openings in
the outsole to ensure 360°breathability.
INSOLE BOARD MEMBRANE Keep the water out
of breathable tooling
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22977 ash purple s15-st/midnight grey f15/
ftwr white

B22975

B22977

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - SPRINGBLADE

[D69712S0]|

springblade drive 2 w
Packed with power, the full-length blades on this
Springblade running shoe provide explosive
energy-return. With an engineered mesh upper
and durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, your work will be
rewarded.
SPRINGBLADE offers explosive energy and
ultimate comfort.
ENGINEERED MESH for customized fit and high
breathability
REFLECTIVE QUARTER bold use of reflective
element provides high visibility & style
LACELOCK offers secure and adjustable fit
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69712

deliv.06/15

D69712 core black/solar yellow/solar yellow
Size 3.5-10.5

169,95 €

B22975 bold pink/core black/ftwr white
Size 3.5-10.5

84,95 €

RUNNING

[B23096IK]|

31
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§ WOMEN - VALUE RUNNING
brevard w

[B33546S+]|

[B33547T#]|

B33546

B33547

Designed to go the distance, a full-length
ADIPRENE®+ midsole optimizes cushioning and
stretch-mesh uppers inspire comfortable
familiarity. The focus on smart style details
balance the clean design.
4 way stretch mesh sock fit for comfort and
freedom of movement
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33546 core black/night met. f13/frozen blue
f15

B33547 bold pink/ftwr white/core black
Size 3.5-10.5

84,95 €

element refine tricot w
A sustainably-made running shoe enhanced with
a great fit and modern design. Made to be
low-to-the-ground and features an unique
looking, breathable material execution on the
upper.
BETTER PLACE Built in a sustainable way to make
the world a better place
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33353 core black/core black/flash red s15
B33357 flash red s15/ftwr white/super pop f15
Size 3.5-10.5

79,95 €

deliv.07/15

[B33353LN]|

B33353

deliv.06/15

[S817075E]|

nova cushion w

deliv.07/15

[B33357PZ]|

B33357

deliv.06/15

[S817064B]|

Classic athletic style in a nicely cushioned running
shoe provides lightweight comfort, ADIPRENE®
midsole/outsole, and TORSION® for midfoot
support.
TORSION SYSTEM for midfoot integrity and
forefoot propulsion
ADIPRENE insert in heel for maximum comfort
and shock absorbtion
LITESTRIKE EVA The lighest cushioning
compound provides excellent heel cushioning with
minimal additional weight
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81707
S81706

ftwr white/silver met./bold pink
core black/night met. f13/frozen blue
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

79,95 €

S81707

deliv.06/15

S81706

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - VALUE RUNNING

[B233116X]|

nova stability w
Dual-density medial support and TORSION® in
the midfoot makes this stable running shoe great
for overpronators. Features ADIPRENE® heel
cushioning and a LITESTRIKE EVA forefoot.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Dual Density Posting medial support to prevent
overpronation and to promote a smooth transition
TORSION SYSTEM for midfoot integrity and
forefoot propulsion
ADIPRENE insert in heel for maximum comfort
and shock absorbtion
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81713

deliv.06/15

S81713

core black/silver met./flash red s15

79,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

[B23319EA]|

falcon elite 4w
Experience explosive energy and modern style
with this sleek runner. Mesh and welded upper
materials, ADIPRENE®+ midsole and ADIWEAR™
outsole provide an ideal blend of comfort, style
and performance.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
FULLY WELDED UPPER No seam for improved fit
and comfort, and modern look
sockliner EVA insole for comfort.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23311

deliv.07/15

[B23317C4]|

B23311 night flash s15/solar red/midnight
indigo f15

Size 3.5-10.5

74,95 €

lite pacer 3 w
Give yourself an edge with the sleek, light ride of
these all-around trainers. Supergrip EVA
cushioning and soles yield a technical edge while
the unique knit look defines the style.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
fit-stripe-panel Provides a great midfoot lockdown
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23319

B23317

deliv.06/15

[B23362HE]|

deliv.06/15

turbo 3.1w
Get a return on your energy investment with the
Turbo 3.1. With ADIPRENE® cushioning,
breathable mesh, and toe and heel support, you
can run hard or take it easy.
Midsole adiPRENE® insert for comfort and shock
absorption.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
FUNCTIONAL 3 STRIPES 3 stripes panel
engineered for optimum support in linear and
lateral motion.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23362

deliv.07/15

B23362 clear onix/iron met./onix
Size 3.5-10.5

69,95 €

B23317 core black/core black/black
B23319 mid grey s14/core black/solar orange
Size 3.5-10.5

69,95 €

RUNNING

[S8171337]|
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duramo elite w

[B33807U^]|

[B33805S$]|

B33807

B33805

Breathable mesh upper brings a great look and
feel to this neutral runner. For optimal comfort
and fit, it has a full-length ADIPRENE®+ midsole,
heel cushioning and seamless support thanks to
welded overlays.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33807 solar pink/ftwr white/core black
B33805 core black/ftwr white/solar pink
Size 3.5-10.5

64,95 €

duramo 7 atr w
This all-weather all-terrain shoe gives you proven
performance. Featuring a waterproof upper,
high-impact cushioning, ADIPRENE®+ midsole
support, and reliable traction.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
REFLECTIVE STRIPES three stripes for your
safety!
water repelant all over water repelant
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33645 grey/maroon/flash red s15
B33644 maroon/night met. f13/solar red
Size 3.5-10.5

59,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B33645U^]|

[B33644T%]|

B33645

B33644

deliv.06/15

[B33650RZ]|

madoru w
Style and performance go hand in hand in this
youthful shoe where colour options abound. Mesh
forefoot vents well while full-length ADIPRENE®+
midsoles and flex grooves optimize rebound.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33650 core black/ftwr white/flash red s15
Size 3.5-10.5

59,95 €

deliv.06/15

B33650

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - VALUE RUNNING

[S832385F]|

[S8323639]|
duramo 7 w
The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring innovative
3D print design layered over breathable mesh.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83236
S83238
S83237

S83238

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33559X8]|

[B33563T%]|

B33559

B33563

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S83236

deliv.06/15

S83237

night flash s15/night met. f13/solar
yellow
dgh solid grey/frozen blue f15/frozen
green f15
dgh solid grey/ftwr white/semi frozen
yellow f15

Size 3.5-10.5

54,95 €

[B33561R-]|

B33561

deliv.06/15

[B33562S$]|

duramo 7 w
The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring innovative
3D print design layered over breathable mesh.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33561 bold pink/ftwr white/super pop f15
B33563 flash red s15/midnight indigo f15/core
black

B33559 frozen blue f15/ftwr white/midnight
indigo f15

B33562

deliv.06/15

B33562 core black/night met. f13/bold pink
Size 3.5-10.5

54,95 €

RUNNING

[S832374C]|
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[AF556600]|

[AF5563#=]|

[AF5565&#]|

AF5563

AF5565

galaxy 2 w
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
Anatomically placed deep flex grooves: for
increased flexibility, reduced weight and natural
movement
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF5566 night met. f13/silver met./mid grey s14
AF5563 bold pink/core black/flash red s15
AF5565 night flash s15/night met. f13/frozen
green f15

Size 3.5-10.5

54,95 €

AF5566

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23326D6]|

[B23327E9]|

B23326

B23327

deliv.06/15

lite runner w
Simple design and lightweight material make this
running shoe a classic. With the fine mesh upper
and low-cut profile, it's just you, the shoe, and the
open road.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23326 black/bold pink/core black
B23327 night flash s15/black/black
Size 3.5-10.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

[S81692F.]|

deliv.06/15

[S81691EY]|

[S81693G/]|

breeze 101 2 w
For a comfortable, more natural feel, this
lightweight and low to the ground running shoe
combines a sleek shape and a breathable open
mesh upper with a flexible outsole.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81692
S81691
S81693

frozen blue f15/ftwr white/solar yellow
core black/night met. f13/flash red s15
mid grey s14/ftwr white/frozen green
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

49,95 €

S81692

deliv.06/15

S81691

deliv.06/15

S81693

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - VALUE RUNNING

[D69736-M]|

[D69735ZJ]|

galaxy elite w
The Galaxy Elite has a simplified look and feel
that’s set-up for a comfortable run. Featuring
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and a TPU cage that
gives a supportive fit and helps with transitions.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D69735 flash red s15/super pop f15/ftwr white
D69736 frozen yellow f15/frozen green f15/ftwr
white

B33783

D69736

deliv.06/15

D69735

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B33783 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 3.5-10.5

49,95 €

[B34322IE]|
galactic elite w
Modern looks and comfort are the name of the
game in this runner thanks to full-length
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning. Ventilation comes
naturally with the mesh uppers, complementing a
clean, supportive style.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34322

deliv.06/15

B34322 purple/silver met./glow purple s14

44,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

[B33691-B]|

[B33689%U]|

B33691

B33689

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

galactic elite w
Modern looks and comfort are the name of the
game in this runner thanks to full-length
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning. Ventilation comes
naturally with the mesh uppers, complementing a
clean, supportive style.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
Ortholite Ortholite® sockliner provides ultimate
comfort with antimicrobial protection and
moisture management.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33689 black/bold pink/iron met.
B33691 ftwr white/midnight grey f15/iron met.
Size 3.5-10.5

44,95 €

RUNNING

[B33783$J]|
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§ MEN - LIGHTWEIGHT

[B22876YA]|

adizero takumi ren 3
Meticulous craftsmanship defines the fit and
performance of this Omori/Mimura designed elite
trainer. With forefoot boost™, TORSION® midfoot
support and grippy DSP and Continental™ Rubber
outsole.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Outsole QuickStrike for best lightweight durability
and flexibility.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22876 solar yellow/bold onix/raw ochre f15
Size 6-12.5

154,95 €

[B22891X5]|

adizero takumi sen 3
This Omori/Mimura design focuses on modern
minimalism for elite racing. boost™ forefoot,
grippy DSP and Continental® Rubber outsole, and
TORSION® support deliver high-level, race-ready
performance in 170g.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Outsole QuickStrike for best lightweight durability
and flexibility.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22876

deliv.06/15

B22891 core black/ftwr white/black
Size 3.5-12.5

154,95 €

[B22870S$]|
adizero adios boost 2 m
Chasing down new PBs, this breakthrough
marathon runs strong with energy-returning
boost™ foam support. Features a stylishly crafted
upper with reflective details on the toes and side
of the heel.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
Outsole QuickStrike for best lightweight durability
and flexibility.
NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22870 black/ftwr white/raw ochre f15
Size 6-12.5

149,95 €

adizero tempo 7 m

B22870

deliv.06/15

[B22863T/]|

[B22860QY]|

B22863

B22860

Mid to forefoot runners will appreciate the
technical focus on stability in this lightweight
Grete Waitz-inspired trainer. Full-length boost™
and Continental™ Rubber deliver top-level
performance.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22863 solar blue2 s14/ftwr white/black
B22860 midnight grey f15/solar red/raw ochre
f15

Size 6-12.5

134,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B22891

deliv.06/15

MEN - LIGHTWEIGHT

[B33482T%]|

adizero boston boost 5 m
Super light runner with full boost™ foam midsole,
breathable mesh upper, TORSION® support, and
a grippy Continental™ Rubber outsole. A portion
of each pair sold goes to the ‘Boston Runs As One’
fund.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
EXTENDED TORSION® SYSTEM Provides great
forefoot energy return and promotes natural
torsion in the midfoot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33481

B33482

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[AF6166$S]|

AF6166

deliv.07/15

B33482 white/black/solar yellow
B33481 flash green s15/core black/ftwr white
Size 6.5-12.5

124,95 €

[AF6168+Y]|

adizero feather boost m

adizero feather boost m

NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
Inlay Moulded responsive EVA sockliner for
anatomical fit and great step-in comfort.
Upper Environmentally responsible, solvent free
synthetic Tirennina suede.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
TEXTILE

NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
Inlay Moulded responsive EVA sockliner for
anatomical fit and great step-in comfort.
Upper Environmentally responsible, solvent free
synthetic Tirennina suede.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
TEXTILE

AF6166 black/ftwr white/black
Size 6-12.5

109,95 €

AF6168

deliv.07/15

AF6168 black/chalk white/cardboard
Size 6-12.5

109,95 €

§ MEN - STABILITY

[S77586XX]|

[S77589-%]|

adistar boost m esm
This runner has a stretch mesh upper with
techfit™ for maximum breathability and ultimate
fit. Features energy-returning boost™ foam,
FORMOTION® heel support and a grippy
Continental™ Rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77586

deliv.07/15

S77586

midnight indigo f15/ftwr white/flash
green s15

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

179,95 €

adistar boost m heather
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77589

deliv.08/15

S77589

core heather/chalk white/gold ochre
f15

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

179,95 €

RUNNING
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[B34589/T]|

supernova sequence boost 8 m
A perfect combination of stability and comfort,
this shoe is made for running. With the midsole
cushioning, high energy return, and Continental™
rubber outsole, you'll simply run. And well.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34589 blue/blue/solar blue2 s14
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

134,95 €

B34589

deliv.07/15

[S77847Z.]|

[AF6255$R]|

S77847

AF6255

[S77848-/]|

supernova sequence boost 8 m
A perfect combination of stability and comfort,
this shoe is made for running. With the midsole
cushioning, high energy return, and Continental™
rubber outsole, you'll simply run. And well.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77847 grey/silver met./solar yellow
AF6255 solar yellow/solar yellow/collegiate
S77848

navy
onix/ftwr white/blue

Size 6-12.5

134,95 €

deliv.07/15

S77848

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B33622NQ]|

[AF4435XD]|

supernova sequence boost 8 wid
Equal parts energy-return, stability, and comfort,
you're looking at one of the most stable shoes on
the market. Features boost™ foam midsole,
Continental™ Rubber and a wider more
comfortable fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33622 collegiate royal/ftwr white/solar
orange

Size 7-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

134,95 €

ozweego stability m
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33622

deliv.07/15

AF4435 core black/night met. f13/solar red
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

129,95 €

AF4435

deliv.06/15

MEN - STABILITY

[B22917Q.]|

[B22914NS]|

B22918

B22917

B22914

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

RUNNING
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41

deliv.06/15

[B22915OV]|
revenge boost 2 m
The all new Revenge with energy-returning
boost™ in the forefoot and heel combines with a
STABLE FRAME on the medial to give mild to over
pronators a supportive ride. Mesh uppers add
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22914 solar yellow/core black/tech silver met.
f13

B22915

deliv.06/15

B22917 blue/ftwr white/collegiate navy
B22918 night navy/silver met./solar orange
B22915 bold orange/ftwr white/core black
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

114,95 €

MEN - STABILITY

RUNNING
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[B22929U1]|

[B22931OT]|

[B22934R=]|

B22929

B22931

B22934

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77480O8]|
revenge boost 2 m techfit
The all new Revenge with energy-returning
boost™ in the forefoot and heel combines with a
STABLE FRAME on the medial to give mild to over
pronators a supportive ride. Techfit™ uppers for
the perfect fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22929 collegiate navy/silver met./bright
yellow

B22931 bright yellow/night navy/tech silver
met. f13

B22934 onix/ftwr white/blue
S77480 collegiate royal/ftwr white/solar blue2
s14

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

114,95 €

S77480

deliv.06/15

§ MEN - NEUTRAL

[S77414EW]|

[S77415FZ]|

[S77417H+]|

ultra boost m
Bridge the gap between performance and style.
With a sock-like fit and feel, full-length boost™
midsole, and outsole that promotes natural foot
movement, expect the unexpected.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77414
S77415
S77417

solar yellow/solar yellow/core black
collegiate navy/collegiate navy/silver
met.
core black/core black/solar yellow

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

179,95 €

S77414

deliv.08/15

S77415

deliv.08/15

S77417

deliv.06/15

MEN - NEUTRAL

[B23154B1]|

[B231529%]|

S77552

B23154

B23152

[S8314627]|

[S77553O9]|

deliv.07/15

[B23153A^]|

deliv.06/15

RUNNING
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deliv.06/15

energy boost ESM m
Speeding past old PBs, this light runner goes the
distance with an adaptive techfit™ upper,
engineered 4-way stretch mesh forefoot, boost™
midsole energy return and a supportive
FITFRAME around the heel.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23152 blue/blue/solar orange
B23154 core black/core black/solar yellow
S77552 clear brown/ftwr white/vivid red s13
S77553 midnight grey f15/ftwr white/vivid red
s13

B23153

deliv.07/15

S83146

deliv.06/15

S77553

deliv.07/15

S83146 solar yellow/solar yellow/bright cyan
B23153 ch solid grey/core black/blue
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

159,95 €

MEN - NEUTRAL

RUNNING
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[B33380OT]|

[B33385T#]|

[B33386U0]|

B33380

B33385

B33386

[B33383R=]|

[B33382QZ]|

[B33384S+]|

B33383

B33382

B33384

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33387V3]|

supernova glide boost 7 m
Award winning design fuels your run with the
consistent energy return of boost™ midsole
cushioning. Updated uppers provide premium fit,
feel and transitions. Continental™ Rubber adds
long-wearing grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33380 collegiate navy/ftwr white/solar yellow
B33385 grey/silver met./flash lime f15
B33386 flash green s15/blue/flash lime f15
B33383 blue/solar orange/collegiate royal
B33382 scarlet/ftwr white/solar red
B33384 dark grey/silver met./bold orange
B33387 core black/core black/dark grey
Size 6.5-12.5

134,95 €

B33387

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

MEN - NEUTRAL
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[AF6442/R]|

ozweego cushion m
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF6442

deliv.06/15

[B33487YA]|

AF6442 bold orange/ftwr white/core black
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[B33489-G]|

129,95 €

[B33486X7]|

response boost 2 m
Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
knit-inspired mesh upper, and boost™ foam in the
heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and energy
return with every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33487

deliv.06/15

[B33514KK]|

B33489

deliv.06/15

[B33509NU]|

B33486

deliv.06/15

B33486 blue/silver met./collegiate navy
B33489 onix/ftwr white/bold orange
B33487 solar yellow/ftwr white/collegiate navy
Size 6.5-12.5

114,95 €

[B33512IE]|

response boost 2 techfit m
Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
techfit™ upper for sock-like fit, and boost™ foam
in the heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and
energy return in every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33514

deliv.06/15

B33509

deliv.06/15

B33512

deliv.06/15

B33512 dark grey/core black/solar yellow
B33509 blue/ftwr white/bold orange
B33514 solar orange/ftwr white/blue
Size 6.5-12.5

114,95 €

MEN - NEUTRAL

RUNNING
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[B33459U1]|

[B33458T^]|

B33459

B33458

questar boost m
A running shoe with sneaker style, this modern
Questar has boost™ foam in the heel for
enhanced comfort and long-distance TORSION®
system support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33459 collegiate navy/silver met./vivid red s13
B33458 core heather/chalk white/hi-res red f13
Size 6.5-12.5

99,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.08/15

[B22941QY]|

[B22942R.]|

[B22943S/]|

B22941

B22942

B22943

questar boost tf m
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22941 bold orange/ftwr white/core black
B22942 mid grey s14/iron met./solar orange
B22943 core black/silver met./vivid red s13
Size 6-12.5

99,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ MEN - TRAIL

[S851346E]|

adizero xt prime boost m
Nothing gold can stay, neither can the limited
edition adizero XT Prime Boost. With a boost™
midsole, TRAXION™ outsole, and knitted
one-piece upper, your grip will be sure and your
feats mighty.
ADIDAS PRIMEKNIT seamless knitted upper with
close-fitting to provide the ultimate in fit and
comfort
TRAXION + LUG Four biting surfaces for lateral
and linear traction on trails
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
TEXTILE

S85134

night cargo f15/light brown/solar red

Size 6.5-12.5

199,95 €

[S31637UE]|

adizero xt boost m
TRAXION + LUG Four biting surfaces for lateral
and linear traction on trails
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
Enhanced Reflectivity Bold Use of Reflective
Element provides enough visibility
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85134

deliv.09/15

S31637

core black/dark grey/dark grey

Size 3.5-12.5

139,95 €

S31637

deliv.07/15

MEN - TRAIL

[B251049+]|
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adizero xt boost m
When you combine adizero, boost™, and a need
for the extreme, you get Adizero XT Boost. With
the protective sock extension, and tire-inspired
TRAXION™ outsole, your grip will be sure and
your feats mighty.
TRAXION + LUG Four biting surfaces for lateral
and linear traction on trails
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23452

deliv.07/15

B23452 core black/dark grey/solar red

139,95 €

Size 6-12.5

[B34380S=]|

adistar raven boost m
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B25104

deliv.08/15

B25104 core black/core black/solar red
Size 6-12.5

139,95 €

[B34383V0]|

response tr boost
As the next evolution of the revolutionary first
adidas trail shoe, this version features heel and
forefoot boost™ foam, and Continental™ Rubber
outsole inspired by mountain bike tires. Run wild.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34380

B34383

deliv.08/15

deliv.08/15

[S77741QC]|

response tr boost thunder m
Adrenaline Junkies Wanted. The first adidas trail
shoe ever made returns better than ever with heel
and forefoot boost™, reflective mesh, and
mountain bike tire-inspired Continental™ rubber
outsole. Run comfy, run wild.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77741

deliv.08/15

S77741

solar red/core black/solar yellow

Size 6-12.5

114,95 €

B34383 core black/core black/light brown
B34380 solar yellow/core black/solar red
Size 6.5-12.5

114,95 €

MEN - TRAIL
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kanadia 7 tr m
Seventh generation innovation serves
unparalleled fit and support in this trail shoe. With
superior traction, it yields agile off-road
performance in the most comfortable and lightest
kanadia ever.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
Ortholite Ortholite® sockliner provides ultimate
comfort with antimicrobial protection and
moisture management.
Seamless upper to minimize irritation and a
comfortable fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B33623OT]|

[B33626R=]|

B33623

B33626

[B33629U0]|

[B33625QZ]|

B33629

B33625

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

B33623 midnight indigo f15/chalk white/solar
yellow

B33626 core black/core black/solar red
B33628 umber f15/core black/blue
B33629 solar green/core black/solar orange
B33625 vivid red s13/vivid red s13/solar yellow
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

84,95 €

deliv.07/15

[B33758=J]|

gsg9 tr m

deliv.07/15

[B33760W0]|

Benefit from 40 years of Special Forces R & D with
this light, rugged trail-ready shoe. Engineered for
climbing walls, muddy terrain and fast roping, it's
an adventure racer's dream.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
FUNCTIONAL 3 STRIPES 3 stripes panel
engineered for optimum support in linear and
lateral motion.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33758 dgh solid grey/chalk white/solar red
B33760 core black/night met. f13/dark grey
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

64,95 €

B33758

deliv.07/15

B33760

deliv.07/15

[B33628T#]|

B33628

deliv.07/15

MEN - TRAIL

[B23256GE]|

B23255

B23256

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

slingshot tr m
There's no rest for the wicked, so run hard while
you're here. With a strong, grippy outsole inspired
by mountain bike tires, and a super durable woven
mesh upper, your fun runs just got serious.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
adiwear adiwear rubber for ultimate durability
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
FUNCTIONAL 3 STRIPES 3 stripes panel
engineered for optimum support in linear and
lateral motion.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23256 solar red/iron met./core black
B23255 solar yellow/solar red/core black
Size 6.5-12.5

59,95 €

§ MEN - CLIMACHILL

[B25264OV]|

[B25263NS]|

cc cosmic boost m
Feel as cool as you look with climachill™ active
360-degree ventilation and empower your daily
run with forefoot boost™ energy return. Dynamic
adidas Primeknit technology promotes sock-like
fit and natural flex.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
ADIDAS PRIMEKNIT seamless knitted upper with
close-fitting to provide the ultimate in fit and
comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25264

deliv.06/15

[B25275R$]|

B25263

deliv.06/15

[B25274Q-]|

B25263 solar orange/bright cyan/bold orange
B25264 midnight grey f15/ftwr white/frozen
blue f15

Size 6-12.5

149,95 €

cc rocket boost m
For best in class climachill™ look no further. In
addition to the 360-degree active ventilation,
natural comfort, and webbed outsole, the
full-length boost™ foam midsole takes your run
up a notch.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
SOFT HUG COLLAR for lightweight, ultracomfort
and ultrasoft fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25274 antique brass/antique brass/night
flash s15

B25275

deliv.06/15

B25274

deliv.06/15

B25275 core black/core black/solar blue2 s14
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

139,95 €

RUNNING
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cc gazelle boost m
Let go and let Gazelle. With a sockfit upper and
the comfort of boost™ foam cushioning, the CC
Gazelle boost makes you feel like you're running
without shoes. A simple, natural fit for all with
360-degrees of climachill™ ventilation.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77486 core black/core black/vivid red s13
B24278 ftwr white/ftwr white/core heather
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

119,95 €

[S77486UQ]|

[B24278Q$]|

S77486

B24278

deliv.06/15

[B230719%]|

cc sonic boost m
Run easy in a sneaker that carries over a fun
summer look into fall. With a summer-inspired
graphic upper, this runner has energy-returning
boost™ and soft EVA cushioning.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23071 core heather/ftwr white/vista grey s15
Size 6-12

99,95 €

cc fresh 2 m

deliv.06/15

[B24286Q=]|

cc sonic boost m
Run easy in a sneaker that carries over a fun
summer look into fall. With a summer-inspired
graphic upper, this runner has energy-returning
boost™ and soft EVA cushioning.
CLIMACHILL offers the ultimate 360° active
ventilation sensation
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
STRETCHWEB optimized outsole pattern working
hand in hand with the unqiue properties of Boost
SOCKFIT for a snug and wrinklefree fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23071

deliv.06/15

B24286 core black/core black/solar yellow

99,95 €

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[B22964X6]|

[B22960T+]|

B22964

B22960

Enjoy unrestricted motion with this
ultra-breathable, naturally flexible knitted design.
360-degrees of climacool® ventilation and
rounded ADIWEAR™ outsole merge for natural
transitions and durability.
CLIMACOOL®: Mesh to guarantee temperature
management and weight reduction. Openings in
the outsole to ensure 360°breathability.
INSOLE BOARD MEMBRANE Keep the water out
of breathable tooling
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22964 blue/collegiate navy/ftwr white
B22960 core black/core black/solar yellow
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

84,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B24286

deliv.07/15

MEN - CLIMACHILL
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§ MEN - SPRINGBLADE

B24485

deliv.06/15

cc fresh 2.1 m
Enjoy unrestricted motion with this breathable
and knitted design featuring a heathered mesh
upper. 360-degrees of climacool® ventilation and
rounded ADIWEAR™ outsole merge for easy
transitions and durability.
CLIMACOOL®: Mesh to guarantee temperature
management and weight reduction. Openings in
the outsole to ensure 360°breathability.
INSOLE BOARD MEMBRANE Keep the water out
of breathable tooling
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
Grip and cushioning: Placed rubber outsole for
grip on all surfaces.High durable lighweight EVA
for comfort and durability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24485 core black/core black/ftwr white
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

84,95 €

[D69684+Y]|

RUNNING

[B24485V2]|

springblade drive 2 m
Packed with power, the full-length blades on this
Springblade running shoe provide explosive
energy-return. With an engineered mesh upper
and durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, your work will be
rewarded.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69684

deliv.06/15

D69684 core black/solar yellow/solar yellow
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

169,95 €

[D69785^#]|

springblade drive 2 m
Packed with power, the full-length blades on this
Springblade running shoe provide explosive
energy-return. With an engineered mesh upper
and durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, your work will be
rewarded.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69785

deliv.08/15

D69785 midnight indigo f15/semi solar yellow/
core black

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

169,95 €

§ MEN - VALUE RUNNING

[B33545R=]|

[B33542OT]|

B33545

B33542

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

brevard m
Designed to go the distance, a full-length
ADIPRENE®+ midsole optimizes cushioning and
stretch-mesh uppers inspire comfortable
familiarity. The focus on smart style details
balance the clean design.
4 way stretch mesh sock fit for comfort and
freedom of movement
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33542 core black/night met. f13/solar yellow
B33545 blue/midnight indigo f15/ftwr white
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

84,95 €
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element refine tricot m

[B33315F9]|

[B33306E7]|

B33315

B33306

[S8170538]|

[S8170312]|

[B33307FA]|

A sustainably-made running shoe enhanced with
a great fit and modern design. Made to be
low-to-the-ground and features an unique
looking, breathable material execution on the
upper.
BETTER PLACE Built in a sustainable way to make
the world a better place
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33315 grey/core black/dark grey
B33306 collegiate navy/midnight grey f15/core
black

B33307 core black/carbon s14/ftwr white
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

nova cushion m
Classic athletic style in a nicely cushioned running
shoe provides lightweight comfort, ADIPRENE®
midsole/outsole, and TORSION® for midfoot
support.
TORSION SYSTEM for midfoot integrity and
forefoot propulsion
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
ADIPRENE insert in heel for maximum comfort
and shock absorbtion
LITESTRIKE EVA The lighest cushioning
compound provides excellent heel cushioning with
minimal additional weight
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81705
S81703

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

collegiate navy/silver met./blue
core black/night met. f13/solar red

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

S81705

Dual-density medial support and TORSION® in
the midfoot makes this stable running shoe great
for overpronators. Features ADIPRENE® heel
cushioning and a LITESTRIKE EVA forefoot.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Dual Density Posting medial support to prevent
overpronation and to promote a smooth transition
TORSION SYSTEM for midfoot integrity and
forefoot propulsion
ADIPRENE insert in heel for maximum comfort
and shock absorbtion
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
core black/night met. f13/solar red

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

S81703

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S817086H]|

nova stability m

S81708

B33307

deliv.06/15

79,95 €

[B23308B2]|
falcon elite 4m
Experience explosive energy and modern style
with this sleek runner. Mesh and welded upper
materials, ADIPRENE®+ midsole and ADIWEAR™
outsole provide an ideal blend of comfort, style
and performance.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
FULLY WELDED UPPER No seam for improved fit
and comfort, and modern look
sockliner EVA insole for comfort.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81708

deliv.06/15

B23308 midnight grey f15/core black/solar
blue2 s14

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

B23308

deliv.07/15

MEN - VALUE RUNNING

B23315

deliv.06/15

[B23357KO]|

[B233149%]|

B23314

deliv.06/15

[B23356JL]|

[B23316B1]|

B23316

deliv.06/15

lite pacer 3 m
Give yourself an edge with the sleek, light ride of
these all-around trainers. Supergrip EVA
cushioning and soles yield a technical edge while
the unique knit look defines the style.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
fit-stripe-panel Provides a great midfoot lockdown
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23316 solar blue2 s14/core black/solar red
B23314 core black/core black/ftwr white
B23315 core black/iron met./grey
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

69,95 €

[B23355II]|
turbo 3.1m
Get a return on your energy investment with the
Turbo 3.1. With ADIPRENE® cushioning,
breathable mesh, and toe and heel support, you
can run hard or take it easy.
Midsole adiPRENE® insert for comfort and shock
absorption.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23355 solar yellow/ftwr white/dark grey
B23356 solar blue2 s14/ftwr white/collegiate
royal

B23357

deliv.07/15

[B33810PT]|

B33810

deliv.06/15

B23356

deliv.07/15

[B33811QW]|

B33811

deliv.06/15

B23355

deliv.07/15

[B33809W4]|

B33809

deliv.06/15

B23357 vista grey s15/iron met./solar red
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

69,95 €

duramo elite m
Breathable mesh upper brings a great look and
feel to this neutral runner. For optimal comfort
and fit, it has a full-length ADIPRENE®+ midsole,
heel cushioning and seamless support thanks to
welded overlays.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33809 core black/core black/ftwr white
B33811 blue beauty f10/ftwr white/core black
B33810 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

64,95 €

RUNNING
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[B23379Q/]|

duramo 7 atr m
This all-weather all-terrain shoe gives you proven
performance. Featuring a waterproof upper,
high-impact cushioning, ADIPRENE®+ midsole
support, and reliable traction.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
REFLECTIVE STRIPES three stripes for your
safety!
water repelant all over water repelant
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23379 core black/night met. f13/solar red
Size 6.5-12.5

59,95 €

madoru m
Style and performance go hand in hand in this
youthful shoe where colour options abound. Mesh
forefoot vents well while full-length ADIPRENE®+
midsoles and flex grooves optimize rebound.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S77492
S77493
S77495

B23379

deliv.06/15

[S77492SJ]|

[S77493TM]|

[S77495VS]|

core black/ftwr white/core black
dgh solid grey/core black/vivid red s13
super blue f15/core black/bright cyan

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

59,95 €

S77492

deliv.07/15

[S8323300]|

S77493

deliv.07/15

[S8323413]|

S77495

deliv.07/15

[S83231^+]|

duramo 7 m
The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring innovative
3D print design layered over breathable mesh.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83233
S83234
S83231

ftwr white/semi frozen yellow f15/core
black
ch solid grey/bright yellow/dgh solid
grey
blue/core black/semi frozen yellow f15

Size 6.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

54,95 €

S83233

deliv.06/15

S83234

deliv.06/15

S83231

deliv.06/15

MEN - VALUE RUNNING

B33552

deliv.06/15

[B33550OS]|

[B33551PV]|

B33550

B33551

deliv.06/15

[B33555T/]|

RUNNING
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deliv.06/15

[B33553R.]|

duramo 7 m
The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring innovative
3D print design layered over breathable mesh.
Seamless upper: Fully bonded upper construction.
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33551 bright yellow/ftwr white/dgh solid grey
B33550 core black/silver met./ch solid grey
B33552 solar blue2 s14/night met. f13/
midnight indigo f15

B33555

deliv.06/15

B33553

deliv.06/15

B33553 dgh solid grey/solar red/ch solid grey
B33555 ch solid grey/core black/flash red s15
Size 6.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

54,95 €

MEN - VALUE RUNNING
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Time-tested and athlete-approved, the Galaxy 2 is
super comfortable, lightweight and comes in a
variety of iconic colourblocking options. Consider
this your running shoe for life.
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
EVA Sockliner: Providing comfort and support
Anatomically placed deep flex grooves: for
increased flexibility, reduced weight and natural
movement
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33656 silver met./night met. f13/power red
B33657 solar red/core black/mid grey s14
B33659 solar green/night flash s15/ftwr white
B33658 solar yellow/core black/mid grey s14
B33660 core black/solar blue2 s14/frozen blue
f15

[B33657Y9]|

[B33659-F]|

B33656

B33657

B33659

deliv.06/15

galaxy 2 m

Size 6.5-12.5

[B33656X6]|

54,95 €

[B33658ZC]|

B33658

deliv.06/15

[B23323A#]|

lite runner m

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33660T/]|

B33660

deliv.06/15

[B23324B0]|

[B233218=]|

B23324

B23321

Simple design and lightweight material make this
running shoe a classic. With the fine mesh upper
and low-cut profile, it's just you, the shoe, and the
open road.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
mesh mesh upper for lightweight and
breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23323 collegiate navy/core black/black
B23324 black/core black/bold orange
B23321 solar yellow/core black/black
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

54,95 €

B23323

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

MEN - VALUE RUNNING

S81690

deliv.06/15

[S81689K6]|

S81689

deliv.06/15

[S81688J3]|

RUNNING

[S81690DV]|
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S81688

deliv.06/15

breeze 101 2 m

[S81687I0]|

S81687

deliv.06/15

[D69732WA]|

[S8253023]|

For a comfortable, more natural feel, this
lightweight and low to the ground running shoe
combines a sleek shape and a breathable open
mesh upper with a flexible outsole.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
SUPERGRIP EVA Lightweight outsole for optimum
comfort. Engineered for grip and durability
Flex grooves in tooling to guarantee full length
flexibility
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81688
S81689
S81690
S81687

collegiate navy/ftwr white/core black
core black/blue/ftwr white
power red/ftwr white/solar red
core black/night met. f13/ftwr white

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

49,95 €

[D69734YG]|
galaxy elite m
The Galaxy Elite has a simplified look and feel
that’s set-up for a comfortable run. Featuring
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and a TPU cage that
gives a supportive fit and helps with transitions.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D69734 grey/ftwr white/granite
S82530 solar blue2 s14/ftwr white/collegiate
navy

D69732

deliv.06/15

S82530

deliv.06/15

D69734

deliv.06/15

D69732 hi-res red f13/ftwr white/scarlet
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

49,95 €

RUNNING
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[B33685=I]|
galactic elite m
Modern looks and comfort are the name of the
game in this runner thanks to full-length
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning. Ventilation comes
naturally with the mesh uppers, complementing a
clean, supportive style.
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Flex Grooves Provides the foot a more natural
flexible movement
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33685 ftwr white/blue/iron met.
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

44,95 €

B33685

deliv.06/15

[B34323JH]|

[B34324KK]|

[B33793+O]|

B34323

B34324

B33793

deliv.06/15

galactic elite m
Modern looks and comfort are the name of the
game in this runner thanks to full-length
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning. Ventilation comes
naturally with the mesh uppers, complementing a
clean, supportive style.
adiPRENE®+ adiPRENE®+ maintains forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
integrated sockliner Support natural movement of
the foot with optimum comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B33795/R]|

B34323 ftwr white/tech grey met. s14/mid grey
s14

B34324 vista blue f14/silver met./collegiate
navy

B33793 core black/iron met./solar slime
B33795 mid grey s14/iron met./collegiate royal
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

44,95 €

B33795

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15
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§ FOOTWEAR

[B23444IH]|

[B44289$M]|
adizero Shotput 2
Whether you glide or spin, the ultra-lightweight
adizero Shot-put anchors your throwing power
with a sturdy midfoot strap, heel and toe wraps,
and foam insole cushioning.
Inlay Foam insole for comfort.
Outsole Carbon rubber for durability.
Upper Medial midfoot suppport strap for arch &
midfoot support.
COOLEVER mesh and lining has a clover shaped
yarn to manage heat and sweat reducing
discomfort and increasing performance.
SYNTHETICS

adizero Prime SP
At less than 100 grams, this running spike is
lightning fast. Features a seamless SPRINTWEB
upper and innovative full-length spike plate with
lightweight, precisely-placed pins for superior
traction.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23444

deliv.06/15

B23444 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow
Size 5-12.5

199,95 €

[B40266GE]|

B44289

Size 5-15; 16

[B44533W0]|

adizero Javelin 2

Built for the circular motion of hammer and
discus, the sturdy hook-and-loop closure,
adiWEAR® outsole, and EVA insole provide the
anchor you need for greater throwing power.
Inlay Foam insole for comfort.
Outsole Carbon rubber for durability.
Upper Medial midfoot suppport strap for arch &
midfoot support.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B40266

B40266 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 5-15; 16

134,95 €

139,95 €

Super lightweight, yet solid and well-cushioned,
the reinforced mid-cut design provides throwers
with a secure and flexible platform to throw the
javelin right through the tip.
Pre-moulded EVA Pre-moulded EVA midsole for
optimised comfort & cushion.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Outsole Replaceable spike.
Scary sharp shark skin provides ultimate grip on
the track in all conditions
COOLEVER mesh and lining has a clover shaped
yarn to manage heat and sweat reducing
discomfort and increasing performance.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

adizero Discus/Hammer 2

deliv.06/15

B44289 core black/ftwr white/solar red

deliv.06/15

B44533

deliv.06/15

B44533 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14.5

134,95 €

TRACK & FIELD

TRACK & FIELD
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[B23446KN]|

Technical jumpers will get all the speed they need
to roll over the bar in this lithe, low-cut spike.
Clean, simplified upper, with extra midsole
support and a grippy outsole.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Outsole Replaceable spike.
Midsole Nylon plate for stiffness.
Scary sharp shark skin provides ultimate grip on
the track in all conditions
COOLEVER mesh and lining has a clover shaped
yarn to manage heat and sweat reducing
discomfort and increasing performance.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

adizero avanti 2
Fast enough for the pros, this premier 5/10k track
spike has a more aggressive spike design to
improve acceleration and limit braking. Super
light, fast-looking SPRINTWEB upper.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23446 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

129,95 €

[M29587SF]|

adizero HJ FL

B23446

deliv.06/15

M29587 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14.5

129,95 €

[B40807NT]|

[B44073PW]|
adizero LJ 2

adizero HJ ST

Now even lower to the ground, this lightweight
cushioned spike gets you up to speed fast for
longer flights. Stable forefoot, new simplified
upper and breathable, mono-mesh rear foot.
Inlay Foam insole for comfort.
Outsole Forefoot spike-plate.
Outsole Replaceable spike.
COOLEVER mesh and lining has a clover shaped
yarn to manage heat and sweat reducing
discomfort and increasing performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Powerful high jumpers get speed and stability in
this newly redesigned shoe. Simple, low-cut spike
design, with extra midsole support and a grippy
outsole for the perfect approach.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Outsole Replaceable spike.
Midsole Nylon plate for stiffness.
Scary sharp shark skin provides ultimate grip on
the track in all conditions
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B40807 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14.5

129,95 €

B40807

deliv.06/15

B44073 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14.5

129,95 €

[B23445JK]|

adizero Prime Accelerator

Worn by David Rudisha, this mid-distance spike
has a lighter mesh upper, with the stability of
SPRINTWEB construction to take you to your
fastest 400, 800 or 1500 meters in confidence.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

A lighter choice for both power sprinters and their
admirers, this spike is soft and significantly
lightweight. SPRINTFRAME heel and SPRINTWEB
upper for support and performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23445 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow

129,95 €

B23445

deliv.06/15

B44073

deliv.06/15

[B23442GB]|

adizero MD 2

Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

M29587

deliv.06/15

B23442 core black/solar yellow/solar red
Size 7-12.5; 13.5

129,95 €

B23442

deliv.06/15

FOOTWEAR

[B44053LM]|
adizero TJ 2
A new lower build and simpler, breathable upper
improve every hop, step and jump you take.
Lightweight design, with flared ADIPRENE®+ heel
for greater cushioning and momentum.
Inlay Foam insole for comfort.
Outsole Forefoot spike-plate.
Outsole Replaceable spike.
COOLEVER mesh and lining has a clover shaped
yarn to manage heat and sweat reducing
discomfort and increasing performance.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

adizero Prime Finesse
Find your true speed with a six-spike
configuration that maximizes acceleration and
decreases deceleration. SPRINTWEB construction
for the technical sprinter who loves being fast.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23440

deliv.06/15

B23440 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 4-12.5

129,95 €

[B23447LQ]|

B23447

deliv.06/15

B44053

deliv.06/15

B44053 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14.5

129,95 €

[B23450GA]|

adizero ambition 2 m

adizero ambition 2 w

A new way to take on the mile, this premier track
spike is made for young runners. Light, two-mesh
upper offers lateral support, with open mesh on
the medial for breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

A new way to take on the mile, this premier track
spike is made for young runners. Light, two-mesh
upper offers lateral support, with open mesh on
the medial for breathability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23447 black/red/night met. f13/night met. f13
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

[B40319C5]|

B23450

deliv.06/15

B23450 core black/raw ochre f15/solar yellow
Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

[B40831NQ]|
Jumpstar Allround
This shoe is particularly for college athletes who
needs a jump spike for every jump diszipline
especially long jump and triple jump.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Outsole Full rubber for durability in high wear
areas.
Midsole Nylon plate for stiffness.
Upper: Airmesh upper for maximum ventilation.
Outsole Replaceable spike elements in the
forefoot.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40319

deliv.06/15

B40319 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 4-14

99,95 €

arriba 4 m
Super fast, this high school running spike is
upgraded with a Pebax plate and a soft sock-like
fit. It's ultimate propulsion and responsiveness at
a great value.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40831

deliv.06/15

B40831 night flash s15/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

TRACK & FIELD

[B23440E5]|
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[B44062MO]|

[B35916%P]|

arriba 4 w

sprint star 4 m

Super fast, this high school running spike is
upgraded with a Pebax plate and a soft sock-like
fit. It's ultimate propulsion and responsiveness at
a great value.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Inspired by our top-tier sprint spikes, this
lightweight sprinter has the same rigid spike
plate. New last for a better fit, and a breathable
mesh/synthetic upper for maximum support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B44062 flash pink s15/ftwr white/solar pink
Size 3.5-10.5

74,95 €

B44062

deliv.06/15

B35916 night flash s15/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

[B402348/]|

B35916

deliv.06/15

[B44268Y9]|
Throwstar Allround
Don't step into the ring without this elite throwing
shoe, especially for High school atheltes. A high
performance rubber outsole provides durability
and avoid high abrasion.
3 Stripes taping.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Outsole Carbon rubber for durability.
Upper Synthetic upper supports during circular
range of motion.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

sprint star 4 w
Inspired by our top-tier sprint spikes, this
lightweight sprinter has the same rigid spike
plate. New last for a better fit, and a breathable
mesh/synthetic upper for maximum support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40234 flash pink s15/ftwr white/solar pink
Size 3.5-10.5

74,95 €

B40234

deliv.06/15

B44268 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

[B23478S#]|

[S77523I+]|

xcs 6 m

xcs 6 spikeless

A cool wave print energizes the clean, simple
design of this racing spike, with a ripstop shank
for more support on the medial. Fully printed, so
there's less material to weigh you down.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Pre- or post-track meet, this clean, simple shoe
sports a winning look. Exciting new design with a
printed mesh upper, and ripstop at the medial
shank for added support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23478 solar red/ftwr white/core black
Size 4-12.5; 13.5

69,95 €

B23478

deliv.06/15

B44268

deliv.06/15

S77523

solar red/ftwr white/core black

Size 6-12.5; 13.5

69,95 €

S77523

deliv.06/15

FOOTWEAR

B33777

deliv.06/15

[S77527M6]|

xcs 6 w

xcs 6 w spikeless

A cool wave print energizes the clean, simple
design of this racing spike, with a ripstop shank
for more support on the medial. Fully printed, so
there's less material to weigh you down.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Pre- or post-track meet, this clean, simple shoe
sports a winning look. Exciting new design with a
printed mesh upper, and ripstop at the medial
shank for added support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33777 solar red/ftwr white/night flash s15
Size 4-10.5

69,95 €

[M29295J/]|

techstar allround 3
Versatility defines the best Track and Field
athletes. It also defines this running spike. Its
sock-like upper offers real comfort and
performance at an impressive value.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M29295

deliv.06/15

TRACK & FIELD

[B33777+Q]|
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M29295 night flash s15/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

64,95 €

S77527

deliv.06/15

S77527

solar red/ftwr white/night flash s15

Size 4-10.5

69,95 €

MEN - TERREX
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TERREX SCOPE HIGH GTX

[M29598VN]|

[B33250F7]|

M29598

B33250

Mid-cut for more ankle protection, this
lightweight approach shoe features Stealth®
rubber outsole for unbeatable grip and control
over wet and rocky terrain, GORE-TEX® and
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
membrane. Waterproof and breathable.
Collar Neoprene collar for comfort and protection.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M29598 core black/bright royal/collegiate navy
B33250 core black/green earth f15/solar yellow
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

189,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B34093OV]|

TERREX FAST R MID GTX

deliv.07/15

[B33236HF]|

This light, athletic mid-cut shoe now moves faster
than ever on the mountain. With protective
weldings, a grippy Continental™ Rubber outsole,
waterproof GORE-TEX®, and a snug-fitting
neoprene heel.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34093 midnight indigo f15/core black/night
flash s15

B33236 core black/dark grey/ftwr white
Size 5.5-12.5

179,95 €

B34093

deliv.07/15

B33236

deliv.07/15

MEN - TERREX

[B22848U1]|

TERREX BOOST GTX
For endless energy on mountain runs, push your
limits with boost™ energy-return.
Low-to-the-ground, with a GORE-TEX®
membrane on the upper to keep feet dry and
Continental™ Rubber on the outsole for
extraordinary grip.
Upper: Speed lacing construction for fast and
snug lacing.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22849

deliv.08/15

[B33243GB]|

B22848

deliv.08/15

[G97920CK]|

B22848 core black/ftwr white/vista grey s15
B22849 raw ochre f15/core black/bright yellow
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

179,95 €

TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX
Technical, light hiking boot for moving fast. Now
even lower to the ground for more stability and
with Continental™ rubber on the outsole for
extraordinary grip. GORE-TEX® keeps feet dry.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole Full forefoot adiPRENE®+ for forefoot
propulsion & efficiency.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33243

deliv.07/15

[M290679H]|

[B22846S%]|

G97920

deliv.06/15

[B22847T^]|

G97920 carbon s14/core black/scarlet
B33243 blue/core black/clear onix
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

169,95 €

TERREX BOOST
For endless energy on mountain runs, push your
limits with boost™ energy-return. A
low-to-the-ground, sock-like upper with a
Continental™ Rubber outsole delivers grounded
support and extraordinary grip.
Upper: Speed lacing construction for fast and
snug lacing.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22847 bright yellow/core black/night flash
s15

B22846 midnight indigo f15/core black/solar
yellow

M29067

deliv.06/15

B22846

deliv.07/15

B22847

deliv.07/15

M29067 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

159,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B22849V4]|
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OUTDOOR
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TERREX FAST R GTX

[B36037OV]|

[B33223C1]|

[B33224D4]|

B36037

B33223

B33224

This light athletic shoe moves faster than ever on
the mountain. With protective weldings, a grippy
Continental™ Rubber outsole, PRO
MODERATOR™ support, waterproof GORE-TEX®
and ADIPRENE®+ cushioning.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Collar Neoprene collar for comfort and protection.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B36037 core black/dark grey/ftwr white
B33223 base green s15/core black/night cargo
f15

B33224 midnight indigo f15/core black/night
flash s15

Size 5.5-12.5

159,95 €

TERREX SCOPE GTX
This lightweight approach shoe features Stealth®
rubber outsole for unbeatable grip on wet and
rocky surfaces, climbing-specific forefoot,
waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane and
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
membrane. Waterproof and breathable.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M19520 bright royal/core black/collegiate navy
B33249 green earth f15/core black/solar yellow
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

149,95 €

TERREX FAST X GTX

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[M1952040]|

[B33249MT]|

M19520

B33249

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15

[G97917H-]|

[B33239KO]|

G97917

B33239

Technical, light hiking shoe for moving fast. Now
even lower to the ground for more stability and
with Continental™ rubber on the outsole for
extraordinary grip. GORE-TEX® keeps feet dry.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole Full forefoot adiPRENE®+ for forefoot
propulsion & efficiency.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

G97917 carbon s14/core black/scarlet
B33239 blue/core black/clear onix
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

149,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15

MEN - TERREX

[B33246JK]|

[M29522BH]|
TERREX SCOPE
A lightweight, low-cut approach shoe with
Stealth® rubber outsole for unbeatable grip on
wet and rocky surfaces, climbing-specific forefoot
and supportive ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M29523

deliv.07/15

[B33181JI]|

B33246

M29522

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

[B33180IF]|

B33181

[B23748V3]|

B33180

deliv.07/15

B23748

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

[D6702760]|
TERREX FAST X
Technical hiking shoe for fast moving
performance. Now even lower to the ground for
more stability. TRAXION™ and Continental™
Rubber outsole provides extraordinary grip.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole Full forefoot adiPRENE®+ for forefoot
propulsion & efficiency.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D67027

deliv.06/15

D67027 carbon s14/core black/scarlet
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

129,95 €

M29522 collegiate navy/core black/bright royal
B33246 raw ochre f15/core black/solar yellow
M29523 core black/vista grey s15/ftwr white
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

139,95 €

TERREX FAST R
This lightweight athletic shoe now moves faster
than ever on the mountain. With protective
weldings, PRO MODERATOR™ support, a grippy
Continental™ Rubber outsole and ADIPRENE®+
cushioning.
Collar Neoprene collar for comfort and protection.
Midsole Full forefoot adiPRENE®+ for forefoot
propulsion & efficiency.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23748 core black/vista grey s15/ftwr white
B33180 raw ochre f15/core black/bright yellow
B33181 core black/night flash s15/solar yellow
Size 5.5-12.5

139,95 €

OUTDOOR

[M29523CK]|
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OUTDOOR
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TERREX TRAIL CROSS

[B44143MO]|

[B22825NT]|

B44143

B22825

Hike and bike technical trails in this hybrid shoe.
Combines hiking traction with pedalling power
through a Stealth® rubber outsole with
unbeatable grip. Durable medial fabric protects.
Upper: High abrasion material for durability and
protection.
Upper: Rubber toe cap for protection.
Midsole: Pro-Moderator for protection and
midfoot stability.
Outsole: Stealth rubber for unbeatable grip.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B44143 ftwr white/core black/vista grey s15
B22825 base green s15/core black/raw ochre
f15

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

129,95 €

TERREX SOLO
Light, breathable approach shoe with a Stealth®
rubber outsole increases performance with a
durable, more protective toe cap that wraps up
around the big toe. EVA midsole adds comfort on
rocky conditions.
Upper: High abrasion mesh upper for extra
durability.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M19515 bright royal/core black/collegiate navy
M19516 vista grey s15/core black/clear onix
B24423 midnight f15/core black/solar yellow
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

119,95 €

deliv.06/15

[M195157A]|

[M195168D]|

[B24423HD]|

M19515

M19516

B24423

deliv.06/15

[B35127LO]|

SLACK CRUISER
Low to the ground slack-line shoe with a grippy
Stealth® rubber outsole. Features PRO
MODERATOR™ midsole stability, increased
forefoot flexibility, EVA cushioning and sock-like
mono tongue for comfort.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B35127 base green s15/core black/semi solar
yellow

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

deliv.06/15

B35127

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15
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[B44136NS]|

TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX
A fast, low to the ground mountain sports shoe
with mid-cut support and protection, speed
lacing, breathable GORE-TEX® membrane and a
TRAXION™ outsole for surefooted grip.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Mesh and synthetic upper for lightweight and
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22820

deliv.06/15

B44136

deliv.06/15

[B22816MR]|

[B40649R+]|

[B22818OX]|

B22816

B40649

B22818

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15

B44136 core black/vista grey s15/power red
B22820 midnight grey f15/core black/blue
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

149,95 €

deliv.06/15

TERREX SWIFT R GTX

[B25468YA]|

[B22817NU]|

Fast, low to the ground mountain sports shoe with
TPU mid-foot support, speed lacing, grippy
TRAXION™ outsole and a breathable GORE-TEX®
membrane on the upper to keep feet dry.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Mesh and synthetic upper for lightweight and
comfort.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22818 base green s15/core black/tech beige
f13

B25468

deliv.06/15

B22817

deliv.06/15

B40649 core black/vista grey s15/power red
B22816 blue/midnight grey f15/core black
B22817 raw ochre f15/core black/solar yellow
B25468 core black/chalk white/bold orange
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

129,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B22820IE]|

MEN - ALL OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR
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[B26804Y5]|

[B22809NV]|

[B22810G9]|

B26804

B22809

B22810

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

TERREX SWIFT R
The dual mesh upper construction makes this
mountain sports shoe comfortable, lightweight,
breathable and abrasion-resistant. Features
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning, speed lacing, and
TRAXION™ outsole.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B25467X7]|

B26804 vista grey s15/core black/solar red
B22809 collegiate navy/super blue f15/
midnight grey f15

B22810 gold ochre f15/solar yellow/raw ochre
f15

B25467 bold orange/core black/fox brown f15
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

109,95 €

TERREX SWIFT SOLO

B25467

deliv.06/15

[D670312Y]|

[AF6370+T]|

D67031

AF6370

Light, breathable approach shoe with
high-traction outsole increases performance with
new, more protective toe cap that wraps up
around the big toe. EVA midsole adds comfort on
rocky conditions.
Upper: High abrasion mesh upper for extra
durability.
Upper: Asymmetrical heel loop for easy
attachment to a Harness or Backpack.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole design with
climbing zone.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D67031 core black/core black/lead
AF6370 raw ochre f15/core black/gold ochre
f15

Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

MEN - ALL OUTDOOR

[Q34271K-]|

AX2 MID GTX
A fast, lightweight mid-cut boot for hikes and
multifunctional use. Keeps feet dry with a
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. Enhanced
grip, EVA cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33133

Q34271

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

Q34271 dark grey/core black/scarlet
B33133 raw ochre f15/core black/night cargo
f15

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

119,95 €

[Q34270JX]|
AX2 GTX
A fast, lightweight low-cut shoe for hikes and
multifunctional use. Keeps feet dry with a
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. Enhanced
grip, EVA cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Q34270

deliv.06/15

[B33916Y7]|

Q34270

dark grey/core black/scarlet

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[B33915X4]|

109,95 €

[B33914W1]|

AX2 GTX
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33914 raw ochre f15/core black/night cargo
f15

B33916

deliv.07/15

B33915

deliv.07/15

B33914

deliv.07/15

B33915 night flash s15/core black/solar yellow
B33916 brown/core black/grey blend s12
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

109,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B33133B&]|
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OUTDOOR
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AX2

[D67192IR]|

[B33129FC]|

[B331308.]|

D67192

B33129

B33130

A fast, lightweight low-cut shoe for hikes and
multifunctional use. Enhanced grip, EVA
cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D67192 dark grey/core black/scarlet
B33129 midnight grey f15/core black/chalk
white

B33130 grey blend s12/core black/brown
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B27303MN]|

[B27304NQ]|

B27303

B27304

deliv.07/15

KANADIA 7 TR GTX
Made to blaze on mountain trails. This rugged,
lightweight running shoe keeps feet dry with
waterproof GORE-TEX® and grabs rough ground
with its athletic TRAXION™ grip.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27303 raw ochre f15/core black/solar yellow
B27304 night flash s15/core black/solar yellow
S82877 dark grey/core black/chalk white
S77752 night cargo f15/core black/tech beige
f13

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

deliv.06/15

[S77752TK]|

S77752

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

[S82877QI]|

S82877

deliv.07/15

MEN - ALL OUTDOOR

[B22799=M]|

A more adept entry-level hiking shoe streamlined
for a lightweight feel. Features a highly breathable
open mesh design, stylish stitching details, and a
padded tongue for all-day comfort.
Upper: Dual layer mesh construction for high
abrasion resistance and comfort.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

SPORTS HIKER
A more adept entry-level hiking shoe streamlined
for a lightweight feel. Features a highly breathable
open mesh design, stylish stitching details, and a
padded tongue for all-day comfort.
Upper: Dual layer mesh construction for high
abrasion resistance and comfort.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

G97914

deliv.07/15

G97914

core black/core black/grey rock s12

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

SPORTSHIKER

B22799

deliv.07/15

B22799 blue/core black/chalk white
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

74,95 €

§ MEN - WINTERBOOTS - TERREX

[B23666U0]|

[B22828Q=]|

TERREX ULTIMATE BOOST CH
This waterproof winter boot delivers an energy
boost to fast-paced hiking and snowshoeing.
PrimaLoft® insulation, climaproof® membrane
and snowskirt ankle construction seal out harsh
weather and keep feet dry. Continental™ Rubber
grips snow and ice.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23666

B22828

deliv.10/15

[M227570^]|

M22757

deliv.09/15

deliv.10/15

TERREX CONRAX CH CP
Snowshoe compatible, this winter boot combines
climaproof® protection with PrimaLoft®
insulation for optimal warmth. Lugged
Continental™ Rubber on the outsole for
surefooted grip over ice and snow.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M22757 core black/chalk white/power red
Size 4-12.5; 13.5

179,95 €

B22828 dark grey/core black/raw ochre f15
B23666 core black/bold orange/clear onix
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

199,95 €

OUTDOOR

[G97914ER]|
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§ MEN - WINTERBOOTS - ALL OUTDOOR
BOOST URBAN HIKER CW
Endless energy for hiking trails and streets. This
hip casual boot makes comfort and warmth easy
with boost™ energy-return comfort and
PrimaLoft® insulation. Plus extraordinary
Continental™ Rubber outsole grip.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
SYNTHETICS

[B240111L]|

[B240122O]|

B24011

B24012

[S8314514]|

B24011 core black/bold orange/ftwr white
B24012 night cargo f15/raw ochre f15/night
S83145

flash s15
gold ochre f15/solar red/core black

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

159,95 €

deliv.09/15

S83145

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

[M20599/-]|
CH HOLTANNA II CP
A serious boot with a clean look, this winter
design features heavy-duty rubber, protective
climaproof®, warm PrimaLoft® insulation and a
Continental™ Rubber outsole for optimal grip.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Rubber mudguard for more protection.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
RUBBER/LEATHER

M20599 cardboard/core black/chalk white
Size 4-4.5; 5.5-12.5; 13.5

149,95 €

SNOWTRAIL CP

M20599

deliv.09/15

[V22174.R]|

[B33912U%]|

V22174

B33912

Multi-functional winter boot with climaproof®
and temperature sensitive outsole for grip on ice.
Leather upper has fur lining and valuable metal
details for a sophisticated look.
Upper: High quality nubuck leathers for extra
stability and comfort.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Valuable metal eyelets.
Outsole: Temperature Sensitive Compound for
optimal grip on icy surface.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

V22174 dark sand/dark sand/chalk white
B33912 midnight grey f15/clear brown/raw
ochre f15

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

149,95 €

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

MEN - WINTERBOOTS - ALL OUTDOOR

B27311

deliv.09/15

OUTDOOR

[B27311MM]|

75

CH FASTSHELL MID
Fast for snow hiking, this light mid-cut features
PrimaLoft® and a soft snowskirt ankle
construction to keep snow and cold out.
Abrasion-resistant, stretchy upper pairs with
Continental™ rubber outsole for best fit and grip.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27311 core black/vista grey s15/dark grey
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[S77761UM]|

139,95 €

[V22179%%]|

CH WINTER HIKER SPEED CP
Cut higher for more stability, this winter hiker has
temperature sensitive outsole for grip on ice,
PrimaLoft® insulation, warm fur lining and
all-over climaproof® membrane for waterproof
protection.
Upper: Stabilizing ankle frame for enhanced
support.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S77761

V22179

V22179
S77761

core black/core black/core energy s12
midnight grey f15/core black/raw ochre
f15

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[B27260S.]|

[B27258Y9]|

CH SLOPECRUISER CP

129,95 €

This winter boot has a fresh young design inspired
by grippy snowmobile chains. It features
waterproof climaproof® protection and has highly
durable material on the toe and heel. Clips hold
pants in place.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Trouser Protection System - Heel clip
holds pants in place.
Upper: Strong and durable Materials.
Outsole: TRAXION - Strong profile for optimal grip
in winter conditions.
SYNTHETICS

B27258 base green s15/tech beige f13/ftwr
white

B27260

deliv.09/15

B27258

deliv.09/15

B27260 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

129,95 €

OUTDOOR
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[M18502^Y]|

[B27294=H]|

M18502

B27294

ROCKSTACK MID
Clean design, rich leather upper and handcrafted
elements for a comfortable hiking shoe year
round. Mid-cut with a padded collar, grippy
TRAXION™ outsole and ADIPRENE® cushioning
in the heel.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Outsole: TRAXION® - the perfect combination of
stability and grip for Hiking.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

M18502 leather/leather/rich blue f14
B27294 granite/cardboard/clear brown
Size 5.5-12.5

129,95 €

CH FASTSHELL
Run in snow and hike fast in this lightweight,
low-cut winter hiker. Speed laces secure the
stretchy, socklike fit of the abrasion resistant
upper with PrimaLoft® to warm your feet.
Continental™ rubber outsole for optimal grip.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27299 core black/vista grey s15/dark grey
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

119,95 €

TRAILCRUISER MID
Trail-ready hiker with casual everyday style. This
mid-cut merges soft nubuck leather with metal
hook eyelets for rugged function. ADIPRENE®
heel cushioning and Continental™ Rubber outsole
for grip.
Upper: Soft nubuck leathers for enhanced
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

B22831 core black/chalk white/core black
B22832 super blue f15/core black/chalk white
B22833 brown oxide f15/core black/brown
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

119,95 €

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

[B27299/T]|

B27299

deliv.08/15

[B22831LM]|

[B22832MP]|

[B22833NS]|

B22831

B22832

B22833

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

MEN - WINTERBOOTS - ALL OUTDOOR

[B33908Y8]|

[Q213181/]|

WINTERSCAPE CP
Multi-functional winter boot with waterproof
climaproof® protection and a temperature
sensitive outsole for grip on ice. Suede leather
upper with pops of colour and a warm lining.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: High-quality suede upper offers high
wearing comfort
Outsole: Temperature Sensitive Compound for
optimal grip on icy surface.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

Q21318 brown/brown/hi-res red f13
B33908 fox brown f15/light brown/tribe orange
f14

B33909

B33908

deliv.09/15

[M18499K&]|

Q21318

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

deliv.06/15

M18499 core black/core black/granite
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[B27267ZB]|

s15

Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

109,95 €

[M2278434]|

BRUSHWOOD MID
Multifunctional mid-cut shoe ideal for light hikes.
Durable, rich leather upper keeps feet
comfortable. Features EVA cushioning,
ADIPRENE® support and grippy Continental™
Rubber outsole.
Upper: Strong nubuck leathers and synthetics for
extra durability and stability.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

M18499

B33909 midnight f15/tech beige f13/base green

109,95 €

ANZIT DLX MID
The Anzit Deluxe mid-cut hiking shoe has a
nubuck leather upper, comfortable ADIPRENE®
heel cushioning, a grippy TRAXION™ outsole, and
handcrafted details for a modern look and feel.
Upper: Soft nubuck leathers for enhanced
comfort.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: TRAXION® - the perfect combination of
stability and grip for everyday outdoor activities.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

M22784

deliv.06/15

M22784 dark brown/dark brown/grey blend s12
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5

109,95 €

[B27266Y8]|
CW ZAPPAN II WINTER MID
A modern mid-cut with a mix of felt and rich
leather for winter hikes. This youthful design has
a moisture-wicking OrthoLite® sockliner for dry,
comfortable feet, plus grippy TRAXION™ outsole
and ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B27267

deliv.08/15

B27266

deliv.08/15

B27266 core black/chalk white/core black
B27267 night brown/core black/super blue f15
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

109,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B33909ZB]|
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[B22838S/]|

CW AX2 BETA MID

Multifunctional low-cut shoe ideal for light hikes.
Durable, rich leather upper keeps feet
comfortable. Features EVA cushioning,
ADIPRENE® support and grippy Continental™
Rubber outsole.
Upper: Strong nubuck leathers and synthetics for
extra durability and stability.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

A daily cold-weather hiker to shed winter
conditions, this mid-cut warms feet with
PrimaLoft® insulation and grips on slippery
streets with a TRAXION™ outsole.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner for enhanced
comfort and fit.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B22838 core black/vista grey s15/power red
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

ANZIT DLX

[M174827B]|

BRUSHWOOD

B22838

deliv.09/15

M17482 core black/core black/granite
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[M18556CO]|

[M18555BL]|

M18556

M18555

99,95 €

M17482

deliv.06/15

The Anzit Deluxe low-cut hiking shoe has a
nubuck leather upper, comfortable ADIPRENE®
heel cushioning, a grippy TRAXION™ outsole, and
handcrafted details for a modern look and feel.
Upper: Soft nubuck leathers for enhanced
comfort.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: TRAXION® - the perfect combination of
stability and grip for everyday outdoor activities.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

M18556 core black/core black/simple brown
M18555 dark brown/dark brown/grey blend s12
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

99,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77654SJ]|

[B25163KL]|

ZAPPAN II

ZAPPAN II

A modern casual hiker for all seasons. This rich
leather shoe has a wicking OrthoLite® sockliner,
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning and grippy
TRAXION™ outsole for comfort with confident
footing.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER

A modern casual hiker for all seasons. This rich
leather has a wicking OrthoLite® sockliner with
soft felt in the heel for a touch of warmth.
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning and grippy
TRAXION™ outsole.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

S77654

core black/granite/core black

Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

99,95 €

S77654

deliv.07/15

B25163 night brown/core black/super blue f15
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

99,95 €

B25163

deliv.07/15

MEN - WINTERBOOTS - ALL OUTDOOR

[B27254U#]|

CW DAROGA CHUKKA BOOT
Like a sleeping bag for your feet, this packable,
puffy shoe warms up winter days with PrimaLoft®
insulation and a soft, warm lining. Water-resistant
mud guard protection and hiking outsole for grip
on icy surfaces.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Lining: Soft winter lining for comfort and warmth.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27254 midnight grey f15/collegiate navy/
super blue f15

B27255

B27254

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

B27255 core black/chalk white/core black
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

99,95 €

[B27276-D]|
DAROGA PLUS MID LEA
For travel and day to day adventures, this outdoor
shoe adapts to trails and the local scene with its
rich leather and textile upper. Protective toe,
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning and grippy
TRAXION™ outsole.
Upper: Soft nubuck leathers for enhanced
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B27276

deliv.07/15

B27276 core black/granite/night met. f13
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

99,95 €

[B35243OT]|

[B27271V^]|

B35243

B27271

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

DAROGA PLUS LEA
This lightweight, rich leather outdoor shoe adapts
to trails and travel thanks to a protective toe,
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning and grippy
TRAXION™ outsole.
Upper: Soft nubuck leathers for enhanced
comfort.
Upper: EVA tongue top for enhanced fit and
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B27271 core black/granite/core black
B35243 cardboard/clear brown/night brown
Size 5.5-11.5; 12.5; 13.5

89,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B27255V0]|
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§ MEN - WATER SPORTS

[B33116A^]|

CW AX2 BETA
A daily cold-weather hiker to shed winter
conditions, this shoe warms feet with PrimaLoft®
insulation and grips on slippery streets with a
TRAXION™ outsole.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner for enhanced
comfort and fit.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33116 core black/vista grey s15/power red
Size 5.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

89,95 €

HYDRO_LACE
Now with unbeatable Stealth® rubber grip, this
rugged lace-up canyoning boot has even more
grip in water. The TPU shell is lined with a
neoprene bootie. Visible shoe size on heel for easy
reference.
Upper: Neoprene inner bootie for optimal climate
in wet and cold conditions.
Upper: Shoe size displayed on the rubber heel cap
for easy reference.
Upper: Wide neoprene opening for an easy step in
and step out.
Outsole: Water specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B34877 solar blue2 s14/core black/semi solar
yellow

Size 5.5; 6.5; 7.5; 8.5; 9.5;

139,95 €

B33116

deliv.09/15

HYDRO_PRO
With unbeatable Stealth® rubber grip, this
rugged boot is built for the demands of wet, rocky
canyoneering. Protective TPU shell, snug
neoprene bootie and speed lacing system for
superior fit.
Upper: Streatchable lace cover for durability and
keeps upper catch proof.
Upper: Neoprene inner bootie for optimal climate
in wet and cold conditions.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Water specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B34880 semi solar yellow/core black/solar
blue2 s14

Size 5.5; 6.5; 7.5; 8.5; 9.5;

159,95 €

[B348771%]|

B34877

deliv.07/15

§ WOMEN - TERREX
TERREX FAST R MID GTX W

[AF4463.M]|

[B40318B2]|

AF4463

B40318

This light, athletic mid-cut women's shoe moves
faster than ever on the mountain. With protective
weldings, a grippy Continental™ Rubber outsole,
waterproof GORE-TEX®, and a snug-fitting
neoprene heel.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Collar Neoprene collar for comfort and protection.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF4463 core black/dark grey/power red
B40318 night flash s15/core black/flash pink
s15

Size 3.5-10.5

179,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B34880/N]|

B34880

deliv.07/15

WOMEN - TERREX

B22850

deliv.08/15

OUTDOOR

[B22850OT]|
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TERREX BOOST GTX W
For endless energy on mountain runs, push your
limits with boost™. Low-to-the-ground, with a
GORE-TEX® membrane on the upper,
extraordinary Continental™ Rubber grip on the
outsole and a women's-specific fit.
Upper: Speed lacing construction for fast and
snug lacing.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole: Pro-Moderator - thin TPU film on the
heel for extra stability.
Midsole: Boost™ offers endless energy in the
mountains and high adaptability on rocky
surfaces.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22850 ash purple s15-st/core black/raw pink
f15

179,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

[G97925HZ]|

[B33244HE]|

TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX W
Technical, light hiking boot for the outdoor woman
athlete. Now even lower to the ground for more
stability, with Continental™ rubber outsole for
amazing grip and GORE-TEX® to keep feet dry.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole Full forefoot adiPRENE®+ for forefoot
propulsion & efficiency.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33244 ash purple s15-st/core black/raw pink
G97925

B33244

deliv.07/15

[B22852QZ]|

deliv.07/15

TERREX BOOST W
For endless energy on mountain runs, push your
limits with boost™ energy-return. A
low-to-the-ground, sock-like upper with a
Continental™ Rubber outsole delivers grounded
support and extraordinary grip.
Upper: Speed lacing construction for fast and
snug lacing.
Midsole: Boost™ offers endless energy in the
mountains and high adaptability on rocky
surfaces.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22852

deliv.07/15

B22852 raw ochre f15/core black/semi frozen
yellow f15

Size 3.5-10.5

159,95 €

G97925

f15
carbon s14/core black/solar blue2 s14

Size 3.5-10.5

169,95 €

OUTDOOR
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TERREX FAST R GTX W
This lightweight athletic shoe moves fast on the
mountain. With protective weldings, a
Continental™ Rubber outsole, PRO
MODERATOR™ support, GORE-TEX®,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and a women's-specific
fit.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Collar Neoprene collar for comfort and protection.
Midsole: Outdoor specific FORMOTION™ unit for
enhanced motion control and downhill comfort.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF4462 core black/dark grey/power red
B39976 night flash s15/core black/solar red
Size 3.5-10.5

159,95 €

[AF4462-J]|

[B39976N#]|

AF4462

B39976

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

[M195179G]|

TERREX SCOPE GTX W
This lightweight approach shoe features Stealth®
rubber outsole for unbeatable grip on wet and
rocky surfaces, climbing-specific forefoot,
waterproof GORE-TEX® membrane and
ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Performance Comfort
membrane. Waterproof and breathable.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M19517 vista grey s15/core black/solar red
Size 3.5-10.5

149,95 €

M19517

deliv.07/15

[B33242F8]|

[G97922EQ]|

B33242

G97922

TERREX FAST X GTX W
Technical, light hiking shoe for the outdoor
woman athlete. Now even lower to the ground for
more stability, with Continental™ rubber on the
outsole for amazing grip and GORE-TEX® to keep
feet dry.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33242 ash purple s15-st/core black/raw pink
G97922

f15
carbon s14/core black/solar blue2 s14

Size 3.5-10.5

149,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

WOMEN - TERREX

[M19518AJ]|

Light, breathable approach shoe with a Stealth®
rubber outsole increases performance with a
durable, more protective toe cap that wraps up
around the big toe. EVA midsole adds comfort on
rocky conditions.
Upper: High abrasion mesh upper for extra
durability.
Midsole: Protection Plate for impact protection
and forefoot stabilization.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

TERREX SCOPE W
A lightweight, low-cut approach shoe with
Stealth® rubber outsole for unbeatable grip on
wet and rocky surfaces, climbing-specific forefoot
and supportive ADIPRENE® heel cushioning.
Inlay: Molded Ortholite® sockliner.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Approach specific Outsole featuring
STEALTH® rubber for unbeatable grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40035

deliv.07/15

B40035 vista grey s15/core black/flash pink s15
139,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

TERREX SOLO W

M19518

deliv.07/15

M19518 clay/core black/flash orange s15
Size 3.5-10.5

119,95 €

§ WOMEN - ALL OUTDOOR

[B22821JH]|

B22821

deliv.06/15

[B22819P-]|

B22819

deliv.06/15

[B402133R]|

B40213

deliv.06/15

[B402086.]|

B40208

deliv.07/15

TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX W
A fast, low to the ground mountain sports shoe
available in a women's-specific fit. Featuring
mid-cut support and protection, speed lacing,
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane and a grippy
TRAXION™ outsole.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Mesh and synthetic upper for lightweight and
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40213 core black/vista grey s15/vivid mint f14
B22821 midnight grey f15/core black/raw pink
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

149,95 €

TERREX SWIFT R GTX W
Fast, low to the ground mountain sports shoe
available in a women's-specific fit. Featuring TPU
mid-foot support, speed lacing, breathable
GORE-TEX® upper and a grippy TRAXION™
outsole.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Mesh and synthetic upper for lightweight and
comfort.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B40208 core black/vivid mint f14/vista grey s15
B22819 midnight grey f15/core black/raw pink
f15

Size 3.5-10.5

129,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B400353T]|
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AX2 MID GTX W
A fast, lightweight mid-cut boot for hikes and
multifunctional use. Keeps feet dry with a
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. Enhanced
grip, EVA cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Women's-specific fit.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D66497 carbon s14/core black/granite
B33237 cardboard/core black/brown oxide f15
Size 3.5-10.5

119,95 €

TERREX SWIFT R W
Dual mesh upper construction makes this
women's-specific outdoor shoe comfortable,
lightweight, breathable and abrasion-resistant.
Features ADIPRENE® heel cushioning, speed
lacing and TRAXION™ outsole.
Mesh and synthetic upper for lightweight and
comfort.
Midsole: adiPRENE+ insert for forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[D66497S7]|

[B33237II]|

D66497

B33237

[B22822KK]|

[B22823LN]|

B22822

B22823

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B22822 raw pink f15/core black/ash purple
s15-st

B22823 semi frozen yellow f15/core black/raw
ochre f15

Size 3.5-10.5

109,95 €

deliv.06/15

[M229350/]|

AX2 GTX W
A fast, lightweight low-cut shoe for hikes and
multifunctional use. Keeps feet dry with a
breathable GORE-TEX® membrane. Enhanced
grip, EVA cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Women's-specific fit.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M22935 carbon s14/core black/bahia pink s14
Size 3.5-10.5

deliv.06/15

109,95 €

[B33132A/]|

AX2 GTX W
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M22935

deliv.06/15

B33132 cardboard/core black/brown oxide f15
Size 3.5-10.5

109,95 €

B33132

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - ALL OUTDOOR

[S82908G/]|

KANADIA 7 TR GTX W
Made to blaze on mountain trails in a
women's-specific fit. This rugged, lightweight
running shoe keeps feet dry with waterproof
GORE-TEX® and grabs rough terrain with its
athletic TRAXION™ grip.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82909

S82908

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B331024S]|

S82908
S82909

raw pink f15/core black/clear brown
core black/semi frozen yellow f15/
chalk white

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

[B33260HC]|
BRUSHWOOD MESH W
Multifunctional low-cut shoe with a
women’s-specific fit for light hikes. Mesh and soft
suede upper feels comfortable. Features EVA
cushioning, ADIPRENE® support and TRAXION™
outsole for maximum grip.
Upper: High abrasion mesh upper for extra
durability.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

B33102

deliv.07/15

[B22801F7]|

B33102 ash purple s15-st/core black/midnight
grey f15

Size 3.5-10.5

89,95 €

SPORTSHIKER W
A more adept entry-level hiking shoe with a
lightweight feel and a women's-specific fit.
Features stylish stitching details and a highly
breathable open mesh design for all-day comfort.
Upper: Dual layer mesh construction for high
abrasion resistance and comfort.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22801

deliv.07/15

B22801 midnight grey f15/core black/ash
purple s15-st

Size 3.5-10.5

74,95 €

AX2 W
A fast, lightweight low-cut shoe for hikes and
multifunctional use. Enhanced grip, EVA
cushioning and ADIPRENE® support.
Women's-specific fit.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33260

deliv.06/15

B33260 cardboard/core black/brown oxide f15
Size 3.5-10.5

79,95 €

OUTDOOR

[S82909H/]|
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§ WOMEN - WINTERBOOTS
CW FELTCRUISER W
Modern, technical and engineered for warmth,
this climawarm® boot dually buffers the cold with
its PrimaLoft® insulation and warm felt sockliner
and collar lining. Rugged TRAXION™ outsole grips
winter conditions.
Upper: Water resistant felt with excellent
insulation properties.
Upper: Soft fur lining for warm comfort feeling.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B331148$]|

[B331137-]|

B33114 midnight grey f15/core black/raw pink
f15

B33113 core black/clear brown/night met. f13
Size 3.5-10.5

129,95 €

CH WINTERHIKER II CP W
Made from leather, this winter hiker offers cold,
wet climaproof® protection and PrimaLoft®
insulation. Women's-specific fit with Continental™
Rubber on the outsole and ADIPRENE® in the
heel.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Sockliner: Molded sockliner to enhance comfort
and fit.
Outsole: Continental Rubber for extraordinary
grip.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

M17332 chalk white/core black/vivid mint f14
B33127 grey blend s12/core black/cardboard
Size 3.5-10.5

124,95 €

CH LIBRIA PEARL CP
This sleek and sporty women's winter boot keeps
you warm with PrimaLoft® insulation and
climaproof® membrane. Durable ripstop material
on the upper and a jewel-inspired TRAXION™
outsole for grip on snow.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Collar Warm felt collar for comfort feeling.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33114

deliv.09/15

B33113

deliv.09/15

[M17332+Q]|

[B33127D6]|

M17332

B33127

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

[M18538AK]|

[B33117B1]|

[B33118C4]|

M18538

B33117

B33118

M18538 core black/core black/core black
B33117 midnight grey f15/core black/chalk
white

B33118 clear brown/chalk white/dark grey
Size 3.5-10.5

109,95 €

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

WOMEN - WINTERBOOTS

[B331115U]|

CW CHOLEAH PADDED CP
A winter jacket for your feet. The durable ripstop
upper with chain-inspired mountain graphic has a
gusseted tongue, climaproof® membrane and
PrimaLoft® padding to keep feet dry and warm.
Grippy TRAXION™ outsole and women's-specific
fit.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: Aluminum board insert to protect
against cold.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33111 ash purple s15-st/raw pink f15/
midnight grey f15

B33112

B33111

deliv.09/15

[S77756XW]|

deliv.09/15

B33112 chalk white/clear onix/semi frozen
yellow f15

Size 3.5-10.5

109,95 €

CW CHOLEAH PADDED CP
A winter jacket for your feet, this style has a
ripstop upper with reflective graphic, climaproof®
membrane, warm PrimaLoft® padding and
gusseted tongue to block snow and cold. Grippy
TRAXION™ outsole and women’s-specific fit.
Upper: Reflective graphic print for enhanced
visibility outdoors in winter times.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77756

deliv.09/15

S77756

core black/chalk white/core black

109,95 €

Size 3.5-10.5

[B33138GE]|

[B33136E8]|

CW CHOLEAH SNEAKER
Edgy and modern comfort for the cold, this
everyday winter shoe warms with PrimaLoft®
insulation and soft, fleece-like lining. PU coating
protects the leather upper while TRAXION™
outsole grips.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Lining: Soft winter lining for comfort and warmth.
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and
shock absorption.
Outsole: Super High Traction Rubber for optimal
grip in wet conditions.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

B33136 midnight grey f15/chalk white/core
black

B33138

deliv.09/15

B33136

deliv.09/15

B33138 midnight grey f15/raw pink f15/chalk
white

Size 3.5-10.5

99,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B331126X]|
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§ YOUTH - WINTERBOOTS

[B22851PW]|

TERREX CONRAX YOUTH CP CH
A protective winter boot for junior boys. Combines
PrimaLoft® insulation, climaproof® weather
protection and a lugged TRAXION™ outsole for
sure-footed grip during winter activities.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Lining PRIMALOFT® insulation for superior
warmth and water resistance.
Outsole: TRAXION® - more grip for everyday
outdoor activities.
Outsole: Temperature Sensitive Compound for
optimal grip on icy surface.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22851 core black/chalk white/bold orange
Size 33-35; 3-6.5

99,95 €

B22851

deliv.09/15

§ KIDS - TERREX

[B22814KL]|

[B22815LO]|

TERREX MID GTX K
For the kid who likes fast, tough hikes, this
lightweight mid-cut hiker is made from durable
ripstop with reflective details. Features speed
lacing, rugged TRAXION™ outsole and waterproof
GORE-TEX®.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22814 super blue f15/core black/solar yellow
B22815 ash purple s15-st/core black/bold pink
Size 29-35; 3-6.5

94,95 €

TERREX GTX K
For the kid who likes fast, tough hikes, this
lightweight low-cut hiker is made from durable
ripstop with reflective details. Features speed
lacing, rugged TRAXION™ outsole and waterproof
GORE-TEX®.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: Speed lacing construction for fast and
snug lacing.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22805 super blue f15/core black/solar yellow
B22806 ash purple s15-st/core black/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

84,95 €

B22814

deliv.07/15

B22815

deliv.07/15

[B22805JJ]|

[B22806KM]|

B22805

B22806

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

KIDS - ALL OUTDOOR
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B22845

deliv.07/15

OUTDOOR

[B22845R$]|

BRUSHWOOD MID CF CP K
A year round hiker for little kids. Made with
high-quality suede and abrasion-resistant
material, this climaproof® shoe keeps small feet
dry and has elastic laces with a comfort closure
strap for easy in and out.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system for
adjustment and optimal fit.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22845 midnight grey f15/core black/collegiate
navy

74,95 €

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

[B22844Q-]|

[B22842OU]|
AX2 MID CP K
A mid-cut shoe geared just right for little hikers
with climaproof® protection, EVA cushioning and
a grippy TRAXION™ outsole with lug details.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22844

deliv.07/15

[B22856U0]|

B22856

deliv.07/15

B22842

deliv.07/15

[B22855T#]|

B22855

deliv.07/15

B22842 raw ochre f15/core black/bright yellow
B22844 raw pink f15/core black/frozen yellow
f15

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

74,95 €

AX2 CP K
Geared right for little hikers, this low-cut style
keeps feet comfortable and secure on rocky trails
with EVA cushioning, grippy TRAXION™ outsole
and a protective climaproof® membrane.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22855 raw ochre f15/core black/bright yellow
B22856 raw pink f15/core black/frozen yellow
f15

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

69,95 €

OUTDOOR
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[B33907X5]|

CW AX2 BETA MID K
Warmth, protection and easy wear and care for
cold weather. This kids’ hiker sheds winter
conditions and warms with PrimaLoft®
insulation. Rugged TRAXION™ outsole grips snow
and ice. Rubberized vamp print adds protection.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33907 core black/vista grey s15/scarlet
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

69,95 €

AX2 CF K

B33907

deliv.08/15

[B22853R=]|

[B22854S+]|

B22853

B22854

Geared just right for little hikers, this low-cut
shoe has a secure comfort closure and elastic
midfoot lace for easy on and off. Plus EVA
cushioning and a grippy TRAXION™ outsole with
lug details.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22853 semi flash lime f15/core black/super
blue f15

B22854 bright cyan/core black/super pink f15
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

59,95 €

HYPERHIKER

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B27292-B]|

[B27293.E]|

B27292

B27293

An all-day adventure shoe for kids, this mid-cut
style is made from durable ripstop, has a soft
collar, EVA midsole support, and a grippy
TRAXION™ outsole.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: Exceptional TRAXION® in wet and
slippery conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27292 midnight grey f15/core black/raw ochre
f15

B27293 ash purple s15-st/core black/raw pink
f15

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

KIDS - ALL OUTDOOR

[D67136A9]|
AX2 K
Geared just right for little hikers, this low-cut
style keeps feet comfortable and secure on rocky
trails with EVA cushioning and a grippy TRAXION™
outsole with lug details.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

DAROGA LEA K
An easy to wear outdoor shoe that looks like an
outdoor sneaker but is ready-to-hike. Made from
durable suede leather with a protective toe cap
and a non-slip outsole that features lug details.
Upper: Soft suede leather for enhanced comfort
and breathability.
Midsole: Lightweight EVA midsole for long term
cushioning and comfort.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B27273

deliv.07/15

B27273 midnight grey f15/super blue f15/
collegiate navy

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

D67136

deliv.06/15

D67136 core black/chalk white/scarlet
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

49,95 €

§ KIDS - WINTERBOOTS

[B33263KL]|

[B33262JI]|

CW WINTER HIKER MID GTX K
Durable winter hiker for kids in a rich leather
upper with mud guard protection. This mid-cut
warms little feet and keeps them dry with
PrimaLoft® insulation, a GORE-TEX® membrane
and a fluffy lining.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B33262 brown oxide f15/core black/super blue
f15

B33263

deliv.08/15

[B27265X5]|

B33262

deliv.08/15

[B27264W2]|

B33263 cardboard/core black/raw pink f15
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

89,95 €

CW LIBRIA PEARL CP K
For everyday winter adventures, this girl-specific
high-cut makes warm look fresh, cute and cool.
With a climaproof® membrane, PrimaLoft®
insulation and a grippy TRAXION™ outsole, these
hikers are winter-ready.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Primaloft® insulation material for more
warmth, even in wet conditions.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27264 core black/ash purple s15-st/clear
brown

B27265

deliv.09/15

B27264

deliv.09/15

B27265 ash purple s15-st/chalk white/frozen
yellow f15

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

84,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B27273X4]|
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CH ADISNOW CF CP K
For non-stop snowplay, this modern kids'
climaheat® high-cut features a soft snowskirt
and PrimaLoft® insulation to seal in warmth and
keep feet dry. Easy-on comfort closure and
TRAXION™ outsole grip.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B332129/]|

[B33213A/]|

B33212

B33213

[B33214B&]|

B33212 collegiate navy/core black/raw ochre
f15

B33213 ash purple s15-st/core black/bold
orange

B33214 core black/dark grey/night met. f13
Size 28-35; 3-5.5

74,95 €

deliv.09/15

[B33205A#]|

CH ADISNOW CP K

B33214

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

[B33206B0]|

For non-stop snowplay, this modern kids'
climaheat® high-cut features a soft snowskirt
and PrimaLoft® insulation to seal in warmth and
keep feet dry. TRAXION™ outsole offers
exceptional grip.
Upper: Reflective logo for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors.
Upper: climaheat- combining Primaloft®
insulation together with an innovative collar
execution- keeping snow and cold out.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33205 collegiate navy/core black/raw ochre
f15

B33206 ash purple s15-st/core black/bold
orange

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

74,95 €

B33205

deliv.09/15

B33206

deliv.09/15

[B33265MR]|
CH WINTERFUN GIRL K

CH WINTERFUN BOY K

A light and cosy winter boot for girls. Features an
EVA shell, adjustable fit strap, a drawcord cuff to
keep the winter elements out, and warm
PrimaLoft® insulation.
Upper: Drawcord closure to keep snow out.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system for
adjustment and optimal fit.
Lining PRIMALOFT® insulation for superior
warmth and water resistance.
Bottom: Protective EVA Shell.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33265 super pink f15/midnight grey f15/chalk
white

Size 28-35; 3-3.5

59,95 €

[B33264LO]|
A light and cosy winter boot for boys. Features an
EVA shell, adjustable fit strap, a drawcord cuff to
keep snow out, and PrimaLoft® insulation.
Upper: Drawcord closure to keep snow out.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system for
adjustment and optimal fit.
Lining PRIMALOFT® insulation for superior
warmth and water resistance.
Bottom: Protective EVA Shell.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33265

deliv.09/15

B33264 super blue f15/midnight grey f15/bright
yellow

Size 28-35; 3-3.5

59,95 €

B33264

deliv.09/15

INFANTS - TERREX
§ INFANTS - TERREX

§ INFANTS - ALL OUTDOOR

[B27306PW]|
POWDERPLAY MID CF CP I

TERREX MID GTX I

This infant-size mid-cut hiker has a protective
climaproof® membrane, a durable suede and
synthetic upper, a soft ankle collar area and
elastic webbing with comfort closure.
Upper: CLIMAPROOF® membrane for waterproof
protection in wet conditions.
Upper: Mix of suede leather and mesh.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system.
Midsole: EVA midsole for a light, comfortable
game.
adiFIT® measuring tool for accurate fit.
TEXTILE/LEATHER

For tiny hikers, this flexible shoe is serious about
ankle and midfoot support. A simplified upper
with waterproof GORE-TEX® rides on a lugged
TRAXION™ outsole made for rocky terrain.
ADIFIT® sizing.
Upper: Reflective 3 stripes.
Lining: GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort Footwear.
Outsole: TRAXION® outsole for maximum grip in
all directions.
adiFIT® measuring tool for accurate fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22808

deliv.07/15

B22808 super blue f15/chalk white/bright
yellow

59,95 €

Size 19-27

B27306

deliv.07/15

B27306 night cargo f15/bright yellow/raw ochre
f15

Size 19-27

44,95 €

[B22859X9]|

AX2 MID I
This mid-cut kid version of the adult hiking shoe
offers little hikers flexible, stable support and a
grippy outsole. With ADIFIT® sizing.
adiFIT® measuring tool for accurate fit.
Outsole: Mountain Grip - the perfect combination
of stability and grip.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22859

deliv.07/15

B22859 raw ochre f15/core black/brown oxide
f15

39,95 €

Size 19-27

[B27269.H]|

[B27268-E]|
DAROGA LEA CF I
This hiking-inspired style for infants treats little
adventurers right with a durable leather upper,
rugged outsole, and a comfort closure strap and
elastic webbing design so it’s easy-on, easy-off.
Upper: Soft suede leather for enhanced comfort
and breathability.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system.
adiFIT® measuring tool for accurate fit.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B27268 green earth f15/super blue f15/
midnight f15

B27269

deliv.07/15

B27268

deliv.07/15

B27269 raw pink f15/semi frozen yellow f15/
ash purple s15-st

Size 19-27

34,95 €

OUTDOOR

[B22808MS]|
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OUTDOOR

§ INFANTS - WINTERBOOTS
CH HOLTANNA SNOW CF I
Winter fun only lasts for so long. Revel in every
moment outdoors with your little ones this season
with this infant-sized boot featuring PrimaLoft®
insulation for added warmth.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system.
Lining: PRIMALOFT® insulation for superior
warmth and water resistance.
Midsole: Internal EVA midsole for cushion, fit and
comfort.
Outsole: Exceptional TRAXION® in wet and
slippery conditions.
adiFIT® measuring tool for accurate fit.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[B33258NV]|

[B33259OY]|

B33258

B33259

[B33267OX]|

[B33268P-]|

B33267

B33268

B33258 raw ochre f15/core black/night cargo
f15

B33259 raw pink f15/core black/ash purple
s15-st

Size 19-27

47,95 €

CH WINTERFUN I

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

Winter boots for little adventurers. Slip on easy
and keep feet warm with PrimaLoft® insulation, a
protective EVA cap, and a strap closure and elastic
snow cuff to keep the snow out.
Upper: Drawcord closure to keep snow out.
Upper: Hook and loop closure system for
adjustment and optimal fit.
Lining PRIMALOFT® insulation for superior
warmth and water resistance.
Bottom: Protective EVA Shell.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33267 midnight grey f15/core black/bold
orange

B33268 ash purple s15-st/midnight grey f15/
frozen green f15

Size 19-27

39,95 €

deliv.09/15

deliv.09/15

BARRICADE men

95
95
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§ BARRICADE men

[B33484V1]|

B33484

B33485

[B33504IF]|

[B25429R/]|

deliv.07/15

[B33505JI]|

[B33485W4]|

deliv.07/15

barricade 2015 boost
Boost your game. The ever-popular Barricade
now features innovative BOOST™ foam in the heel
for endless energy to and from the net, with
standout colours that light up every game.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
Barricade chassis supports midfoot and heel to
provide maximum stability, while offering flexiblity
and comfort in the forefoot. The chassis functions
as a torsion system integrating forefoot and
rearfoot movements.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33485 solar red/core black/ftwr white
B33484 core black/tech silver met. f13/ftwr
Size 7-15

white

159,95 €

barricade 2015
Barricade breaks free in the most comfortable,
responsive version yet. Now with Barricade
chassis support and stability in the midfoot, the
forefoot is much freer to move and flex with each
movement.
A lightweight TPU skin is bonded to a ballistic
mesh which provides optimal comfort, Breathable
and enhanced durability. Zonal Adituff provides
flexible and articulated drag protection.
Reduced weight by 5 % compared to Barricade 8.
Weight: 398 g.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25429 core black/ftwr white/solar red
B33504 midnight grey f15/night met. f13/silver
met.

B33505

deliv.06/15

B33504

deliv.06/15

B25429

deliv.07/15

B33505 bright yellow/core black/ftwr white
Size 6-13.5

129,95 €

TENNIS
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BARRICADE men

[B230071P]|

barricade 2015 clay
Barricade breaks free in the most comfortable
clay court version yet. Now with Barricade chassis
support and stability in the midfoot, the forefoot is
much freer to move and flex with each movement.
Midsole: adiPRENE®+ insert for forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
ADIWEAR 6 outsole for ultimate durability.
A lightweight TPU skin is bonded to a ballistic
mesh which provides optimal comfort, Breathable
and enhanced durability. Zonal Adituff provides
flexible and articulated drag protection.
Reduced weight by 5 % compared to Barricade 8.
Weight: 398 g.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23007 core black/ftwr white/solar red

129,95 €

Size 6-14

barricade team 4
Crafted with technical, aggressive players in mind,
the Barricade team returns with out-of-the-box
comfort and match-readiness. Visible
ADIPRENE® cushions, solid TORSION® supports
and ADIWEAR™ 6 outsole holds up set after set.
ADIWEAR 6 outsole for ultimate durability.
180° TPU Upper: A lightweight TPU foil is bonded
to a breathable mesh providing optimal comfort,
enhanced durability and superior lateral stability
during side cut movements.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23007

deliv.06/15

[B23056A0]|

[B230559#]|

[B230548+]|

B23056

B23055

B23054

B23056 power red/core black/solar red
B23055 dark grey/tech silver met. f13/bright
yellow

B23054 clear grey s12/tech silver met. f13/
midnight grey f15

Size 6-13.5

89,95 €

barricade court

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B230424U]|

[B230402O]|

B23042

B23040

Comfort wins sets. Easy on the wallet and hard on
opponents, this durable shoe shows off bold
blocks of colour and has ADIPRENE® cushioning
in the forefoot and a durable ADIWEAR™ 6
outsole.
ADIPRENE+ cushioning element in forefoot
adiWEAR outsole for maximum durability.
Synthetic upper with mesh inserts for optimal
breathability & moisture management
SYNTHETICS

B23042 core black/core black/solar red 1
B23040 ftwr white/tech silver met. f13/
midnight grey f15 2

Size 1 6-14 2 6-13.5
Size 6-14

69,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

BARRICADE men
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[B230413R]|
barricade court
Comfort wins sets. Easy on the wallet and hard on
opponents, this durable shoe shows off bold
blocks of colour and has ADIPRENE® cushioning
in the forefoot and a durable ADIWEAR™ 6
outsole.
Synthetic upper with mesh inserts for optimal
breathability & moisture management
ADIPRENE+ cushioning element in forefoot
adiWEAR6 outsole for maximum durability
SYNTHETICS

B23041

deliv.06/15

B23041 bright yellow/iron met./core black

69,95 €

Size 6-13.5

§ ADIZERO men

[B33472R.]|

[B33473S/]|

B33472

B33473

deliv.06/15

[B33475U&]|

[B25428Q.]|

B25428

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

adizero ubersonic clay
Break through the silence. Fast, light and loud,
this barrier-busting shoe smashes the
competition with unwavering SPRINTFRAME
support and a reinforced mesh upper that
protects the foot on clay courts.
Polymer reinforced upper mesh the 3 in 1
formula: enhaned fit/comfort, better stability,
abrasion resistance in areas where needed
Webbing in midfoot adding further stability during
fast cutting movements
Seamless bootie construction for better fit &
unmatched comfort
TEXTILE

B33475

deliv.06/15

B33475 ftwr white/core black/copper met.
Size 6-13.5

119,95 €

adizero ubersonic
Break through the silence. Fast, light and loud,
this barrier-busting shoe smashes the
competition with unwavering SPRINTFRAME
support and a reinforced mesh upper that
protects and cools the foot.
Polymer reinforced upper mesh the 3 in 1
formula: enhaned fit/comfort, better stability,
abrasion resistance in areas where needed
Seamless bootie construction for better fit &
unmatched comfort
Webbing in midfoot adding further stability during
fast cutting movements
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25428 ftwr white/collegiate navy/blue
B33473 ftwr white/core black/solar red
B33472 core black/core black/solar red
Size 6-13.5

119,95 €

TENNIS
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sonic rally
Ready to break down barriers, the Sonic Rally is
light, fast and features 180-degrees of ADITUFF™
RPU material in the forefoot for durable support
in the exchanges.
Midsole: TPU torsion system and TPU heelwrap
for secure movements
ADIPRENE & ADIPRENE+ cushioning element in
rearfoot & forefoot
TPU Midfoot Support Element helps lock the foot
to the midsole platform for control during
aggressive moves
Weight: Weight: 307g
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23077 ftwr white/core black/blue
B23078 core black/solar red/night met. f13

89,95 €

Size 4-12

sonic court
Loud wins. Fast, light and bolder than bold, this
shoe has engineered mesh for breathability and
support when players are putting the pressure on
the other side of the net.
AdiTuff strategically placed TPU material in toe
area and medial side providing long-lasting
durability for the extreme abrasion that occurs
during tennis movements
Lightweight, breathable performance mesh with
synthetic overlays and webbings for support &
lateral stability
Supportive strapping additional superior stability
in the midfoot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23084 ftwr white/silver met./dgh solid grey
B23085 power red/core black/ftwr white

69,95 €

Size 4-13

[B23077FD]|

[B23078GG]|

B23077

B23078

[B23084E9]|

[B23085FC]|

B23084

B23085

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B34596%S]|

sonic attack
Built for players with attitude. This shoe grabs
attention with a light and fast design that seizes
control and keeps it. With a synthetic upper and
cushioning in the heel.
Upper: Synthetic upper with vents for
breathability.
Full length EVA midfoot cushioning EVA midfoot
cushioning for maximum shock absorption
Adiwear 6 Extremely durable outsole rubber for
abrasive courts which provides secure grip in all
directions
Weight Weight: 360g
SYNTHETICS

B34596 ftwr white/tech silver met. f13/core
black

Size 6-13.5

49,95 €

B34596

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15
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§ RESPONSE men

B23082

deliv.06/15

match classic

TENNIS

[B23082C3]|

Powerful play starts with the comfort of the Match
Classic. A high-stability forefoot design and plenty
of cushioning makes them a solid, versatile choice
for all levels of play.
TORSION® SYSTEM engineered to integrate
forefoot and rearfoot movements to support quick
changes in direction and further amp up stability
ADIPRENE shock absorbing soft EVA providing
excellent cushioning and helps reducing impacts
to ankle joints and knees
Upper: ADITUFF(TM) for best abrasion resistance
in the toe area
Outsole: ADIWEAR® 6 for the best durability in
high wear areas
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23082 ftwr white/night met. f13/midnight f15

79,95 €

Size 6-13

[S82992SK]|

[B23099LT]|

[AF6171-I]|

S82992

B23099

AF6171

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

response approach STR

[AF6172.L]|

Great play starts with a solid all-round performing
shoe. Features a classic design with contrast
3-Stripes, ventilating perforations and a rugged
ADIWEAR™ outsole for multiple court surfaces.
Outsole: ADIWEAR for the best durability in high
wear areas
Perforations for ventilation
Durable, soft PU coated leather for longwearing
performance.
Outsole: Multi-surface non-marking rubber
outsole
SYNTHETICS

AF6171 ftwr white/core black/ftwr white 1
B23099 ftwr white/clear grey s12/bright yellow
1

S82992 core black/silver met./solar red 2
AF6172 core black/ftwr white/core black 1
AF6172

deliv.06/15

Size 1 6-13.5 2 6-14
Size 6-14

54,95 €

RESPONSE men
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[AF6174$R]|

[AF6173=O]|

AF6174

AF6173

[AF6175/U]|

[AF6176+X]|

AF6175

AF6176

response approach M
Outsole: ADIWEAR® 6 for the best durability in
high wear areas
Durable, soft PU coated leather for longwearing
performance.
Perforations for ventilation
Outsole: Multi-surface non-marking rubber
outsole
SYNTHETICS

AF6174 ftwr white/core black/solar red
AF6173 core black/ftwr white/blue
Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

response approach S
Outsole: ADIWEAR® 6 for the best durability in
high wear areas
Perforations for ventilation
ADIWEAR 6 outsole for ultimate durability.
Durable, soft PU coated leather for longwearing
performance.
SYNTHETICS/LEATHER

AF6175 onix/chalk white/dark grey
AF6176 cargo s14/chalk white/tech beige f13
Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B23095HH]|
response approach logo
Great play starts with a solid all-round performing
shoe. Features a classic design with a subtle
adidas logo, ventilating perforations and a rugged
ADIWEAR™ outsole for multiple court surfaces.
Outsole: ADIWEAR for the best durability in high
wear areas
Perforations for ventilation
Outsole: Multi-surface non-marking rubber
outsole
SYNTHETICS

B23095 ftwr white/iron met./bright yellow
Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

B23095

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

adidas by Stella McCartney BARRICADE
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§ adidas by Stella McCartney BARRICADE

[B230504T]|

aSMC barricade 2015
Look as good as you play in this adidas Tennis and
Stella McCartney collab. With engineered mesh in
the upper, Kurim material for support and a Lycra
bootie construction, it's equal parts breathable,
comfortable and stylish.
Engineered mesh upper: For the first time in
aSMC barricade, an engineered mesh upper with
an internal bootie construction provides moving
comfort, while internal fit straps add stability for
side to side movements.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23050 ice grey-smc/glacial-smc/legend blue
s10

B23051

B23050

deliv.07/15

[M21096T4]|

deliv.06/15

[B33483U^]|

aSMC barricade 2015
Look as good as you play in this adidas Tennis and
Stella McCartney collab. With engineered mesh in
the upper, Kurim material for support and a lycra
bootie construction, it's equal parts breathable,
comfortable and stylish.
TPU heel stabilizer for added support.
Engineered mesh upper: For the first time in
aSMC barricade, an engineered mesh upper with
an internal bootie construction provides moving
comfort, while internal fit straps add stability for
side to side movements.
Weight: 295 g.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M21096

deliv.06/15

M21096 ftwr white/ftwr white/amber
yellow-smc

Size 3.5-10

[B231201L]|

129,95 €

B33483

deliv.06/15

[B231198/]|

B23051 light flash yellow s15/light flash yellow
Size 3.5-9

s15/glacial-smc

129,95 €

aSMC barricade 2015 clay
Look as good as you play in this clay court shoe.
With mesh in the upper, Kurim material for
support and a Lycra bootie build that slips on
easily, it's equal parts comfortable, cool and light.
Engineered mesh upper: For the first time in
aSMC barricade, an engineered mesh upper with
an internal bootie construction provides moving
comfort, while internal fit straps add stability for
side to side movements.
360° RPU support: A new designed 360 degree
RPU upper material provides engineered support,
improved comfort and maximum flexibility.
TPU heel stabilizer for added support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33483 ice grey-smc/glacial-smc/wonder glow
Size 5-9

f10

129,95 €

barricade team 4 w
Cushioned and comfortable, this shoe is built with
a breathable engineered mesh upper and features
a full-length ADIPRENE® midsole, durable
ADIWEAR® 6 outsole and midfoot stability for fast
cuts left and right.
ADIPRENE & ADIPRENE+ cushioning element in
rearfoot & forefoot
Engineered lightweight mesh upper to enhance
comfort
adiWEAR6 outsole for maximum durability
Upper integrated lateral forefoot straps for
maximum support & stability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23119 ftwr white/matte silver/midnight indigo
f15

B23120

deliv.06/15

B23119

deliv.06/15

B23120 ftwr white/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-9

89,95 €

TENNIS

[B230515W]|
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[B230457$]|

barricade court w

[B230446-]|

On-court style with the comfort that can play
anywhere. The super soft midsole/outsole on this
shoe cushions every stride, while the upper
comes in a variety of colour options to match your
look.
ADIPRENE & ADIPRENE+ cushioning element in
rearfoot & forefoot
Synthetic upper with mesh inserts for optimal
breathability & moisture management
adiWEAR outsole for maximum durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23045 ftwr white/copper met./solar red
B23044 frozen yellow f15/ftwr white/clear grey
Size 3.5-9

s12

69,95 €

B23045

B23044

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ ADIZERO women
adizero ubersonic w

[B33477W5]|

[B33478X8]|

B33477

B33478

Break through the silence. Fast, light and loud,
this barrier-busting women's shoe smashes the
competition with unwavering SPRINTFRAME and
TPU midfoot support, and an engineered woven
upper.
Upper: External dual density Sprintframe
construction to ensure maximum heel support
while preventing pronation.
Engineered woven fabric lightweight support
stability and unmatched comfort
Weight Weight: 274g
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33477 power red/solar red/ftwr white
B33478 ftwr white/tech silver met. f13/frozen
Size 3.5-9

yellow f15

119,95 €

deliv.07/15

[B33476V2]|

adizero ubersonic clay w
Break through the silence. Fast, light and loud,
this barrier-busting women's shoe smashes the
competition on clay courts with unwavering
SPRINTFRAME support and an engineered woven
upper.
TPU Midfoot Support Element helps lock the foot
to the midsole platform for control during
aggressive moves
TORSION® SYSTEM engineered to integrate
forefoot and rearfoot movements to support quick
changes in direction and further amp up stability
Weight Weight: 274g
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33476 power red/solar red/ftwr white
Size 3.5-9

119,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B231110J]|

sonic allegra
Faster than the fastest exchange, this light and
loud women’s shoe shines on with reflective trim
details on the sides and back, and has a mix of
durable RPU and breathable mesh on the upper.
TORSION® SYSTEM engineered to integrate
forefoot and rearfoot movements to support quick
changes in direction and further amp up stability
Weight Weight: 274g
Upper: Breathable mesh & supportive RPU & TPU
upper material providing long-lasting durability
for extreme abrasion that occurs during tennis
movements
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33476

deliv.06/15

B23111 solar red/silver met./ftwr white
Size 3.5-9

89,95 €

B23111

deliv.06/15

ADIZERO women

[B24529Q=]|
Loud wins. Fast, light and bolder than bold, this
women's shoe has single layer mono mesh for
breathability and support when players are
putting the pressure on the other side of the net.
Lightweight, breathable performance mesh with
synthetic overlays and webbings for support &
lateral stability
Supportive strapping additional superior stability
in the midfoot
Full length EVA midfoot cushioning EVA midfoot
cushioning for maximum shock absorption
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23089

deliv.06/15

B23089 clear grey s12/ftwr white/solar red

69,95 €

Size 3.5-9

sonic attack w
Built for players with attitude. This women's shoe
grabs attention with a light and fast design that
seizes control and keeps it. With a synthetic upper
and cushioning in the heel.
Upper: Synthetic upper with vents for
breathability.
Full length EVA midfoot cushioning EVA midfoot
cushioning for maximum shock absorption
Adiwear 6 Extremely durable outsole rubber for
abrasive courts which provides secure grip in all
directions
Weight Weight: 302g
SYNTHETICS

sonic court w

B24529

deliv.06/15

B24529 ftwr white/tech silver met. f13/frozen
Size 3.5-9

yellow f15

49,95 €

§ RESPONSE women

[B23083D6]|

[B231052Q]|

match classic w
Powerful play starts with the comfort of the Match
Classic. A high-stability forefoot design, a
female-specific fit and plenty of cushioning makes
them a solid, versatile choice for all levels of play.
TORSION® SYSTEM engineered to integrate
forefoot and rearfoot movements to support quick
changes in direction and further amp up stability
ADIPRENE shock absorbing soft EVA providing
excellent cushioning and helps reducing impacts
to ankle joints and knees
Upper: ADITUFF(TM) for best abrasion resistance
in the toe area
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23083

deliv.06/15

B23083 ftwr white/midnight indigo f15/frozen
Size 3.5-9

yellow f15

79,95 €

[B231030K]|
response aspire logo
Strike with speed and stability in this solid
all-round performer. This women's shoe features
a contrast adidas logo, ventilating perforations
and a rugged ADIWEAR™ outsole for multiple
court surfaces.
Outsole: ADIWEAR for the best durability in high
wear areas
Perforations for ventilation
Durable, soft PU coated leather for longwearing
performance.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23103

deliv.06/15

B23103 ftwr white/super pink f15/light grey
Size 3.5-9

54,95 €

response aspire STR w
Strike with speed and stability in this solid
all-round performer. This women's shoe features
contrast 3-Stripes ventilating perforations and a
rugged ADIWEAR™ outsole for multiple court
surfaces.
Outsole: ADIWEAR for the best durability in high
wear areas
Perforations for ventilation
Durable, soft PU coated leather for longwearing
performance.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23105

deliv.06/15

B23105 bold blue/ftwr white/midnight indigo
Size 3.5-9

f15

54,95 €

TENNIS

[B23089JO]|
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§ OFF-COURT

[G410690-]|

[G504422Z]|

G41069

G50442

[S41858&5]|

[S41856#&]|

oracle V
With a nod to tradition and an eye on the future of
the game, this classic casual cupsole shoe sports
a sleek feel and a timeless sporty touch.
Outsole: Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and
durability.
Upper Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

G41069
G50442

core black/ftwr white/silver met.
ftwr white/core black/silver met.

Size 6-13.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S41857^2]|

oracle VI STR PU
With a nod to tradition, this casual cupsole tennis
shoe sports a sleek feel and the iconic 3-Stripes
for a timelessly sporty touch.
Outsole: Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

S41858
S41856
S41857

Size 6-12

core black/night met. f13/solar red
midnight indigo f15/super blue f15/ftwr
white
ftwr white/chalk white/green

54,95 €

S41858

deliv.06/15

S41856

deliv.06/15

S41857

deliv.06/15

STABIL
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[B27235R.]|

[B27236S/]|

B27235

B27236

stabil boost
The game leaps forward. Made with boost™
technology for endless energy straight into
overtime, this shoe has a stable midfoot and heel,
with a flexible forefoot and a comfortable bootie
construction.
Energy Boost™: Full-length BOOST™ midsole
offers explosive energy return plus exceptional
comfort and the smoothest ride in Handball.
Endless energy means endless attacks, endless
jumps, endless power!
SPRINTPLATE: Propulsion plate delivering
additional power for high jumps. Stabilizing and
guiding the foot during jumping and landing.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27236 core black/solar yellow/ftwr white
B27235 blue/blue/collegiate royal

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

Size 4.5-15; 16

[S83142^%]|

[S8314401]|

stabil4ever

S83142

S83144

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

139,95 €

A flexible forefoot and TORSION® plate give this
shoe crease to crease agility, stability and propels
you into your next move. With a breathable mesh
upper and a comfortable bootie construction.
S.T.A.G CAGE: provides first class stability for the
highest agility in the mid-foot area
SPRINTPLATE: Propulsion plate delivering
additional power for high jumps. Stabilizing and
guiding the foot during jumping and landing.
External Heel Counter: for a maximized heel fit
and comfort during your game
Anti-slip lining: Comfortable non-slip lining for a
snug fit and high-end performance
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S83144
S83142

core black/solar yellow/ftwr white
blue/iron met./collegiate royal

Size 4.5-15

119,95 €

INDOOR
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[B33038D7]|

stabil Hi 12
Part of the always powerful Stabil family, this shoe
has all the looks of a winner with an
abrasion-resistant toe and lateral stability for
side-to-side support.
Sprint Web: Supportive lightweight TPU top layer
providing excellent stability and protection
RINGCORE Highly responsive 2nd density EVA
core provides power and speed during
multidirectional moves
Motion Guiding System: Provides excellent
cushion, stability and guidance for strong and
powerfull moves.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33038 blue/ftwr white/gum9
Size 4.5-15

119,95 €

B33038

deliv.06/15

[B330258/]|

Court Stabil 12

[B33027A&]|

Low-cut high-performance shoe with a sturdy
TPU forefoot that secures the foot and resists
abrasion. TORSION® bar for midfoot support that
keeps players more than a step ahead of the
competition.
Gum rubber: Compound provides excellent grip on
all indoor surfaces
Torsion System: Provides best midfoot integrity
and motion guidance
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33025 blue/silver met./ftwr white
B33027 core black/silver met./solar yellow
Size 4.5-14

89,95 €

Essence 12
Part of the always powerful Stabil family, this shoe
has all the looks of a winner with an
abrasion-resistant toe and lateral stability for
side-to-side support.
Non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal
grip on all indoor surfacess
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
ADIPRENE: Shock absorbing soft EVA providing
excellent cushioning and helps reducing impacts
to ankle joints and knees
Gum rubber: Compound provides excellent grip on
all indoor surfaces
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33033 blue/blue/ftwr white
B33035 core black/core black/ftwr white
Size 4.5-14

69,95 €

B33025

deliv.06/15

B33027

deliv.06/15

[B330338$]|

[B33035A^]|

B33033

B33035

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

COUNTERBLAST
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[B27241PU]|

adizero counterblast 7
For players seeking a lightweight, agility shoe,
look no further. The Counterblast is faster and
more flexible than ever, with a breathable,
minimal no-sew construction and SPRINTWEB
support.
Sprint Web: Supportive lightweight TPU top layer
providing excellent stability and protection
Inner Booty: Inner lightweight booty for ultimate
comfort.
Anti-slip lining: Comfortable non-slip lining for a
snug fit and high-end performance
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27242

deliv.06/15

B27241

deliv.06/15

[B330214S]|

[B27251RZ]|

B33021

B27251

[B27246U^]|

[B27245T%]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B27241 night navy/solar red/ftwr white
B27242 core black/solar yellow/night met. f13
Size 4.5-13.5

129,95 €

counterblast 5
Light, breathable and flexible, this shoe moves
fast, feels comfortable and adapts to quick
movements on the court. Features the adidas
performance logo on the back of the heel.
MiCoach enabled: MiCoach cavity included in the
midsole unit
Torsion System: Provides best midfoot integrity
and motion guidance
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
ADITUFF: Sport specifically positioned high
abrasion and tear resistant upper material
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27251 night navy/silver met./solar red
B33021 core black/solar yellow/ftwr white
Size 4.5-13

89,95 €

counterblast 3
The fearsome looks of this shoe don't lie. The all
new midsole and outsole are designed for quick
lateral movements to get players to the goal and
the ball in the net.
Non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal
grip on all indoor surfacess
Material Mix: Mesh-Synthetic mix for optimal
comfort, breathability and stability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27246

deliv.06/15

B27245

deliv.06/15

B27245 night navy/night met. f13/solar red
B27246 ftwr white/core black/solar yellow
Size 4.5-13

64,95 €

INDOOR

[B27242QX]|
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INDOOR

[B34146KM]|

Energy Volley Boost 2.0
Jump higher and smash harder in a shoe
designed to cushion and energize each jump.
Featuring an innovative boost™ foam midsole that
offers better cushion and energy return, and a
gradient colour effect.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34146 solar yellow/silver met./core black

149,95 €

Size 6-15

B34146

deliv.06/15

[B34147LP]|

[B34148MS]|

Volley Response Boost
The highest jump wins the point, and this
lightweight shoe is built for launch. With a
breathable mesh upper, an abrasion resistant toe
and lots of grip in the outsole for jumping and
diving.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34147 solar yellow/silver met./core black
B34148 ftwr white/tech silver met. f13/
Size 6-15

collegiate navy

99,95 €

B34147

B34148

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33044B0]|

Volley Team 3

LIGRA 3

The next generation of adidas Team Volleyball
shoes adds fresh colours to the comfort and
stability that have always dominated the court.
Features a flexible outsole and a breathable mesh
upper.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33044 core black/solar yellow/clear grey s12
Size 6-15

79,95 €

[B330429+]|

With volleyball court style in fresh colours, this
shoe has a new design that helps you dig, set and
spike. A flexible outsole and mesh upper give you
long-lasting cushioning and lateral stability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33044

deliv.06/15

B33042 core black/silver met./dark grey
Size 6-14

59,95 €

B33042

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - STABIL
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[B27238U&]|

stabil boost
The game leaps forward. Made with boost™
technology for endless energy straight into
overtime, this shoe has a stable midfoot and heel,
with a flexible forefoot and a comfortable bootie
construction.
Energy Boost™: Full-length BOOST™ midsole
offers explosive energy return plus exceptional
comfort and the smoothest ride in Handball.
Endless energy means endless attacks, endless
jumps, endless power!
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27238 bright cyan/bright cyan/solar red 1
B27239 ftwr white/star met. f09/tech met. f15
2

B27239

B27238

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77755WT]|

[S77754VQ]|

S77755

S77754

Size 1 3.5-12.5 2 3.5-11
Size 3.5-12.5

stabil4ever
A flexible forefoot and TORSION® plate give this
shoe crease to crease agility, stability and propels
you into your next move. With a breathable mesh
upper and a comfortable bootie construction.
S.T.A.G CAGE: provides first class stability for the
highest agility in the mid-foot area
SPRINTPLATE: Propulsion plate delivering
additional power for high jumps. Stabilizing and
guiding the foot during jumping and landing.
External Heel Counter: for a maximized heel fit
and comfort during your game
Anti-slip lining: Comfortable non-slip lining for a
snug fit and high-end performance
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S77754
S77755

bright cyan/bright cyan/solar red
ftwr white/cinder/tech met. f15

deliv.06/15

Size 3.5-11

[B33029C5]|

[B33028B2]|

court stabil 12

B33029

B33028

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

139,95 €

119,95 €

Low-cut high-performance shoe with a sturdy
TPU forefoot that secures the foot and resists
abrasion. TORSION® bar for midfoot support that
keeps players more than a step ahead of the
competition.
Sprint Web: Supportive lightweight TPU top layer
providing excellent stability and protection
Gum rubber: Compound provides excellent grip on
all indoor surfaces
Torsion System: Provides best midfoot integrity
and motion guidance
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33028 bright cyan/ftwr white/solar red
B33029 ftwr white/star met. f09/tech met. f15
Size 3.5-11

89,95 €

INDOOR

[B27239V2]|
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Essence 12
Part of the always powerful Stabil family, this shoe
has all the looks of a winner with an
abrasion-resistant toe and lateral stability for
side-to-side support.
Non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal
grip on all indoor surfacess
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
ADIPRENE: Shock absorbing soft EVA providing
excellent cushioning and helps reducing impacts
to ankle joints and knees
Gum rubber: Compound provides excellent grip on
all indoor surfaces
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33037 ftwr white/tech met. f15/cinder
B33036 bright cyan/ftwr white/solar red
Size 3.5-11

69,95 €

[B33037C4]|

[B33036B1]|

B33037

B33036

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - COUNTERBLAST
adizero counterblast 7
For players seeking a lightweight, agility shoe,
look no further. The Counterblast is faster and
more flexible than ever, with a breathable,
minimal no-sew construction and SPRINTWEB
support.
Sprint Web: Supportive lightweight TPU top layer
providing excellent stability and protection
Inner Booty: Inner lightweight booty for ultimate
comfort.
Top-Grip rubber is a and NON-MARKING outsole
rubber compound providing excellent grip on all
indoor surfaces
Anti-slip lining: Comfortable non-slip lining for a
snug fit and high-end performance
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27244 ftwr white/bright cyan/solar blue2 s14
Size 4-11

129,95 €

[B27244S$]|

Light, breathable and flexible, this shoe moves
fast, feels comfortable and adapts to quick
movements on the court. Features the adidas
performance logo on the back of the heel.
MiCoach enabled: MiCoach cavity included in the
midsole unit
Torsion System: Provides best midfoot integrity
and motion guidance
ADIPRENE+ : Highly responsive EVA maintaining
forefoot propulsion to accelerate your game
ADITUFF: Sport specifically positioned high
abrasion and tear resistant upper material
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27244

deliv.06/15

[B27248W4]|

counterblast 3
The fearsome looks of this shoe don't lie. The all
new midsole and outsole are designed for quick
lateral movements to get players to the goal and
the ball in the net.
Non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal
grip on all indoor surfacess
Material Mix: Mesh-Synthetic mix for optimal
comfort, breathability and stability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27248 bright cyan/ftwr white/collegiate royal
Size 3.5-12.5

64,95 €

[B330236Y]|

counterblast 5

B27248

deliv.06/15

B33023 collegiate royal/bright cyan/ftwr white
Size 3.5-11

89,95 €

B33023

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - VOLLEYBALL
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[B34722U%]|

Energy Volley Boost 2.0 W
Jump higher and smash harder in a shoe
designed to cushion and energize each jump.
Featuring an innovative boost™ foam midsole that
offers better cushion and energy return, and a
gradient colour effect.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34722

deliv.06/15

B34722 dark grey/tech silver met. f13/frozen
yellow f15

Size 3.5-11

149,95 €

[B34725X4]|

[B34724W1]|

Volley Response Boost W
The highest jump wins the point, and this
lightweight shoe is built for launch. With a
breathable mesh upper, an abrasion resistant toe
and lots of grip in the outsole for jumping and
diving.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34725

B34724

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33046D6]|

99,95 €

LIGRA 3 W

The next generation of adidas Team Volleyball
shoes adds fresh colours to the comfort and
stability that have always dominated the court.
Features a flexible outsole and a breathable mesh
upper.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33046

navy

Size 3.5-11

[B330407Z]|

Volley Team 3 W

deliv.06/15

B34724 dark grey/silver met./frozen yellow f15
B34725 frozen yellow f15/silver met./collegiate

B33046 ftwr white/silver met./collegiate navy
Size 3.5-11

79,95 €

With volleyball court style in fresh colours, this
shoe has a new design that helps you dig, set and
spike. A flexible outsole and mesh upper give you
long-lasting cushioning and lateral stability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33040

deliv.06/15

B33040 ftwr white/night navy/silver met.
Size 3.5-11

59,95 €
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[G13058.D]|
TEAM SPEZIAL
Built on the frame of proven winners for top fit,
grip, and cushion, this suede shoe has a classic
look and a triple TORSION® system for great
support and flexibility.
Upper adiTUFF™ for best abrasion resistance in
the toe area.
Midsole Moulded EVA midsole for fit and comfort.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
NON-SLIP LINING for comfort and performance.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

G13058

core black/ftwr white/silver met.

Size 4-15; 16

99,95 €

G13058

deliv.06/15

[M18209/V]|

[M1844456]|

HB SPEZIAL
A classic shoe that has a long and storied lineage.
You need not reserve a court time to reap the style
benefits of clean, classic design.
Upper: EVA tongue for additional comfort.Suede
leather with synthetic 3-Stripes.
Inlay EVA insole for comfort
Non-marking rubber outsole
Midsole: adiPRENE® insert for comfort and shock
absorption.adiPRENE®+ insert for forefoot
propulsion and efficiency.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

M18209 core black/core white/core black
M18444 royal/core white/ftwr white

79,95 €

Size 4-15

M18209

M18444

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ BALLS

[S878780J]|

[S878893R]|

STABIL CHAMPCL8
Durable PU upper layer: Providing a superb grip
with and without resign and guaranting a sure
touch
Bladder: Integrated counterweight on the opposite
of the needle punch creates a more harmonic
rotation & a better rebound effect.
Soft PU foam layer: Better rebound and a lifetime
perfect touch
Visco-backing: Stabilizes the ball to preserve the
softness
51% Polyurethane/49% Polyester, non-woven

S87878
Size 1-3

white/solar blue2 s14/black

79,95 €

STABIL TEAM 8
51% Polyurethane/49% Polyester, non-woven

S87878

deliv.05/15

S87889
Size 1-3

white/solar blue2 s14/black

39,95 €

S87889

deliv.06/15

BALLS
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[S878871L]|

STABIL TRAIN 8
Durable PU upper layer: Providing a soft touch as
well as a superb grip with and without resin.
Soft PU foam layer: Better rebound and a lifetime
perfect touch
Cotton backing: Stabilizes the ball to preserve the
softness
Latex bladder: For good precision regarding
bouncing and shape
51% Polyurethane/49% Polyester, non-woven

S87887

deliv.06/15

S87887
Size 1-3

white/solar blue2 s14/black

29,95 €

[S878860I]|

[S87885&F]|
STABIL REPLIQUE
Durable PU upper layer: Providing a soft touch as
well as a superb grip with and without resin.
Cotton backing: Stabilizes the ball to preserve the
softness
Latex bladder: For good precision regarding
bouncing and shape
Replica: Official Ball supplier to the EHF
Champions League
100% Polyurethane, non-woven

S87886

deliv.05/15

[A97991=R]|

S87885

deliv.05/15

S87886
S87885
Size 1-3

solar red/black/bright cyan
white/solar blue2 s14/black

24,95 €

[A97992$U]|
IN FUN 3
PU COVER MATERIAL
TRAINING BALL Longevity and solid surface grain
characterize this ball developed for frequent
training.
Latex bladder: For good precision regarding
bouncing and shape
Standard: Official size and weight
100% Thermoplastic Polyurethane, others

A97991

deliv.06/15

A97992

deliv.06/15

A97991
A97992
Size 5

solar red/tech met. f15/night flash s15
semi solar yellow/night flash s15/silver
met.

19,95 €
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[S85532G-]|

[S84944SJ]|

D ROSE 6 BOOST

D ROSE 6 BOOST

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85532

ftwr white/core black/scarlet

Size 6-15; 16-19

159,95 €

S85532

deliv.09/15

S84944

core black/scarlet/gold ochre f15

Size 6-15; 16-19

159,95 €

[S85534I%]|

[S85533H$]|

D ROSE 6 BOOST

D ROSE 6 BOOST

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85534

light onix/onix/bright cyan

Size 6-15; 16-19

159,95 €

S85534

deliv.09/15

S84944

deliv.09/15

S85533

scarlet/ftwr white/scarlet

Size 6-15; 16-19

159,95 €

S85533

deliv.09/15

D ROSE

S85535

deliv.10/15

[S84946UP]|
D ROSE 6 BOOST

D ROSE ENGLEWOOD IV

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Go upscale on the court and off in this signature
D-Rose low-cut. With a quilted upper, new
bounce™ foam midsole for enhanced cushioning,
and the added foam around the collar for a
premium fit.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85535

core black/bold pink/frozen green f15

Size 6-15; 16-19

159,95 €

[S85557PE]|

S85557

deliv.08/15

S84946

deliv.08/15

S84946

core black/power red/scarlet

Size 3.5-15; 16-19

119,95 €

[D69433O$]|
D ROSE ENGLEWOOD IV

D Rose 773 IV

Go upscale on the court and off in this signature
D-Rose low-cut. With a quilted upper, new
bounce™ foam midsole for enhanced cushioning,
and the added foam around the collar for a
premium fit.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS

Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85557

core black/solar blue2 s14/ftwr white

Size 3.5-15; 16-19

119,95 €

[S85442FY]|

D69433

deliv.08/15

D69433 ftwr white/scarlet/core black
Size 3.5-15

109,95 €

[D69591.N]|
D Rose 773 IV
Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85442

deliv.07/15

S85442

core black/scarlet/core black

Size 3.5-15

109,95 €

D Rose 773 IV
Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69591

deliv.07/15

D69591 ftwr white/bright cyan/scarlet
Size 3.5-15

109,95 €

BASKETBALL
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[S85542I+]|

[D69592=Q]|

D Rose 773 IV

D Rose 773 IV

Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85542

onix/light onix/solar red

Size 3.5-15

109,95 €

S85542

deliv.08/15

D69592 core black/gold met./ftwr white
Size 3.5-15

109,95 €

D69592

deliv.07/15

[D69671-K]|
D ROSE LAKESHORE 2
Put some All-Star worthy style in your off-court
step with this D-Rose low. Valuable details
throughout with a rich mix of materials, 3-Stripes
webbing with rubberized print and plenty of
D-Rose details.
Lining Textile.
EVA insole for comfort.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
EVA midsole provides cushioning, fit and comfort
TEXTILE

D69671 core black/onix/scarlet
Size 3.5-15

79,95 €

D69671

deliv.08/15

§ CRAZYLIGHT BOOST

[D69450P/]|

[D69449WF]|

D69450

D69449

[S85465M6]|

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. A Primeknit upper
combines with a techfit® upper and enhanced
boost™ cushioning in the heel to bring
world-class fit, support and energy-return to a
court near you.
TEXTILE

D69450 solar yellow/core black/solar yellow
D69449 vivid red s13/power red/scarlet
S85465 solar blue2 s14/core black/solar blue2
s14

Size 3.5-15; 16-19

139,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

S85465

deliv.07/15

CRAZYLIGHT BOOST

S85844

deliv.07/15

BASKETBALL
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[S85571N6]|

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni

The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. A Primeknit upper
combines with a techfit® upper and enhanced
boost™ cushioning in the heel to bring
world-class fit, support and energy-return to a
court near you.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. A Primeknit upper
combines with a techfit® upper and enhanced
boost™ cushioning in the heel to bring
world-class fit, support and energy-return to a
court near you.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85844

solar red/core black/solar red

Size 3.5-15; 16-19

139,95 €

[D69508Q&]|

S85571

deliv.07/15

S85571

collegiate royal/core black/silver met.

Size 3.5-15; 16-19

139,95 €

[S84954UO]|

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. A low-cut style with a
Primeknit upper for an enhanced fit,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and the added energy of
extra boost™ in the heel.
TEXTILE

D69508

S84954

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[D69705T4]|

S84954 solar yellow/solar yellow/core black
D69508 vivid red s13/power red/scarlet
Size 3.5-15; 16-19

129,95 €

[D702940Z]|

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. A low-cut style with a
Primeknit upper for an enhanced fit,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and the added energy of
extra boost™ in the heel.
TEXTILE

D69705

deliv.07/15

D69705 ftwr white/ftwr white/clear grey s12
Size 3.5-15; 16-19

129,95 €

2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
TEXTILE

D70294

deliv.07/15

D70294 core black/capital blue-sld/ftwr white
Size 3.5-15; 16-19

129,95 €
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§ FUTURESTAR BOOST

[D68857/X]|

[D69944%Z]|

Futurestar Boost
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Shell Toe Modern shell toe for maximum
protection
Inner Booty Inner ankle booty construction for
ultimate comfort
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D68857 core black/ftwr white/scarlet
Size 6-15

129,95 €

Futurestar Boost
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Shell Toe Modern shell toe for maximum
protection
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D68857

deliv.06/15

D69944 clear onix/solar red/clear onix

129,95 €

Size 6-15

D69944

deliv.06/15

§ CRAZYQUICK
Crazyquick 3
The shoe designed to get you to the rim. A
flex-grooved outsole combines with TPU
guardrails to make every cut and slash more
deadly while ADIPRENE®+ helps cushion every
step on your way to the hoop.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
Updated Traction Pattern updated traction pattern
offers enhanced durability, traction and flexibility
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D69527 scarlet/ftwr white/core black
D69528 collegiate royal/ftwr white/collegiate
S85586

royal
core black/ftwr white/onix

[D69527T6]|

[D69528U9]|

D69527

D69528

deliv.07/15

[D69530O.]|

Crazyquick 3

Size 6-15; 16-19

124,95 €

S85586

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[S85585TN]|

Crazyquick 3
The shoe designed to get you to the rim. A
flex-grooved outsole combines with TPU
guardrails to make every cut and slash more
deadly while ADIPRENE®+ helps cushion every
step on your way to the hoop.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
Updated Traction Pattern updated traction pattern
offers enhanced durability, traction and flexibility
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

The shoe designed to get you to the rim. A
flex-grooved outsole combines with TPU
guardrails to make every cut and slash more
deadly while ADIPRENE®+ helps cushion every
step on your way to the hoop.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
Updated Traction Pattern updated traction pattern
offers enhanced durability, traction and flexibility
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D69530 solar red/core black/solar red

[S85586UQ]|

D69530

deliv.07/15

S85585

midnight f15/frozen green f15/flash
green s15

Size 6-15; 16-19

124,95 €

S85585

deliv.07/15
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[S85573PC]|

[S85576SL]|

J WALL 2
Defenders beware, J-Wall just got a step quicker.
His shoe has a lightweight upper with premium
materials, ADIPRENE®+ cushioning,
QUICKFRAME TPU wrap to make every move
faster, and plenty of Wall details.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
J WALL specific details and logo J Wall specific
details and logos for enhanced value
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85573

deliv.09/15

S85573

Size 6-15

ftwr white/clear grey s12/ftwr white

119,95 €

[S84963VQ]|

Defenders beware, J-Wall just got a step quicker.
His shoe has a lightweight upper with premium
materials, ADIPRENE®+ cushioning,
QUICKFRAME TPU wrap to make every move
faster, and plenty of Wall details.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
J WALL specific details and logo J Wall specific
details and logos for enhanced value
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85576

deliv.09/15

[S85574QF]|

Defenders beware, J-Wall just got a step quicker.
His shoe has a lightweight upper with premium
materials, ADIPRENE®+ cushioning,
QUICKFRAME TPU wrap to make every move
faster, and plenty of Wall details.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S84963

[S85475OB]|

S84963

Size 6-15

scarlet/power red/scarlet

119,95 €

S85574

deliv.10/15

[S85492PC]|

D LILLARD
The shoe designed for one of the game's best
young point guards. Features a lightweight
SPRINTWEB upper, TORSION® stability,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and lots of Dame Lillard
flavor.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Lace Loop Lace loop for enchanced lockdown
Re-engineered lightweight Sprint Frame Allows
the back of the foot to be locked down to enhance
fit and support
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SYNTHETICS

S85475

deliv.07/15

S85475

ftwr white/grey/scarlet

Size 6-15; 16-19

109,95 €

S85576

Size 6-15

collegiate navy/ftwr white/power red

119,95 €

J WALL 2
Defenders beware, J-Wall just got a step quicker.
His shoe has a lightweight upper with premium
materials, ADIPRENE®+ cushioning,
QUICKFRAME TPU wrap to make every move
faster, and plenty of Wall details.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
J WALL specific details and logo J Wall specific
details and logos for enhanced value
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

J WALL 2

deliv.09/15

J WALL 2

S85574

Size 6-15

core black/core black/frozen green f15

119,95 €

D LILLARD
The shoe designed for one of the game's best
young point guards. Features a lightweight
SPRINTWEB upper, TORSION® stability,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and lots of Dame Lillard
flavor.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Lace Loop Lace loop for enchanced lockdown
Re-engineered lightweight Sprint Frame Allows
the back of the foot to be locked down to enhance
fit and support
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85492

deliv.07/15

S85492

core black/onix/scarlet

Size 6-15; 16-19

109,95 €
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[S85732M3]|

D LILLARD
The shoe designed for one of the game's best
young point guards. Features a lightweight
SPRINTWEB upper, TORSION® stability,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and lots of Dame Lillard
flavor.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Lace Loop Lace loop for enchanced lockdown
Re-engineered lightweight Sprint Frame Allows
the back of the foot to be locked down to enhance
fit and support
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SYNTHETICS

S85732

frozen blue f15/scarlet/blue

Size 6-15; 16-19

109,95 €

[S85493QF]|

D LILLARD
The shoe designed for one of the game's best
young point guards. Features a lightweight
SPRINTWEB upper, TORSION® stability,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and lots of Dame Lillard
flavor.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Lace Loop Lace loop for enchanced lockdown
Re-engineered lightweight Sprint Frame Allows
the back of the foot to be locked down to enhance
fit and support
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SYNTHETICS

S85493

S85732

core black/frozen green f15/scarlet

Size 6-15; 16-19

deliv.07/15

119,95 €

[S84941PA]|

[S85594UP]|

D HOWARD 6

D HOWARD 6

The must-have mid for any D-Howard believer.
Features a court-cushioning ADIPRENE®+
midsole, a durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, and a few
details of one of the game's best bigs.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
D HOWARD Signature details D HOWARD
Signature details for enhanced value
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

The must-have mid for any D-Howard believer.
Features a court-cushioning ADIPRENE®+
midsole, a durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, and a few
details of one of the game's best bigs.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
D HOWARD Signature details D HOWARD
Signature details for enhanced value
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S84941

core black/scarlet/core black

Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

S84941

deliv.09/15

S85594

ftwr white/night met. f13/light onix

Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

§ ENERGY
Amplify

[D69474XF]|

[D69476ZL]|

D69474

D69476

Play in a shoe that amplifies your game.
ADIPRENE®+ improves to be lighter and more
cushioning, while a comfortable, breathable mix
of materials and subtle 3-Stripes webbing makes
this an easy pick for a unique look.
Lining Textile.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69474 ftwr white/core black/silver met.
D69476 core black/onix/ftwr white
Size 6-15; 16-19

79,95 €

deliv.07/15

S85493

deliv.10/15

deliv.07/15

S85594

deliv.09/15

ENERGY
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[D69490XD]|
Outrival 2
Their top defender doesn't stand a chance when
you have the Outrival 2. It has a durable
ADIWEAR™ outsole, the enhanced fit of a collar
strap, and 3-Stripes with a unique snake graphic.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69490

deliv.10/15

D69490 ftwr white/core black/silver met.

79,95 €

Size 3.5-15

[D69488$W]|

[D69418P#]|
Outrival 2
Their top defender doesn't stand a chance when
you have the Outrival 2. It has a durable
ADIWEAR™ outsole, the enhanced fit of a collar
strap, and 3-Stripes with a unique snake graphic.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
SYNTHETICS

D69488

deliv.10/15

D69418

deliv.10/15

D69418 core black/scarlet/ftwr white
D69488 light onix/onix/core black
Size 3.5-15

79,95 €

§ FAST

[D69549ZM]|

[D69548YJ]|

D69549

D69548

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

Crazy Ghost 2015
The perfect way to slash through whatever
defense you come up against. The Crazy Ghost
2015 has ADIPRENE®+ enhanced cushioning,
SPRINTFRAME stability and a tech-look upper
with a big performance logo.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SPRINT FRAME SPRINT FRAME provides
enhanced stability and speed though geometry to
create a lightweight and supportive basketball
chassis
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

D69548 core black/scarlet/ftwr white
D69549 collegiate royal/core black/ftwr white
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Crazy Ghost 2015
The perfect way to slash through whatever
defense you come up against. The Crazy Ghost
2015 has ADIPRENE®+ enhanced cushioning,
SPRINTFRAME stability and a tech-look upper
with a big performance logo.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SPRINT FRAME SPRINT FRAME provides
enhanced stability and speed though geometry to
create a lightweight and supportive basketball
chassis
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S85580

Size 6-15

clear grey s12/solar yellow/core black

99,95 €

Dual Threat BB

[S85580O8]|

S85580

deliv.07/15

[D69586/X]|

[D69584=R]|

[D69585$U]|

D69586

D69584

D69585

Get the speed your opponent hopes you never find
with the Dual Threat BB. It has a breathable mesh
upper with an enhanced fit and ADIPRENE®+ to
give you a cushioned path to the hoop.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
Pull Tab For easy on/off access
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69586 ftwr white/core black/ftwr white
D69584 scarlet/core black/ftwr white
D69585 core black/ftwr white/frozen blue f15

79,95 €

Size 6-15

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[S85703H=]|

[D69589/$]|

Street Jam

Street Jam

Let your skills do the talking in this icon-inspired
b-ball shoe featuring a rich mix of materials,
lightweight EVA cushioning, an always fresh
anti-microbial lining and a bold adidas
performance logo on the heel.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
EVA midsole provides cushioning, fit and comfort
SYNTHETICS

Let your skills do the talking in this icon-inspired
b-ball shoe featuring a rich mix of materials,
lightweight EVA cushioning, an always fresh
anti-microbial lining and a bold adidas
performance logo on the heel.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
EVA midsole provides cushioning, fit and comfort
SYNTHETICS

S85703

core black/scarlet/grey

Size 6-15; 16-19

74,95 €

S85703

deliv.08/15

D69589 brown oxide f15/ftwr white/core black
Size 6-15; 16-19

74,95 €

D69589

deliv.08/15

FAST

[S84964WT]|

3 Series 2015
An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech-look,
full ADIPRENE®+ cushioning on a feathered
midsole/outsole and an enhanced foam collar for
ultimate fit and comfort.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

D69456

S84964

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

S84964 collegiate royal/ftwr white/core black
D69456 ftwr white/core black/scarlet
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

69,95 €

[S85595VS]|
3 Series 2015
An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech-look,
full ADIPRENE®+ cushioning on a feathered
midsole/outsole and an enhanced foam collar for
ultimate fit and comfort.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

S85595

deliv.07/15

S85595

core black/core black/scarlet

Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

[D69479=U]|

69,95 €

[S84968-+]|

Cross 'Em 4
The shoe that's never backed down just a got a
little faster. ADIPRENE®+ adds game-changing
cushioning while a durable ADIWEAR™ outsole
and a rich mix of materials bring stability and
versatility.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
SYNTHETICS

S84968
D69479

deliv.06/15

S84968

deliv.06/15

D69479

collegiate royal/core black/ftwr white
2
ftwr white/core black/scarlet 1

Size 1 6-14.5 2 6-15
Size 6-15

64,95 €
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[S85584SK]|

Cross 'Em 4
The shoe that's never backed down just a got a
little faster. ADIPRENE®+ adds game-changing
cushioning while a durable ADIWEAR™ outsole
and a rich mix of materials bring stability and
versatility.
SYNTHETICS

S85584

Size 6-15

core black/core black/scarlet

64,95 €

S85584

deliv.06/15

§ QUICK

[D69538WE]|

[S85593TM]|

Post Up 2
The shoe to reach for whether it's a gameday or
an off-day. Features an ADIPRENE®+ midsole,
durable ADIWEAR™ outsole and an iconic b-ball
design that looks just as great off the court as it
does on it.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Lining: Textile.
adiwear adiwear rubber for ultimate durability
Non-marking rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69538 collegiate navy/scarlet/ftwr white
S85593 light onix/onix/light onix
Size 3.5-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

79,95 €

Isolation 2

D69538

deliv.06/15

S85593

deliv.06/15

[D69483YH]|

[D69484ZK]|

[D69481WB]|

D69483

D69484

D69481

The shoe that will have you ready to play against
anyone. Features TORSION® stability, textured
EVA midsole/outsole cushioning, and everything
you need to take on shoes twice its price.
Leather/Synthetic.
Perforated Rear Collar Comfort and Breathability
Lining Textile.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

D69483 core black/night met. f13/night met.
f13

D69484 collegiate navy/ftwr white/tech met. f15
D69481 grey/ftwr white/onix
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

QUICK

[D69485-N]|

[D69486.Q]|

Isolation 2 Low
The low-cut that will have you ready to play
against anyone. Features TORSION® stability,
textured EVA midsole/outsole cushioning, and
everything you need to take on shoes twice its
price.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

D69487

D69485

deliv.06/15

D69486

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

D69486 core black/night met. f13/core black
D69485 collegiate navy/light onix/ftwr white
D69487 grey/ftwr white/onix
Size 6-12.5; 13.5; 14.5

49,95 €

§ RETRO

[D69556YI]|

[D69558-O]|
Crazy 8

Crazy 8

The basketball icon comes back loud, proud and
aggressive. PUREMOTION™ design follows the
form and function of the foot. Designed for fast,
versatile players.
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort.
TORSION® SYSTEM for midfoot integrity
Inlay Textile
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS

The basketball icon comes back loud, proud and
aggressive. PUREMOTION™ design follows the
form and function of the foot. Designed for fast,
versatile players.
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort.
TORSION® SYSTEM for midfoot integrity
Inlay Textile
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69556

deliv.08/15

D69556 ftwr white/core black/solar blue2 s14

119,95 €

Size 6-15

D69558

deliv.10/15

D69558 bold pink/frozen green f15/night flash
Size 6-15

s15

119,95 €

§ WOMEN

[D69557ZL]|

[D69662ZI]|
3 Series 2015 W
An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech-look,
full ADIPRENE®+ cushioning on a feathered
midsole/outsole and an enhanced foam collar for
ultimate fit and comfort.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

Crazy 8
The basketball icon comes back loud, proud and
aggressive. PUREMOTION™ design follows the
form and function of the foot. Designed for fast,
versatile players.
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort.
TORSION® SYSTEM for midfoot integrity
Inlay Textile
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
TEXTILE

D69557

deliv.07/15

D69557 base green s15/base green s15/bold
Size 6-15

orange

119,95 €

D69662

deliv.07/15

D69662 ftwr white/core black/silver met.
Size 3.5-12.5

69,95 €

BASKETBALL
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§ KIDS

[D69766%.]|

[D70310U.]|

D ROSE 6 BOOST J

D Rose 773 IV J

The league's premier point guard rises again,
more calculated and primed to take on opponents
with lux materials, dual boost™ cartridges for
ultimate energy, integrated stability cage and
premium Rose-inspired details.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Full Length Boost Full Length Boost Midsole for
ultimate comfort and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69766 core black/scarlet/gold ochre f15

119,95 €

Size 3-6.5

D69766

deliv.09/15

[S85439K3]|
D Rose 773 IV J

Size 3-6.5

core black/scarlet/core black

89,95 €

S85439

deliv.07/15

The shoe designed for one of the game's best
young point guards. Features a lightweight
SPRINTWEB upper, TORSION® stability,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and lots of Dame Lillard
flavor.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Lace Loop Lace loop for enchanced lockdown
Re-engineered lightweight Sprint Frame Allows
the back of the foot to be locked down to enhance
fit and support
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
SYNTHETICS

Size 3-6.5

84,95 €

D70310

89,95 €

deliv.07/15

[D69778&1]|

J WALL 2 J

D69778 ftwr white/clear grey s12/ftwr white
Size 3-6.5

89,95 €

[D69773+X]|

D LILLARD J

D69773 ftwr white/grey/scarlet

Size 3-6.5

Defenders beware, J-Wall just got a step quicker.
His shoe features a lightweight upper with
premium materials, a QUICKFRAME TPU wrap
that acts like a guardrail so every move is faster
and plenty of Wall details.
adiprene + adiprene + for a lightweight and
cushioned ride
Non-marking rubber outsole.
J WALL specific details and logo J Wall specific
details and logos for enhanced value
Quickframe Quickframe TPU upper provides
stability, support and responsiveness
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Flash your inner D-Rose on court with the fourth
version of the 773. The shoe features new
bounce™ cushioning, a rich mix of breathable
materials and premium Rose details from heel to
toe.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
D ROSE Details Premium D Rose Signature details
Bounce Bounce Foam Technology for enchanged
comforrt, cushioning and energy return
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S85439

D70310 ftwr white/scarlet/core black

D69778

deliv.09/15

[D69647-N]|

2015 Crazylight J
The most technical Crazylight ever means game
over for your opponent. This low-cut style features
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and an engineered
mesh upper inspired by Primeknit.
TEXTILE

D69773

deliv.07/15

D69647 solar yellow/solar yellow/core black
Size 3-6.5

79,95 €

D69647

deliv.07/15

KIDS

D69635

deliv.07/15

[D69634V9]|
Amplify J

Amplify J

Play in a shoe that amplifies your game. EVA
midsole improves to be lighter and more
cushioning, while a comfortable, breathable mix
of materials and subtle 3-Stripe webbing makes
this an easy pick for a unique look.
Lining Textile.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Leather/Synthetic.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Play in a shoe that amplifies your game. EVA
midsole improves to be lighter and more
cushioning, while a comfortable, breathable mix
of materials and subtle 3-Stripe webbing makes
this an easy pick for a unique look.
Lining Textile.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Leather/Synthetic.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69635 scarlet/core black/ftwr white
Size 3-6.5

64,95 €

[D69640T2]|

D69634

deliv.07/15

D69634 core black/onix/ftwr white
Size 3-6.5

64,95 €

[D69628XG]|
Dual Threat BB J
Get the speed your opponent hopes you never find
with the Dual Threat BB J. It has a breathable
mesh upper with a techfit® strap for enhanced fit
and EVA midsole/outsole to give you a cushioned
path to the hoop.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Performance logo molded performance logo for
unique look
Pull Tab For easy on/off access
Techfit Ankle Strap Techfit Ankle Strap for
enhanced fit around foot
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69640

deliv.07/15

D69640 collegiate royal/core black/midnight
Size 3-6.5

indigo f15

64,95 €

[D69626VA]|
Outrival 2 K
Their top defender doesn't stand a chance when
you have the Outrival 2. It has a durable
ADIWEAR™ outsole, the enhanced fit of a collar
strap, and 3-Stripes with a unique snake graphic.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
SYNTHETICS

D69626

deliv.10/15

D69626 core black/scarlet/ftwr white
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

64,95 €

Outrival 2 K
Their top defender doesn't stand a chance when
you have the Outrival 2. It has a durable
ADIWEAR™ outsole, the enhanced fit of a collar
strap, and 3-Stripes with a unique snake graphic.
Leather/Synthetic.
Lining Textile.
Outsole: Non-marking rubber outsole.
Branding Mid Foot branding for a unique take on a
classic look
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69628

deliv.10/15

D69628 ftwr white/core black/silver met.
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

64,95 €

BASKETBALL

[D69635WC]|
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3 Series 2015 NBA K

[D69655-M]|

[D70334=C]|

D69655

D70334

An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech look
with a rich mix of materials and NBA dribbler
logo. An EVA midsole provides ultra on-court
cushioning.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

D69655 ftwr white/collegiate royal/scarlet
D70334 collegiate royal/collegiate royal/orange
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[D69656.P]|
3 Series 2015 NBA K

3 Series 2015 K

An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech look
with a rich mix of materials and NBA dribbler
logo. An EVA midsole provides ultra on-court
cushioning.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

D69656 core black/grey/scarlet
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

[D69658$V]|
An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech look
with a rich mix of materials and an EVA midsole
for ultra on-court cushioning.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

D69656

deliv.07/15

D69658 ftwr white/core black/scarlet
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

[D69659/Y]|

D69658

deliv.07/15

[D70012NM]|

3 Series 2015 K
An icon-inspired shoe designed to dominate your
opponent. Closer to a 5/8-cut, it has a tech look
with a rich mix of materials and an EVA midsole
for ultra on-court cushioning.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

D69659 core black/core black/scarlet
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

54,95 €

Rise Up 3 K
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D69659

deliv.07/15

D70012 scarlet/core black/ftwr white
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

49,95 €

D70012

deliv.06/15

KIDS
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[D70011MJ]|

Rise Up 3 K
Non-marking rubber outsole.
Bottom Loaded Torsion Plate Maximum flexibility
and stability
Lining: Textile.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

D70011

deliv.06/15

D70011 ftwr white/core black/silver met.

49,95 €

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

[S85011/W]|

[S85010%W]|
NXT LVL SPD 3 K
A shoe dedicated to keeping the defense a step
behind. Features rich materials, TORSION®
stability and the addition of a cushioned GEOFIT™
ankle collar for four-plus quarters of comfort.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
Lining: Textile.
EVA sockliner.
Midsole
SYNTHETICS

S85011

S85010

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S85012#=]|
NXT LVL SPD 3 K
A shoe dedicated to keeping the defense a step
behind. Features rich materials, TORSION®
stability and the addition of a cushioned GEOFIT™
ankle collar for four-plus quarters of comfort.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
Lining: Textile.
EVA sockliner.
Midsole
SYNTHETICS

S85012

deliv.06/15

S85012

collegiate navy/silver met./collegiate
navy

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

47,95 €

S85010
S85011

scarlet/core black/scarlet
ftwr white/core black/ftwr white

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

47,95 €

KIDS
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[S8500701]|

[D69816ZJ]|

S85007

D69816

Isolation 2 K
Gear up for the return to school with this low.
Features TORSION® stability, textured EVA
midsole/outsole cushioning and everything you
need to take on shoes twice its price.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

S85007

collegiate navy/ftwr white/tech met. f15

D69816 scarlet/core black/ftwr white
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

42,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ BALLS

[S85006&^]|

[S08432WF]|

Isolation 2 K
Gear up for the return to school with this low.
Features TORSION® stability, textured EVA
midsole/outsole cushioning and everything you
need to take on shoes twice its price.
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

S85006

core black/core black/night met. f13

Size 28-35; 3-6.5

42,95 €

NEW PRO BALL
100% Polyurethane, others

S85006

deliv.06/15

S08432
Size 7

basketball natural

59,95 €

[AA4399L/]|

S08432

deliv.07/15

[X35859+4]|

ALL COURT
Composite Leather For Top Performance on
Indoor or Outdoor Surfaces
100% Polyurethane, others, 90g, 100% Butylene,
others

ROSE ALL PURP 2
100% Butylene, others, 100% Polyurethane,
others, 90g

AA4399 scarlet/black
Size 5-7

29,95 €

AA4399

deliv.07/15

X35859
Size 5-7

basketball natural

24,95 €

X35859

deliv.07/15

BALLS

218977

deliv.07/15

[279008#K]|

3 STRIPE D 29.5

3S RUBBER X

Rubber Durable rubber great for outdoor use
100% Butylene, others, 100% natural Rubber,
others

Rubber Durable rubber great for outdoor use
100% Butylene, others, 100% natural Rubber,
others

218977
Size 5-7

basketball natural/black

11,95 €

[AA4395HS]|

279008

279008

Size 5-7

deliv.07/15

11,95 €

3 STRIPES MINI
Rubber Durable rubber great for outdoor use
100% Butylene, others, 100% natural Rubber,
others

100% Butylene, others, 100% natural Rubber,
others
deliv.07/15

black/white

[X53042AK]|

ROSE PREM MINI

AA4395

BASKETBALL

[2189773/]|
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AA4395 black/silver met.
Size 3

11,95 €

X53042

deliv.07/15

X53042
Size 3

orange/black

9,95 €

MEN - SUPERCLOUD
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[B33743V&]|

[B33744W2]|

B33743

B33744

adipure Slide M
The adipure slide serves up a barefoot-but-better
feel with an ultra-flexible outsole and a stretchy
strap. With the latest and greatest edition of
SUPERCLOUD™ foam for an even softer, cushier
footbed.
Stretchy synthetic material upper for perfect fit
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Rubber outsole for durability and comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33743 collegiate navy/ftwr white/vivid red s13
B33744 ftwr white/core black/solar yellow

32,95 €

Size 5-13

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[G40054-7]|

[V21529/-]|

adiLight Slide SC
In the shower, at the pool or just running out to
get the mail, these adiLight SUPERCLOUD™
slides by adidas feature a comfortable
quick-drying footbed, an easy single-strap upper
and soft EVA cushioning.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Adjustable upper.
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

G40054
Size 5-13

core black/white/core black

32,95 €

adiPURE Slide SC
A whole new kind of slide that moves naturally
with your foot. Super flexible, with a
low-to-the-ground feel and lots of stretch,
finished with a sporty neoprene upper.
Neoprene straps for total fit and comfort
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Rubber outsole for durability and comfort
SYNTHETICS

G40054

deliv.06/15

V21529

Size 5-13

core black/core black/white

32,95 €

V21529

deliv.06/15

MEN - SUPERCLOUD

[B24196P-]|
adilette supercloud plus M
The latest version of the adilette, this slide is
incredibly comfortable thanks to a
SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS footbed. These cushioned
slides have a clean, streamlined look with
contrast 3-Stripes.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Supercloud™ plus provides a whole new level of
softness with its cushiony contoured footbed
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77660

B24196

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B24192LO]|

B24196 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow
S77660 blue/ftwr white/midnight indigo f15

29,95 €

Size 5-13

[S77658WV]|
adilette supercloud plus M
The latest version of the adilette, this slide is
incredibly comfortable thanks to a new
SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS footbed. These cushioned
slides have a clean, streamlined look with a
performance logo detail.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Supercloud™ plus provides a whole new level of
softness with its cushiony contoured footbed
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24192

S77658

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S82939NB]|

adilette supercloud plus gr M

The latest version of the adilette, this slide is
incredibly comfortable thanks to a
SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS footbed. These cushioned
slides have a streamlined look with a
performance logo on the graphic upper.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Supercloud™ plus provides a whole new level of
softness with its cushiony contoured footbed
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82939

29,95 €

Size 5-13

[S82941H$]|
adilette supercloud plus gr M

deliv.06/15

S77658 core black/ftwr white/vista grey s15
B24192 blue/ftwr white/midnight indigo f15

S82939
Size 5-13

chalk white/collegiate navy/vivid red
s13

29,95 €

The latest version of the adilette, this slide is
incredibly comfortable thanks to a
SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS footbed. These cushioned
slides have a streamlined look with a
performance logo on the graphic upper.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Supercloud™ plus provides a whole new level of
softness with its cushiony contoured footbed
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82941

deliv.06/15

S82941

Size 5-13

green/core black/signal green s10

29,95 €

SLIDES

[S77660QC]|
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Adissage SC
Sensitive feet? The new adissage UF+ offers the
ultimate comfort. A new, super-soft UltraFOAM+
footbed offers incredibly plush, water-safe
cushioning you can wear into the shower.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Adjustable upper.
Synthetic Lining
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

[B23249HI]|

[B23248GF]|

B23249

B23248

B23249 core black/dgh solid grey/raw ochre
f15

B23248 ftwr white/midnight grey f15/flash lime
Size 5-15

f15

29,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[G1338965]|
Raggmo Thong SC
A sporty thong that's unassumingly hi-tech.
UltraFOAM+ technology delivers quick drying
action in a cozy new footbed that can handle
moisture.
Neoprene straps for total fit and comfort
Quick drying bandage lining
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

G13389
Size 5-13

black/medium lead/white

27,95 €

G13389

deliv.06/15

[B24194NU]|

[B24190JI]|

Duramo comfort M
The best of both worlds, the Duramo comfort
combines the favourite Duramo shower slide with
the soft comfort of a SUPERCLOUD™ footbed.
Contrast 3-Stripes featured on the bandage upper.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
SYNTHETICS

B24194 core black/vivid red s13/ftwr white
B24190 midnight indigo f15/blue/blue
Size 5-13

22,95 €

B24194

deliv.06/15

B24190

deliv.06/15

MEN - FITFOAM
§ MEN - FITFOAM

§ MEN - MASSAGE

[B33524MP]|

Zeitfrei Slide
The smart lines of the Zeitfrei carry on in this
slide featuring a comfortable, t-shirt for your feet
look and a FITFOAM® footbed. 3-Stripes branding
highlights the adjustable bandage.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Adjustable upper
FitFOAM™ perfectly contours the foot like a
custom mold
Injected lightweight EVA outsole with perforations
for maximum air circulation and quick water
release
SYNTHETICS

B33584

deliv.06/15

B33584 core black/viridian f15/white
Size 5-13

37,95 €

[5533875+]|

rc. massage pro
Relax and recharge post-game with this massage
slide. Strategic massage points target specific
muscles and stimulate blood flow for more
effective recovery. Features a new shiny bandage
upper.
Adjustable upper with strecth feature for close
comfort fit
Revolutionary massage footbed with strategically
planted ball technology for advanced recovery
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33524

deliv.06/15

553387

Size 4-15

black/white/silver met.

32,95 €

[B23739U1]|
ADISSAGE gr upper M
Treat your feet right with this adissage slide. Solid
massage nubs on the footbed offer you a soothing
massage effect for quick recovery. With a stylish
graphic on the upper featuring an adidas logo.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Adjustable upper.
Quick drying bandage lining
TPR footbed with ever popular massage nubs
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B23739

deliv.06/15

44,95 €

Size 6-12

ADISSAGE

An after-sport slide with EVA outsole and TPR
massage footbed. The adjustable upper makes for
additional comfort.
Synthetic-textile material mix for interesting looks
of upper
Adjustable upper
Clear TPR footbed with massage effect
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

553387

B33524 core black/solar yellow/silver met.

[078260=5]|

Calissage

deliv.06/15

SLIDES

[B33584Y8]|
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B23739 silver met./silver met./solar red
Size 4-15

29,95 €

The most popular adidas massage slide with the
classic 3-Stripes athletic look.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Adjustable upper
TPR footbed with ever popular massage nubs
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

078260

deliv.06/15

078260

Size 4-15

black/black/ftwr white

29,95 €

SLIDES
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[B33525NS]|

[B33526OV]|

B33525

B33526

adissage gr M marbled
Treat your feet right with the adissage. Clear
massage nubs on the footbed and a marbleized
upper make for a stand-out look that ties in with
adidas apparel.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Quick drying bandage lining
TPR footbed with ever popular massage nubs
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B33525 dark grey/base green s15/light brown
B33526 midnight indigo f15/solar blue2 s14/
Size 4-15

blue

29,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[0106891Q]|

Santiossage QD
A popular classic, now made better than ever with
a quick-drying upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Adjustable upper
Quick drying bandage lining
TPR footbed with ever popular massage nubs
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

010689

Size 4-15

dark blue/clear/white

27,95 €

010689

deliv.06/15

[B27207NS]|

[B27208OV]|

B27207

B27208

Duramossage
The best of both worlds, the Duromassage
combines the favourite Duramo shower slide with
a muscle-soothing massage-bead footbed that
massages your feet as you shower.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
TPR footbed with ever popular massage nubs
SYNTHETICS

B27207 solar yellow/core black/iron met.
B27208 bold blue/collegiate navy/ftwr white
Size 5-13

24,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

MEN - LOCKERROOM-SHOWER
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[6653169^]|

SLIDES

[G14440/I]|
Caruvo Vario
Soft and lightweight, this comfortable slide has an
even sleeker design. The adjustable upper band
and quick-dry construction make it a natural
choice for the shower.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Adjustable upper.
Quick drying bandage lining
Injection moulded EVA outsole with perforations
in heel and forefoot for air circulation and quick
water release
SYNTHETICS

G14440

deliv.06/15

G14440
Size 5-13

core black/white/core black

24,95 €

[G620332Y]|

MELAWAR
This soft, lightweight slide has an interesting
bandage design. So what's new? An adjustable,
quick-dry upper construction that makes it even
better in the shower.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

665316

deliv.06/15

G62033
Size 4-13

core black/white/white

24,95 €

[030172YY]|

Proveto
A clean, simple shower slide at a great price. With
flex grooves for sure footing, a comfortable
molded EVA sole and quick-dry upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Extra soft molded EVA outsole with grooves for
flexibility
SYNTHETICS

030172

deliv.06/15

black/black/silver

24,95 €

Alquo Vario
As lightweight as it is stable, this sporty slide is a
reliable go-to for active outfits. Features a cool
stripe design and a quick-drying upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

One piece EVA construction makes for a comfy
feel in a clog that doesn't mind getting wet.
Features iconic 3-Stripes and ventilation cut-outs
on the upper for quick drying.
Moulded soft EVA clog unit
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS
deliv.06/15

Size 4-14

[F323910X]|

Duramo Clog

G62033

665316

030172

Size 4-14

core black/white/core black

22,95 €

F32391

deliv.06/15

F32391
Size 5-14

core black/tribe blue s14/solar blue2
s14

23,95 €

MEN - LOCKERROOM-SHOWER
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[B33494X6]|

[B33495Y9]|

B33494

B33495

[012670^C]|

[010629-/]|

X fb slide M
These slides share their unique graphics with this
season's adidas football boots. These sporty
slides are finished with an adidas performance
logo and graphic on the bandage upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B33494 core black/solar yellow/night met. f13
B33495 core black/solar yellow/solar yellow

21,95 €

Size 5-13

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

Mungo QD
This soft, lightweight slide still has an interesting
bandage design. So what's new? A full,
comfortable, quick-dry upper construction that
makes it even better in the shower.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

012670
010629

Size 4-14

core black/white/silver met.
dark marine/atlantic blues07/white

20,95 €

012670

deliv.06/15

010629

deliv.06/15

[B27191W1]|

[B27194ZA]|

B27191

B27194

Mungo QD 2.0
With a light EVA construction and one-piece
comfort strap, the Mungo is an easy shower slide
that's ideal for the locker room. Featuring unique
two-tone 3-Stripes on the upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B27191 core black/grey/dark grey
B27194 collegiate navy/solar blue2 s14/ftwr
Size 5-13

white

19,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

MEN - LOCKERROOM-SHOWER

[M22574%W]|

SLIDES

[F3291560]|

139

Carozoon LG M
With the Carozoon for men, you get a lightweight
shower slide with a bold adidas wordmark logo.
Features 3-Stripes on the footbed, bandage upper
and toe grip for a secure step.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

F32915

deliv.06/15

F32915

Size 4-13

core black/ftwr white/solar blue2 s14

18,95 €

[G15892O%]|

[Q21636CL]|

G15892

Q21636

deliv.06/15

[B232317-]|

deliv.06/15

[G14309+L]|

Mungozoon M
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

M22574

deliv.06/15

M22574 core black/ftwr white/core black

[G15890M-]|

G15890

deliv.06/15

[G95489AO]|

Duramo Slide
Quality and value come together in this simple
adidas shower slide. With a clean, quick drying
one-piece design , it offers practical comfort at a
great price.
Moulded soft EVA sole/upper unit
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

G15890
Q21636
G15892
G95489

B23231

deliv.06/15

G14309

deliv.06/15

17,95 €

Size 4-14

G95489

deliv.06/15

G14309
B23231
Size 4-18

core black/white/core black
core black/solar red/core black
dark blue/white/dark blue
night blue f13/ray green f13/night blue
f13
power blue/white/power blue
solar yellow/midnight indigo f15/
midnight indigo f15

17,95 €

SLIDES
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[B33503HC]|

[B33502G9]|

B33503

B33502

Duramo Slide marbled
One-piece EVA construction makes for a comfy
feel that's ideal for wet conditions. This slide
features an allover marbleized look, iconic
3-Stripes and ventilation cut-outs on the upper for
quick drying.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
SYNTHETICS

B33503 core black/iron met./onix
B33502 collegiate royal/midnight indigo f15/
Size 4-18

blue

17,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ MEN - BEACH

[B33753X4]|

[B33752W1]|

B33753

B33752

SC Beach 3point gr M
For a striking look, this thong shows off dynamic
adidas graphics on the straps. Light and
comfortable for Brazilian-style beach adventures,
with a SUPERCLOUD™-cushioned footbed.
Thong construction for comfort and style
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B33753 core black/grey/onix
B33752 collegiate navy/solar yellow/super blue
Size 6-13

f15

27,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B33756-D]|

[B33757.G]|

B33756

B33757

Calo 5 gr M
It's a good thing the Calo can be worn wet or dry,
because with soft EVA in the footbed, outsole and
updated graphic straps, you'll want to wear them
everywhere you go.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Die-cut EVA footbed for light weight and comfort
Soft EVA lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B33756 core black/vista grey s15/ftwr white
B33757 core black/white/super blue f15
Size 5-13

22,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - SUPERCLOUD
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§ WOMEN - SUPERCLOUD

[S8313828]|

SLIDES

[S83140/X]|

supercloud plus slide W
This slide has a feminine feel with a delicate
crisscross strap upper. The super-flexible outsole
is topped with a layered SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS
footbed for incredibly soft cushioning.
Adjustable upper with strecth feature for close
comfort fit
Rubber outsole for durability and comfort
SYNTHETICS

S83138
S83140

S83138

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77571QD]|

[B44377=I]|

S77571

B44377

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S82943J^]|

S83140
Size 4-10

frozen blue f15/midnight grey f15/
collegiate navy
ftwr white/frozen green f15/super pink
f15

32,95 €

adipure 360 Slide W
Inspired by the adipure 360 Trainer, these slides
give you 360 degrees of natural movement thanks
to a flexible outsole, elastic in the upper and a soft
SUPERCLOUD™ footbed.
Stretchy synthetic material upper for perfect fit
Quick drying bandage lining
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
Deep anatomically placed flex grooves for
increased flexibility, reduced weight and natural
movement
SYNTHETICS

B44377 core black/white/iron met.
S77571 midnight indigo f15/frozen blue f15/
Size 4-10

ftwr white

32,95 €

[S77709QG]|
adilette supercloud plus gr W
The latest version of the adilette, this slide is
incredibly comfortable thanks to a
SUPERCLOUD™ PLUS footbed. These slides have
a clean, streamlined look with 3-Stripes and
different graphic executions on the upper.
Synthetic material mix for interesting looks of
upper
Supercloud™ plus provides a whole new level of
softness with its cushiony contoured footbed
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82943

deliv.06/15

S82943
Size 4-10

midnight grey f15/chalk white/super
pink f15

29,95 €

adilette supercloud plus gr W
SYNTHETICS

S77709

deliv.06/15

S77709

Size 4-10

core black/vivid red s13/chalk white

29,95 €
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[S77707OA]|

adilette supercloud plus gr W
SYNTHETICS

S77707
Size 4-10

collegiate navy/chalk white/vivid red
s13

29,95 €

S77707

deliv.06/15

[S82841EW]|

[S82840DT]|

Duramo comfort W
The best of both worlds, the Duramo comfort
combines the favourite Duramo shower slide with
the soft comfort of a SUPERCLOUD™ footbed.
With contrast 3-Stripes on the bandage upper.
SYNTHETICS

S82841
S82840

Size 4-10

core black/silver met./super pink f15
flash red s15/bold pink/ftwr white

22,95 €

S82841

S82840

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - LOCKERROOM-SHOWER

[G13779GS]|

[G46719VB]|

Caruva Vario W
A soft, lightweight slide with adjustable closure
for unbeatable comfort. Its quick-drying, feminine
design with water release outsole make it a
natural choice for the shower.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Adjustable upper.
Quick drying bandage lining
Injection moulded EVA outsole with perforations
in heel and forefoot for air circulation and quick
water release
SYNTHETICS

G13779
Size 4-9

core black/white/white

24,95 €

Taedia Vario W
A quick-drying upper and a comfy flat outsole
make this slide a natural choice in or out of the
shower. Features stylishly fun design lines and
embossed swirls on the upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA upper
Adjustable upper.
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

G13779

deliv.06/15

G46719
Size 4-10

core black/power purple s12/super
purple s12

21,95 €

G46719

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - LOCKERROOM-SHOWER

[B27300JE]|

SLIDES

[S77665VR]|
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taedia 2.0
A sleek slide for the locker room, the Taedia 2.0
has a water-friendly one-piece EVA upper with
debossed details and a low-profile outsole.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

S77665

B27300

[S77666WU]|

[B33769+R]|

deliv.06/15

[B23239FD]|

deliv.06/15

B27300 core black/silver met./ftwr white
S77665 bold pink/solar orange/bold pink
Size 4-10

19,95 €

Carodas Slide W
Locker room style that's basic but never boring.
The Carodas takes a sleek shower slide and adds
a debossed footbed and bold adidas branding
across the bandage upper.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA bandage
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B23239

S77666

deliv.06/15

B33769

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M2189334]|

Taedia Zoon W
A quick-drying upper and a comfy flat outsole
make the Taedia Zoon a natural choice in or out of
the shower. Features stylishly fun design lines and
a quick-dry upper with 3-Stripes.
Non-absorbent quick-dry EVA upper
Quick drying bandage lining
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

M21893

deliv.06/15

M21893 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 4-10

17,95 €

B33769 core black/ftwr white/frozen yellow f15
S77666 bold blue/ftwr white/frozen blue f15
B23239 bold pink/flash red s15/bold pink
Size 4-10

19,95 €
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[G620365/]|

[S31663WH]|

[B23234A^]|

S31663

B23234

Duramo Sleek W
Based on the men's Duramo but slimmed down
just for a woman's foot, the Duramo Sleek is a
one-piece constructed, very feminine shower
slide. Comes in a range of fun colours.
Moulded soft EVA sole/upper unit
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

G62036 core black/white/core black
S31663 bold blue/white/bold blue
B23234 clear brown/ftwr white/clear brown

17,95 €

Size 4-10

G62036

deliv.06/15

[B23250A/]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77685Z.]|

Duramo Sleek marbled
One-piece EVA construction makes for a comfy
slide that's ideal for wet conditions. Features a
cool allover marbleized look with iconic 3-Stripes.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

B23250 frozen blue f15/chalk white/frozen
S77685

Size 4-10

yellow f15
chalk white/clear onix/super pop f15

17,95 €

B23250

deliv.06/15

S77685

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - BEACH

[S77663TL]|

[S77664UO]|

SC Beach 3point gr W
For a striking look, this thong shows off dynamic
adidas graphics on the straps. Light and
comfortable for Brazilian-style beach adventures,
with a SUPERCLOUD™-cushioned footbed.
Thong construction for comfort and style
Extra soft SUPERCLOUD™ EVA footbed for quick
dry comfort
Injected EVA outsole for lightweight comfort
SYNTHETICS

S77663
S77664
Size 4-10

midnight grey f15/frozen green f15/
super pop f15
chalk white/super pop f15/ash purple
s15-st

27,95 €

S77663

deliv.06/15

S77664

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - BEACH

[B33332GA]|

SLIDES

[B33331F7]|
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eezay gr W
These thongs are primed for warm-weather fun in
a simple design with an urban-inspired, butterfly
graphic on the footbed and adidas branding
featured on the heel and strap.
Thong construction for comfort and style
Die-cut EVA sole unit with textured outsole
TEXTILE

B33332 dgh solid grey/frozen green f15/frozen
yellow f15

B33331

deliv.06/15

B33332

deliv.06/15

B33331 midnight grey f15/super pink f15/
Size 4-10

frozen green f15

21,95 €
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§ ENERGY

[S82942I%]|

CrazyTrain Boost
Prepare for lift-off with the endless energy of
boost™ foam. This trainer mixes supportive
ENERGYSLING tech and TPU 3-Stripes with the
forefoot cushioning of boost™, plus reflective
details on the upper.
Flexible synthetic and synthetic suede elements
for lightweight support
Upper: ENERGYSLING: High elastic rubber sling
offers superb stability and elasticity
Forefoot Boost unit provides high energy return
while the EVA rim stabilizes you for lateral cuts
Non-marking rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82942

dark grey/night met. f13/midnight grey
f15

Size 6-13.5

119,95 €

CrazyTrain Boost
Prepare for lift-off with the endless energy of
boost™ foam. This trainer mixes supportive
ENERGYSLING tech and TPU 3-Stripes with the
forefoot cushioning of boost™, plus a
high-traction outsole.
Flexible synthetic and synthetic suede elements
for lightweight support
Upper: ENERGYSLING: High elastic rubber sling
offers superb stability and elasticity
Forefoot Boost unit provides high energy return
while the EVA rim stabilizes you for lateral cuts
Non-marking rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33185 dark grey/night met. f13/solar red
B33182 dark grey/silver met./solar yellow
Size 6-13.5

119,95 €

S82942

deliv.06/15

[B33185NU]|

[B33182KL]|

B33185

B33182

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

ENERGY

B23616

deliv.07/15

[B23614IG]|

B23614

deliv.07/15

[AF6037V9]|

AF6037

deliv.07/15

CrazyTrain Bounce
Up your game with proven lateral support and the
energized comfort of bounce™ foam. Easy to wear
from gym and everywhere in between, this
multipurpose trainer has a dynamic look with a
big performance logo on the back heel.
Breathable mesh with supportive overlay print
Upper: ENERGYSLING: TPU sling offers superb
stability
Energized comfort of Bounce system offers an
unparalleled mix of comfort and energy return
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

AF6037 core black/ftwr white/iron met.
B23614 vista grey s15/core black/solar yellow
B23616 collegiate royal/core black/solar blue2
s14

99,95 €

Size 6-13.5

§ STABILITY

[B33235GC]|

[B33232D3]|

B33235

B33232

deliv.06/15

[AF6047XE]|

[AF6048YH]|

deliv.06/15

Valkryie
A rugged trainer with lockdown support, the
Valkyrie offers a stable foundation for strength
training. Built in breathable mesh with an
ENERGYSLING midfoot strap system and dense
EVA cushioning.
Upper: ENERGYSLING: TPU sling offers superb
stability
Breathable mesh with supportive overlay print
Extra firm EVA compound for added stability in
high force activities.
Outsole: Multi-directional pattern outsole for
maximum traction.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33232 core black/silver met./dgh solid grey
B33235 core black/flash lime f15/dark grey

89,95 €

Size 6-13

[AF6046WB]|

Duramo Trainer Lea
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
LEATHER/TEXTILE

AF6046 core black/core black/iron met.
AF6048 brown oxide f15/brown oxide f15/solar
red

AF6047

deliv.06/15

AF6048

deliv.06/15

AF6046

deliv.06/15

AF6047 ftwr white/ftwr white/silver met.
Size 6.5-12.5; 13.5

64,95 €
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[AF6028U7]|

[AF6024Q%]|

[AF6026S1]|

AF6028

AF6024

AF6026

[AF6023P$]|

[AF6027T4]|

AF6023

AF6027

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

Duramo Trainer
Durable lightweight synthetic upper for support
and easy clean
Comfortable and responsive EVA midsole
Multidirectional non-marking outsole for traction
in any direction on any surface
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

AF6028 dark grey/silver met./core black
AF6024 core black/bright yellow/midnight grey
f15

AF6026 onix/silver met./vivid red s13
AF6023 onix/core black/silver met.
AF6027 ftwr white/core black/silver met.
Size 6.5-12.5; 13.5

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

STABILITY

[AF6017R&]|

[AF6022O-]|

AF6020

AF6017

AF6022

[AF6019T5]|

[AF6018S2]|

[AF6021NX]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15
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[AF6020MU]|
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deliv.06/15

Galaxy Trainer
Durable lightweight synthetic upper for support
and easy clean
Comfortable and responsive EVA midsole
Multidirectional non-marking outsole for traction
in any direction on any surface
SYNTHETICS

AF6022 dgh solid grey/black/bold orange
AF6017 core black/night met. f13/bright yellow
AF6020 blue/silver met./black
AF6021 dgh solid grey/ftwr white/flash lime f15
AF6019

deliv.06/15

AF6018

deliv.06/15

AF6021

deliv.06/15

AF6018 bright yellow/night met. f13/core black
AF6019 white/night met. f13/blue
Size 6-12.5; 13.5

54,95 €

MEN TRAINING
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[S77673VQ]|

S77673

deliv.06/15

[S77675XW]|

S77675

deliv.06/15

[S77672UN]|

[B25376V2]|

S77672

B25376

adipure 360.3 M
Stretchable and breathable mesh upper
Supportive midfoot panel offers stability for
multidirectional movements
Sculpted EVA midsole providing great forefoot
flexibility.
Non-marking rubber outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77673 core black/night met. f13/white
S77675 granite/black/solar orange
S77674 midnight grey f15/ftwr white/blue
S77672 solar red/silver met./black
B25376 solar yellow/silver met./white
Size 6-13.5

94,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AF6049ZK]|

[AF6051T1]|

AF6049

AF6051

adipure Primo
The adipure 360 evolves. With the same great
flexibility, breathable mesh and more lateral
support, the adipure Primo features a reflective
upper linking to the seasonal training story.
Upper: Lightweight, comfortable and supportive
material mix.
Shockwave graphic Shockwave graphic
Flex grooves: Flexibility for a smooth and natural
ride
TEXTILE

AF6049 black/black/ftwr white
AF6051 midnight grey f15/black/solar orange
Size 6-13.5

79,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77674WT]|

S77674

deliv.06/15

FLEXIBILITY
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[AF6162ZG]|
adipure Primo
The adipure 360 evolves with the adipure Primo.
Featuring the same great flexibility, breathable
mesh and even more lateral support.
Upper: Lightweight, comfortable and supportive
material mix.
Sporty feminine style combined with a graphic
print for a great look with great comfort
Flex grooves: Flexibility for a smooth and natural
ride
TEXTILE

AF6162

deliv.06/15

[B23610E4]|

B23610

deliv.06/15

[S77656UP]|

S77656

deliv.06/15

AF6162 core black/core black/semi solar
yellow

Size 6-13.5

[B23609LQ]|

B23609

deliv.06/15

[B33186OX]|

B33186

deliv.06/15

79,95 €

[B23608KN]|

B23608

deliv.06/15

[B33187P-]|

B33187

deliv.06/15

Gym Warrior .2
A great fit for all-purpose training, this breathable
mesh shoe brings support, stability and comfort
to your workout. In mesh with synthetic overlays,
ADIPRENE®+ cushioning and a flex groove
outsole.
Outsole: Multi-directional pattern outsole for
maximum traction.
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
Comfortable and breathable mesh-synthetic
material mix with supportive overlays in the heel
and forefoot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23608 black/ftwr white/dgh solid grey
B23609 black/silver met./blue
B23610 dgh solid grey/silver met./solar red
Size 6-13

59,95 €

Essential Star .2
Made for efficiency and durability, this trainer is a
great all-round shoe at an appealing price point. It
has an eye-catching design, a flexible outsole and
a supportive synthetic upper.
Full synthetic upper with interesting design that is
easy to clean.
Dynamic flexibility in the midsole for natural
movement, unconstrained motion, and
long-lasting comfort
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B33187 black/ftwr white/dgh solid grey
B33186 collegiate navy/iron met./blue
S77656 white/scarlet/black
Size 6-13

49,95 €

FLEXIBILITY
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[S77655TM]|

[B33189R%]|

[B33190KK]|

S77655

B33189

B33190

deliv.06/15

Essential Star .2
Made for efficiency and durability, this trainer is a
great all-round shoe at an appealing price point. It
has an eye-catching design, a flexible outsole and
a breathable mesh upper with supportive
overlays.
Mesh upper for breathability with a simple
construction for flexibility and freedom of
movement
Dynamic flexibility in the midsole for natural
movement, unconstrained motion, and
long-lasting comfort
FULL LENGTH ADIPRENE+ for optimized
cushioning and rebounding
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77655 black/ftwr white/vista grey s15
B33189 core black/white/bright yellow
B33190 blue/ftwr white/solar blue2 s14
B33192 vivid red s13/ftwr white/black

49,95 €

Size 6-13

[B33192MQ]|

B33192

deliv.06/15

§ RECOVERY

[S82912CR]|
adissage Recovery
The adissage is a trainer dedicated to post-sport
recovery. Slip on this breathable mesh shoe to
give tired feet a soothing combination of soft-step
EVA cushioning and a nubby massage footbed.
PU massage sock liner: The adissage massage
sock liner relaxes your tired muscles
AIR MESH breathable upper mesh for maximum
ventilation.
Easy slip on No laces,no complicated
construction, easy to slip on and off
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82912

Size 6-13

solar red/solar red/core black

74,95 €

S82912

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

FLEXIBILITY
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[S77596Z=]|

[S77597-+]|

[S77594XW]|
Adipure 360.3 W
Lace it up and the difference is obvious. A soft,
one-piece stretch mesh upper integrates laces
with a floating medial cage for custom midfoot
support. Flex grooves in the outsole provide
natural movement.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77594
S77597
S77596

S77597

deliv.06/15

[B25136HF]|

S77594

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B22987/P]|

a.t 360.2 Prima
Sporting a full graphic upper for a fresh new look,
this flexible shoe has a grooved outsole enhanced
with lateral support to give you nonstop stability
and control.
adipure tooling: The special engineered
midsole-outsole construction enables superb
responsive feeling of ground contact. This natural
way of training feels like working out on barefoot.
Resulting in increase of muscle activation and
higher training efficiency.
Graphic Textile Upper Soft Textile Upper with
Graphic Print Application
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25136

deliv.06/15

B25136 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 3.5-9

79,95 €

S77596

black/night met. f13/frozen yellow f15
midnight grey f15/night met. f13/flash
red s15
flash red s15/dgh solid grey/silver met.

Size 3.5-9

94,95 €

a.t 360.2 Prima
Sporting a full graphic upper for a fresh new look,
this flexible shoe has a grooved outsole enhanced
with lateral support to give you nonstop stability
and control.
adipure tooling: The special engineered
midsole-outsole construction enables superb
responsive feeling of ground contact. This natural
way of training feels like working out on barefoot.
Resulting in increase of muscle activation and
higher training efficiency.
Graphic Textile Upper Soft Textile Upper with
Graphic Print Application
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B22987

deliv.06/15

B22987 black/core black/frozen blue f15
Size 3.5-9

79,95 €

WOMEN
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[B24143C2]|

a.t 360.2 Prima
Both girly and sporty at once, this flexible shoe
combines breathable mesh with a full graphic
print and a shiny glitter effect. A flex groove
outsole enhances the natural movement of your
foot.
adipure tooling: The special engineered
midsole-outsole construction enables superb
responsive feeling of ground contact. This natural
way of training feels like working out on barefoot.
Resulting in increase of muscle activation and
higher training efficiency.
Celebration Textile Soft textile with special glitter
effect
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24143 black/iron met./night met. f13
Size 3.5-9

79,95 €

[S82950I+]|

Adipure 360 Control
The snug, structured fit of this shoe provides
phenomenal support and control. In a mix of
mesh and supportive overlays, it rides on a
FITFOAM® memory foam sockliner for instant
contoured comfort.
snug fit The upper construction holds your foot in
place and makes sure you are the one in control
Fitfoam sockliner Provides extra support and
cushioning during your workouts
flexibility The sole allows you to move as naturally
as possible
midfoot support The stripes provide additional
midfoot support
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24143

deliv.06/15

S82950

Size 3.5-9

black/silver met./dgh solid grey

74,95 €

[B25324JI]|

[B25323IF]|

B25324

B25323

Adipure 360 Control
The snug, structured fit of this shoe provides
phenomenal support and control. In a mix of
mesh and supportive overlays, it rides on a
FITFOAM® memory foam sockliner for instant
contoured comfort.
Fitfoam sockliner Provides extra support and
cushioning during your workouts
flexibility The sole allows you to move as naturally
as possible
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B25324 midnight grey f15/silver met./black
B25323 super pink f15/chalk white/super pop
Size 3.5-9

f15

74,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S82950

deliv.06/15

FLEXIBILITY

[B230322P]|

[B230311M]|

B23033

B23032

B23031

deliv.06/15

deliv.07/15

deliv.06/15

[B230300J]|

WOMEN
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[B230333S]|
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Niya FF
An all-round trainer crafted especially for a
woman's foot. Featuring FITFOAM® cushioning, a
seamless sock-like upper with a soft collar and
midfoot support from the adjustable, reflective
3-Stripes.
flexible and cushioned outsole For natural
movement. and the cushioning is made for high
impact movement
Fitfoam sockliner Provides extra support and
cushioning during your workouts
Layered Support Upper Layered One piece mesh
upper with underlaying supoort panels for extra
support for each workout
Reflective Ankle Support Adjustable Ankle
Support Strap with reflective Stripe branding
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23031 black/silver met./solar yellow
B23032 dgh solid grey/flash red s15/midnight
grey f15

B23033 super pop f15/chalk white/midnight f15
B23030

deliv.07/15

[B33402D2]|

[B33400B/]|

B33402

B33400

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B23030 ftwr white/silver met./frozen green f15
Size 3.5-9

59,95 €

Niraya
Sleek and feminine, the Niraya is a versatile
trainer that looks good and performs well. In a
durable leather upper, it features a supportive
cushioned midsole and a flexible forefoot for easy
motion.
design A fresh and new look that creates more
value, with a sleek feminine silhouette
no pressure points For any kind of movement
flexible and cushioned outsole For natural
movement. and the cushioning is made for high
impact movement
additional forefoot support Medial & lateral
forefoot support for safe sidewards movement
COATED LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B33400 black/white/dark grey
B33402 white/silver met./super pop f15
Size 3.5-9

49,95 €

WOMEN
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FLEXIBILITY

Niraya
Sleek and feminine, the Niraya is a versatile
trainer that looks good and performs well. In a
stitched mesh upper, it features a supportive
cushioned midsole and a flexible forefoot for easy
motion.
flexible and cushioned outsole For natural
movement. and the cushioning is made for high
impact movement
additional forefoot support Medial & lateral
forefoot support for safe sidewards movement
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33397 black/silver met./super pop f15
B33398 mid grey s14/white/frozen green f15
B33399 super pink f15/silver met./super pop
Size 3.5-9

f15

49,95 €

[B33397X8]|

[B33398YB]|

[B33399ZE]|

B33397

B33398

B33399

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ DANCE
Vibe Energy Boost
For endless energy on the dance floor, this hi-top
features boost™ cushioning. With a reflective
graphic on the upper, an ankle strap for extra
support and a pivot-point outsole for effortless
spins.
BOOST FOAM offers the best energy return in the
marketplace due to thousands of energy capsules
storing and unleashing energy by every step.
Pivot zone For unresticted rotational movements
TECHFIT TECHNOLOGY for lightweight and
flexible upper support. Stretch to mimic the
natural skin movements
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23001 black/black/ftwr white
B23002 white/white/black
Size 3.5-9

139,95 €

[B23001%7]|

[B23002/7]|

B23001

B23002

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S83117#%]|

[B33415IG]|

Adorra
Created to wow the dance floor, the Adorra
features a dance-specific outsole with four unique
pivot zones and a comfortable leather upper with
an ankle strap for extra support.
pivot points Flexible tooling with multiple pivot
points allows easy rotational movement without
limits
ankle support strap Secures the ankle during your
dance workout
Soft Suede Upper Soft Suede Upper for modern
and winterized look
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83117

Size 3.5-9

black/silver met./ftwr white

84,95 €

Mardea
Own the dance floor in the Mardea. This playful
shoe is equipped with a supportive midfoot and a
highly flexible outsole with a forefoot pivot zone
for endless turning. Durable leather on the upper.
midfoot support The overlays give you that extra
midfoot support while dancing
Pivot zone For unresticted rotational movements
Flex grooves For unrestricted dance movements
from the forefooot
COATED LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

S83117

deliv.07/15

B33415 core black/core black/flash red s15
Size 3.5-9

74,95 €

B33415

deliv.06/15

DANCE

[B33416JJ]|
Mardea

Mardea

Own the dance floor in this playful shoe equipped
with a supportive midfoot and a highly flexible
outsole. Fun material execution on the upper and
a pivot zone under the forefoot for endless
turning.
midfoot support The overlays give you that extra
midfoot support while dancing
pivot point For unrestricted rotational movements
Flex grooves For unrestricted dance movements
from the forefooot
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33413

deliv.06/15

B33413 onix/dark grey/flash red s15
Size 3.5-9

74,95 €

WOMEN
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[B33413GA]|
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Own the dance floor in the Mardea. This playful
shoe is equipped with a supportive midfoot and a
highly flexible outsole with a forefoot pivot zone
for endless turning. Durable leather on the upper.
midfoot support The overlays give you that extra
midfoot support while dancing
Pivot zone For unresticted rotational movements
Flex grooves For unrestricted dance movements
from the forefooot
COATED LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B33416

deliv.06/15

B33416 mid grey s14/grey/solar orange
Size 3.5-9

74,95 €

[S77601FW]|
Ilae
Inspired by timeless dance designs, the Ilae pairs
a soft yet durable leather upper with a bouncy,
resilient outsole. The pivot zone in the forefoot
makes it a natural for dynamic moves and endless
turns.
pivot point For unrestricted rotational movements
Flex grooves For unrestricted dance movements
from the forefooot
Adjustable Ankle Support The adjustable ankle
support riband closes around the ankle when the
shoe is laced
COATED LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

S77601

deliv.07/15

S77601

Size 3.5-9

core black/dark grey/silver met.

69,95 €

[S77599=0]|

[S77598.#]|

Ilae
Inspired by timeless dance designs, the Ilae pairs
a soft melange textile upper with a bouncy,
resilient outsole. The pivot zone in the forefoot
makes it a natural for dynamic moves and endless
turning.
pivot point For unrestricted rotational movements
Flex grooves For unrestricted dance movements
from the forefooot
Adjustable Ankle Support The adjustable ankle
support riband closes around the ankle when the
shoe is laced
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S77598
S77599

deliv.07/15

S77598

deliv.07/15

S77599
Size 3.5-9

dark grey heather/core black/frozen
yellow f15
medium grey heather/chalk white/
flash red s15

69,95 €
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§ ENERGY
Atani Bounce
A bounce™ foam sole gives the Atani Bounce
energized comfort with each step.
Women-specific design with a traction outsole for
quick lateral cuts, a supportive ankle strap with
integrated laces and a comfort collar.
Bounce Midsole & Sockliner Bounce Technology
for engergized comfort. Higher Cusioning and
Comfort than regular Midsole material for
maximum cusioning and immediate step in
comfort effect
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24085 black/night flash s15/ftwr white
S77976 ftwr white/solar yellow/black
B24082 solar yellow/ftwr white/frozen yellow
Size 3.5-9

f15

99,95 €

[B24085JL]|

B24085

deliv.07/15

[S77976/6]|

S77976

B24082

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

§ STABILITY

[B23618MS]|

[B23621HC]|

B23618

B23621

Valkryie W
A serious trainer for weight-lifting and strength
work, the Valkryie has a supportive upper for a
lockdown fit and is versatile enough to wear for
speed drills or balance training. Bold
performance logo on the back heel.
breathability Breathable mesh with protective toe
cap for rugged workouts
support Energizing lock down to keep you stable
cushioning Highly stable EVA compound for
stability and cushion
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23618 bold pink/core black/white
B23621 solar orange/silver met./bold pink
Size 3.5-9

89,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23696-F]|

[B23697.I]|

B23696

B23697

Arianna III
With a cushioned heel, this multi-purpose shoe is
made for all kinds of sports activities. A feminine
design in leather gives all-day comfort and
support.
COATED LEATHER/TEXTILE

B23696 black/silver met./frozen yellow f15
B23697 ftwr white/silver met./super pop f15
Size 3.5-9

54,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B24082GC]|

deliv.06/15

STABILITY
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[M18146^=]|
Arianna III
With a cushioned heel, this multi-purpose shoe is
made for all kinds of sports activities. The
feminine design in mesh and perforated upper
provides breathable, all day support.
Heelcushioning Increased lighweight EVA volume
in the heelarea for high impact movements &
increased comfort & cushioning
Midfoot & Heelsupport Lateral and Medial support
provided by wrap around overlay
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

M18146

deliv.06/15

M18146 core black/core white/solar pink

54,95 €

Size 3.5-9

[B23692W3]|

[B23695ZC]|

[B23694Y9]|

Arianna III
With a cushioned heel, this multi-purpose shoe is
made for all kinds of sports activities. The
feminine design features a mesh and perforated
upper for all-day breathable support.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23692

B23695

deliv.06/15

B23694

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B24384R$]|

Essential Fun W
High Abbrasion EVA Sole Lightweight High
Abbrasion Mid- & Outsole for extra cushioning
and lightweight durability
Soft Suede Upper Soft Suede Upper for modern
and winterized look
LEATHER/SYNTHETICS

B24384

deliv.06/15

B24384 black/dark grey/ftwr white
Size 3.5-9

49,95 €

B23694 clear onix/chalk white/super pop f15
B23695 flash red s15/clear onix/bold pink
B23692 frozen yellow f15/chalk white/silver
Size 3.5-9

met.

54,95 €
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STABILITY

[B230220K]|

[B230231N]|

B23022

B23023

[B23021&H]|

[B230195-]|

[B23020^E]|

B23021

B23019

B23020

Essential Fun W
This breathable shoe is not just stylish, it's also
lightweight and performance-oriented, with
cushioning for all types of training activities.
High Abbrasion EVA Sole Lightweight High
Abbrasion Mid- & Outsole for extra cushioning
and lightweight durability
Textile Upper Soft, breathable and lightweight
textile upper
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23022 black/silver met./bold pink
B23023 frozen green f15/chalk white/white

49,95 €

Size 3.5-9

Essential Fun W
This low-cut shoe is not just stylish, it's also
lightweight and performance-oriented, with
cushioning and strong support for all types of
training activities.
High Abbrasion EVA Sole Lightweight High
Abbrasion Mid- & Outsole for extra cushioning
and lightweight durability
Graphic Synthetic Leather Upper The durable
synthetic leather upper for in- and outdoors
carries a modern allover graphicprint
SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B23021 midnight grey f15/silver met./flash red
s15

B23019 midnight indigo f15/white/solar yellow
B23020 super pink f15/silver met./ash purple
Size 3.5-9

s15-st

49,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15
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§ TECHNICAL RUNNING

[B24327II]|

[D69818.P]|
springblade drive 2 j
Packed with power, the full-length blades on this
Springblade running shoe provide explosive
energy-return. With an engineered mesh upper
and durable ADIWEAR™ outsole, your work will be
rewarded.
SPRINGBLADE offers explosive energy and
ultimate comfort.
ENGINEERED MESH offers ultimate seamless fit
according to the needs of your feet
FITFRAME looks your foot down like a racecar
seatbelt
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

ultra boost J
Support and energize your stride with the
lightweight, optimal fit of Primeknit sock
construction in the forefoot, a 4-way stretch mesh
in the heel and full-length boost™ energy return
in the midsole.
Boost Midsole Full-length BOOST™ midsole offers
explosive energy return and the smoothest ride on
the market.
Knitted upper for perfect fit
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24327

deliv.08/15

B24327 solar yellow/solar yellow/core black

149,95 €

Size 3.5-6.5

[B24312B^]|

D69818

deliv.07/15

[B24313C1]|

D69818 core black/solar yellow/solar yellow
Size 3.5-6.5

139,95 €

energy boost ESM J
Speeding past old PBs, this light runner goes the
distance with an adaptive techfit™ upper, breezy
four-way engineered stretch mesh forefoot,
boost™ midsole energy return and a durable
ADIWEAR® outsole.
Tech Fit Upper Tech Fit upper for advance fit and
lockdown throughout the shoe
Boost Midsole Full-length BOOST™ midsole offers
explosive energy return and the smoothest ride on
the market.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24312

deliv.06/15

B24313

deliv.06/15

B24313 core black/core black/solar yellow
B24312 bold pink/bold pink/semi night flash
s15

Size 3.5-6.5

119,95 €
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[B24321C0]|

response boost tf J

response boost tf J

Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
techfit™ upper for sock-like fit, and boost™ foam
in the heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and
energy return in every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Born to be bold, this lightweight runner features a
techfit™ upper for sock-like fit, and boost™ foam
in the heel and forefoot. Expect comfort and
energy return in every step.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24321 dark grey/ftwr white/core black
Size 3.5-6.5

[B24324F9]|

89,95 €

B24321

deliv.06/15

B24324 midnight grey f15/super pink f15/bold
pink

Size 3.5-6.5

89,95 €

[B24317GD]|

[B24315E7]|

energy bounce xJ

energy bounce xJ

Energize your run while staying comfortable. With
this simple design and energizing bounce™ foam
midsole, your ride will be smooth and effortless.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Energize your run while staying comfortable. With
this simple design and energizing bounce™ foam
midsole, your ride will be smooth and effortless.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24317 core black/core black/solar yellow
Size 32-35; 3.5-6.5

74,95 €

cc fresh 2 k
Kids can enjoy unrestricted motion with this
ultra-breathable, naturally flexible knitted design.
360-degrees of climacool® ventilation and
ADIWEAR™ outsole merge for natural transitions
and durability.
CLIMACOOL®: Mesh to guarantee temperature
management and weight reduction. Openings in
the outsole to ensure 360°breathability.
INSOLE BOARD MEMBRANE Keep the water out
of breathable tooling
FULL ADIPRENE® MIDSOLE Optimum comfort
Grip and cushioning: Placed rubber outsole for
grip on all surfaces.High durable lighweight EVA
for comfort and durability
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24297 core black/core black/solar yellow
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

64,95 €

B24317

deliv.07/15

B24324

deliv.06/15

B24315 solar blue2 s14/bright cyan/ftwr white
Size 32-35; 3.5-6.5

74,95 €

[B24297T&]|

B24315

deliv.07/15

[B24299V5]|
cc fresh 2 k
Kids can enjoy unrestricted motion with this
ultra-breathable, naturally flexible knitted design.
360-degrees of climacool® ventilation and
ADIWEAR™ outsole merge for natural transitions
and durability.
CLIMACOOL®: Mesh to guarantee temperature
management and weight reduction. Openings in
the outsole to ensure 360°breathability.
INSOLE BOARD MEMBRANE Keep the water out
of breathable tooling
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24297

deliv.06/15

B24299 frozen blue f15/bright cyan/solar
yellow

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

64,95 €

B24299

deliv.06/15
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[B24344JJ]|

[B24343IG]|

KIDS

[S832909L]|

163

supernova glide 7 k
Award winning design fuels kid runners with a
full-length ADIPRENE®+ midsole and updated
uppers for consistent fit, feel and transitions.
Continental™ Rubber adds long-wearing grip.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
adiPRENE+ offers full length forefoot cushioning:
TORSION® SYSTEM for midfoot integrity
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83290

B24344

B24343

[B24342HD]|

[B24341GA]|

[B24340F7]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B24343 collegiate navy/ftwr white/solar yellow
B24344 blue/solar orange/collegiate royal
S83290 super pink f15/silver met./bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

54,95 €

response mesh k
These light, responsive runners are designed
especially for kids with a mesh upper for
breathability and a full-length ADIPRENE®+
midsole for comfortable cushioning.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
TORSION® SYSTEM for midfoot integrity
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24342

B24341

deliv.06/15

B24340

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23819T^]|
s-flex K
The name says it all. With a sock-like fit, synthetic
upper and an energized flex design underfoot, this
kids' shoe has a magical feel. Light and low to the
ground, with easy elastic laces.
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
State of the art no sew technology gives the shoe
its modern appeal
Flexible tooling with diamond shaped outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23819

deliv.07/15

B23819 dark grey heather/carbon s14/solar
green

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

44,95 €

B24340 core black/ftwr white/bold orange
B24341 collegiate navy/silver met./blue
B24342 midnight grey f15/super pink f15/bold
pink

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

49,95 €
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[B23825R=]|

[S82649G%]|

s-flex K
The name says it all. With a sock-like fit, synthetic
upper and an energized flex design underfoot, this
kids' shoe has a magical feel. Light and low to the
ground, with easy elastic laces.
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
State of the art no sew technology gives the shoe
its modern appeal
Flexible tooling with diamond shaped outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23825 core black/solar red/ftwr white
S82649 super pink f15/flash red s15/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

44,95 €

Duramo 7 k
The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring an
innovative 3D print design layered over breathable
mesh.
Synthetic overlays for durability in key areas.
Mesh upper for light weight and breathability.
Ortholite sockliner provides long lasting
cushioning with anti-microbial protection and
moisture management
Non-marking rubber outsole with adiWear
technology for extra durability in high wear areas.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83316
S83318
S83314
S83315
S83317
S83313

B23825

S82649

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[S8331626]|

[S833184C]|

S83316

deliv.06/15

[S8331513]|

S83318

deliv.06/15

[S8331739]|

[S8331400]|

S83314

deliv.06/15

[S83313&#]|

core black/dark grey/solar yellow
semi night flash s15/semi frozen
yellow f15/midnight indigo f15
solar blue2 s14/night met. f13/
midnight indigo f15
dgh solid grey/solar red/ch solid grey
super pink f15/ftwr white/bright cyan
bright yellow/ftwr white/dgh solid grey

Size 33-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

44,95 €

S83315

deliv.06/15

S83317

deliv.06/15

S83313

deliv.06/15

TECHNICAL RUNNING

[S833195F]|

S83320

S83319

S83319
S83320

core black/iron met./ftwr white
super pink f15/ftwr white/bold pink

deliv.06/15

Size 33-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

[S833220&]|

[S83321&/]|

Duramo 7 k

S83322

S83321

deliv.06/15

§ TRAIL RUNNING

[B24338LQ]|
kanadia 7 tr k
Seventh generation innovation serves
unparalleled fit and support in this kids' trail
shoe. With superior traction, it yields agile
off-road performance in the most comfortable and
lightest kanadia ever.
MUDGUARD Waterproof material at bottom of the
upper preventing water and mud to come into the
shoe
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS
deliv.07/15

The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring an
innovative 3D print design layered over breathable
mesh.
Synthetic overlays for durability in key areas.
Mesh upper for light weight and breathability.
Ortholite sockliner provides long lasting
cushioning with anti-microbial protection and
moisture management
Non-marking rubber outsole with adiWear
technology for extra durability in high wear areas.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B24338

Duramo 7 k

B24338 core black/core black/solar yellow
Size 33-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

52,95 €

44,95 €

The mantra of the Duramo 7 is simple: run better
in a shoe expertly designed for high performance
running. With a textile upper featuring an
innovative 3D print design layered over breathable
mesh.
Non-marking rubber outsole with adiWear
technology for extra durability in high wear areas.
lightweight EVA midsole for highest flexibility with
minimal non-marking rubber insert for better
grip
ADIWEAR outsole for best durability in high wear
areas
SYNTHETICS

S83321
S83322

ftwr white/blue/bold blue
ftwr white/super pink f15/bold pink

Size 33-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

44,95 €

KIDS

[S83320^/]|
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[S82677K4]|

hyperfast 2.0 k

[S82679MA]|

Light and fast, this new kids' shoe packs
energized flex foam for best fit, feel and
transition. Synthetic upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S82677
S82679

ftwr white/collegiate navy/blue
ftwr white/onix/bold pink

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

hyperfast 2.0 k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Engineered mesh upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34481 black/iron met./solar yellow
S82583 bold blue/super blue f15/blue
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

S82677

deliv.06/15

[B34481W1]|

[S82583F.]|

B34481

deliv.07/15

[S82588K5]|

hyperfast 2.0 k

S82679

deliv.06/15

S82583

deliv.06/15

[S82590EX]|

Light and fast, this girls' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Engineered mesh upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82588
S82590

semi night flash s15/collegiate navy/
super pink f15
bold pink/midnight indigo f15/ftwr
white

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

S82588

deliv.06/15

S82590

deliv.06/15
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[S82596K4]|

hyperfast 2.0 k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition. Printed
engineered mesh upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82587

deliv.06/15

[S82591F-]|

S82591

deliv.06/15

S82587

core black/silver met./ftwr white

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

hyperfast 2.0 k
Light and fast, this girls' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Heathered textile upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82596

deliv.06/15

S82596

dark grey heather/silver met./carbon
s14

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

hyperfast 2.0 k
Light and fast, this girls' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition. Printed
engineered mesh upper, lace-up style and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82591

midnight indigo f15/semi frozen yellow
f15/semi night flash s15

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

[B23844U^]|

[B23843T%]|

B23844

B23843

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this girls' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition. Synthetic
upper, two-strap comfort closure and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
energized flex tooling New designed energized
flex tooling with a transition line rubber outsole
for the best right
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23843 ftwr white/collegiate navy/blue
B23844 ftwr white/onix/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

KIDS

[S82587J2]|
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KIDS

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition. Printed
mesh overlay, two-strap comfort closure and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83008
S83007

core black/silver met./ftwr white
collegiate navy/silver met./semi flash
lime f15

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this girls' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Engineered mesh upper, two-strap comfort
closure and a hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole
ideal for growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83002
S83004

semi night flash s15/collegiate navy/
super pink f15
bold pink/midnight indigo f15/ftwr
white

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Engineered mesh upper, two-strap comfort
closure and a hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole
ideal for growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23837 core black/iron met./solar yellow
B23841 bold blue/super blue f15/blue
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

[S83008/X]|

S83008

deliv.06/15

[S83002YF]|

S83002

deliv.06/15

[S83007$U]|

S83007

deliv.06/15

[S83004-L]|

S83004

deliv.06/15

[B23837V2]|

[B23841R-]|

B23837

B23841

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

VALUE RUNNING

[S83025+Y]|

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition. Printed
mesh overlay, two-strap comfort closure and a
hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole ideal for
growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83005

deliv.06/15

S83005

midnight indigo f15/semi frozen yellow
f15/semi night flash s15

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

[S77698/4]|

39,95 €

[S77697$1]|

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
Light and fast, this boys' shoe packs energized
flex foam for best fit, feel and transition.
Heathered textile upper, two-strap comfort
closure and a hyper-flexible, kid-specific outsole
ideal for growing feet.
engineered mesh New developed engineered
forefoot mesh for best kids specific ride
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S83025

deliv.06/15

S83025

dark grey heather/carbon s14/super
pink f15

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5-6.5

39,95 €

[S77699+7]|
lk sport K
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and high-quality synthetic
upper with clear 3-Stripes. Done in a classic
lace-up style.
Rubber cupsole.
Full synthetic shoe perfect for all conditions and
terrains
SYNTHETICS

S77699
S77698

S77697

deliv.06/15

S77699

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S77701I$]|

lk sport K
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and high-quality breathable
mesh upper with clear 3-Stripes. Done in a
classic lace-up style.
Full synthetic shoe perfect for all conditions and
terrains
Rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

S77701

deliv.06/15

S77701

ftwr white/ftwr white/clear grey s12

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

S77697
S77698

collegiate navy/ftwr white/collegiate
navy
ftwr white/blue/collegiate navy
ftwr white/super pink f15/bold pink

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

KIDS

[S83005.O]|
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KIDS
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[B23868=K]|

[B23866-E]|

[B23870W1]|

B23868

B23866

B23870

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23867.H]|
lk sport K
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and high-quality breathable
mesh upper with clear 3-Stripes. Done in a
classic lace-up style.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Rubber cupsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23868 collegiate navy/silver met./grey
B23866 solar yellow/ftwr white/carbon s14
B23870 blue/ftwr white/bold blue
B23867 bold pink/ftwr white/midnight grey f15
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

lk sport CF K

B23867

deliv.06/15

[S77694-$]|

[B23865ZB]|

S77694

B23865

[S77693Z-]|

Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and a quality synthetic
upper. Hook-and-loop straps make it easy to get
on and off.
Full synthetic shoe perfect for all conditions and
terrains
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
SYNTHETICS

S77694

collegiate navy/ftwr white/collegiate
navy
ftwr white/blue/collegiate navy

B23865
S77693 ftwr white/super pink f15/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S77693

deliv.06/15

VALUE RUNNING

[S77695.%]|
lk sport CF K
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and a quality synthetic
upper. Hook-and-loop straps make it easy to get
on and off.
Full synthetic shoe perfect for all conditions and
terrains
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

S77696

S77695

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23860U/]|

[B23856Y9]|

[B23858-F]|

B23860

B23856

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S77695
S77696

core black/core black/bold onix
ftwr white/ftwr white/clear grey s12

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

B23858

deliv.06/15

[B23857ZC]|

lk sport CF K
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose kids'
shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole and a quality breathable
mesh upper. Hook-and-loop straps make it easy
to get on and off.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23857

deliv.06/15

B23858 collegiate navy/silver met./grey
B23856 bright yellow/ftwr white/carbon s14
B23860 blue/ftwr white/bold blue
B23857 bold pink/ftwr white/midnight grey f15
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

KIDS

[S77696=^]|

171

KIDS

172
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az-faito K

[B23802KJ]|

[B23804MP]|

B23802

B23804

[B23787=K]|

[B23788$N]|

[B23786.H]|

B23787

B23788

B23786

With a transition line on the outsole for better feel
in motion, this fast kids' shoe is built on a
lightweight synthetic upper with durable toe and
EVA heel caps. Classic lace-up style.
Molded EVA heel piece gives the shoe a dynamic
look.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Diamond shaped tooling with a slight undercut on
side walls.
Non-marking rubber outsole with adiwear and 3D
TORSION SYSTEM for best midfoot integrity.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23802 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow
B23804 night flash s15/ftwr white/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

az-faito CF K
Fast and fresh, this performance shoe has a new
transition line on the outsole for best fit and feel
from heel to forefoot. Light, synthetic upper with
durable toe cap and comfort closure, plus EVA
heel support.
Molded EVA heel piece gives the shoe a dynamic
look.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Diamond shaped tooling with a slight undercut on
side walls.
Non-marking rubber outsole with adiwear and 3D
TORSION SYSTEM for best midfoot integrity.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23787 core black/ftwr white/solar yellow
B23788 collegiate royal/ftwr white/solar green
B23786 night flash s15/ftwr white/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5; 6-6.5

§ TENNIS

34,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B34274R=]|
Barricade 9 xJ
Modelled on the adult version with a breathable,
one-piece mesh upper and midfoot TORSION®
Bar for stability. Great on court or off, with a look
that links to our kids' tennis apparel.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
no sew breathable mesh with a thin no sew
material on top for support and a very technical
look
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34274 core black/ftwr white/solar red
Size 32-35; 3.5-6.5

69,95 €

B34274

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

TENNIS

[B34276T#]|

KIDS

[S82869QJ]|

173

Barricade team 4 xJ
High tech meets super comfort in this
performance-driven, breathable mesh shoe. EVA
midsole, durable outsole and cushioning
ADIPRENE®+ forefoot, in a style that links to our
kids' tennis apparel.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S82869

B34276

[B34582-B]|

[B34581Z8]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B34276 power red/core black/solar red
S82869 ftwr white/iron met./bold blue
Size 32-35; 3.5-6.5

54,95 €

Sonic Attack K
The Sonic Attack revs up young players' game
with a fast-look and ultra-light moulded EVA
midsole.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
Upper: Synthetic leather upper for lightweight and
durability.
SYNTHETICS

B34582

deliv.06/15

B34581

deliv.06/15

B34581 core black/night met. f13/solar red
B34582 midnight indigo f15/ftwr white/frozen
yellow f15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

42,95 €
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KIDS

[S77641N5]|

S77641

deliv.06/15

KidsCourt EL C
A durable tennis shoe for young tennis starters,
the KidsCourt EL combines a layered synthetic
upper with moulded EVA cushioning for a
comfortable feel.
Lightweight injected EVA for long term
cushioning.
Elastic laces with top strap for easy on off and
adjustability.
Synthetic upper with textile elements for an
exciting look.
SYNTHETICS

S77641 core black/silver met./solar blue2 s14
S77642 dark grey/silver met./flash red s15
B24117 ftwr white/core black/blue
B24116 ftwr white/silver met./bold pink
Size 28-34

34,95 €

[B241169/]|

B24116

deliv.06/15

§ INDOOR

[B27240OR]|
adipower stabil J
For upcoming players seeking a lightweight,
agility shoe, look no further. The Counterblast is
faster and more flexible than ever, and has a
breathable upper with a minimal, no-sew
construction.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
ADITUFF: Sport specifically positioned high
abrasion and tear resistant upper material
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27240 blue/ftwr white/silver met.
Size 32-35; 3-6.5

69,95 €

B27240

deliv.06/15

[S77642O8]|

[B24117A&]|

S77642

B24117

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

INDOOR

[B33053C2]|

KIDS

[B33052B&]|
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Volley J
A long lasting shoe for players learning to dig, set
and spike. Built with durable ADIWEAR™ that
holds up match after match.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33052

B33053

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B33053 ftwr white/power red/collegiate navy
B33052 solar yellow/silver met./dark grey
Size 32-35; 3-6.5

69,95 €

[B330247.]|

counterblast 7 J
For upcoming players seeking a lightweight,
agility shoe, look no further. The Counterblast is
faster and more flexible than ever, and has a
breathable upper with a minimal, no-sew
construction.
Sprint Web: Supportive lightweight TPU top layer
providing excellent stability and protection
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B33024

deliv.06/15

B33024 core black/solar yellow/night met. f13

64,95 €

Size 32-35; 3-6.5

[AF56765C]|

[AF567549]|

court stabil J
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

AF5676

deliv.06/15

AF5675

deliv.06/15

AF5675 blue/ftwr white/silver met.
AF5676 core black/silver met./bold orange
Size 32-35; 3-6.5

49,95 €

INDOOR

KIDS
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[B27249X7]|

[B27250QW]|

B27249

B27250

[B34421KI]|

[B34423MO]|

B34421

B34423

counterblast 3 K
The fearsome looks of this shoe don't lie. The all
new midsole and outsole are designed for quick
lateral movements to get players to the goal and
the ball in the net.
Non-marking: Rubber compound providing ideal
grip on all indoor surfacess
EVA midsole provides cushioning, fit and comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B27249 night navy/silver met./bold pink
B27250 solar yellow/silver met./core black
Size 28-35; 3-6.5

44,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

Essential Star 2 K
Available in a variety of materials and with a
forefoot stabilizing overlay for plenty of support,
this multipurpose trainer is a must-have for active
kids.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS

B34421 bold blue/super blue f15/collegiate
navy

B34423 onix/core black/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

39,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B34418PY]|

[B34417OV]|

B34418

B34417

Essential Star 2 K
Available in a variety of materials and with a
forefoot stabilizing overlay for plenty of support,
this multipurpose trainer is a must-have for active
kids.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34418 collegiate royal/ftwr white/signal green
s10

B34417 bold pink/bold blue/super pink f15
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

39,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

INDOOR

[B34414LM]|

Essential Star 2 CF K
Available in a variety of materials, this
multipurpose trainer is a must-have for active
kids. A forefoot stabilizing overlay delivers
support with plenty of style, plus an easy
hook-and-loop closure.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS

B34414 bold blue/super blue f15/collegiate
navy

B34413

B34414

[B34409OW]|

[B34410HA]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B34413 onix/core black/bold pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

39,95 €

Essential Star 2 CF K
Available in a variety of materials, this
multipurpose trainer is a must-have for active
kids. A forefoot stabilizing overlay delivers
support with plenty of style, plus an easy
hook-and-loop closure.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34410 collegiate royal/ftwr white/signal green
s10

B34409

deliv.06/15

B34410

deliv.06/15

B34409 bold pink/bold blue/super pink f15
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

39,95 €

§ TRAINING

[B23936X6]|

[B23935W3]|
STA Fluid 3 CF K
Kids deserve natural sports footwear, too! An
asymmetrical vamp gives this shoe a unique look,
and it rides on a super light, flexible EVA midsole
with grippy rubber insert.
Textile base with synthetic overlays
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
lightweight EVA midsole for highest flexibility with
minimal non-marking rubber insert for better
grip
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23936

deliv.07/15

B23935

deliv.07/15

B23935 blue/ftwr white/signal green s10
B23936 bold pink/ftwr white/solar blue2 s14
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

44,95 €

KIDS

[B34413KJ]|
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[B23977%T]|

[B23976+Q]|

[B23975/N]|

B23977

B23976

B23975

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

Runfastic CF K
Fun and all-around fantastic, this colourful kids'
shoe has a breezy engineered mesh upper with a
cool perforated pattern. Comfy EVA midsole,
non-marking outsole and double-strap comfort
closure.
Engineered mesh for optimum breathability and
comfort
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

[S81503%Z]|

B23977 core black/frozen yellow f15/frozen
yellow f15

B23976 blue/collegiate navy/collegiate royal
B23975 bold blue/semi solar yellow/signal
S81503

green s10
bold pink/super pink f15/midnight grey
f15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

42,95 €

S81503

deliv.06/15

[B23906R=]|

[B23905QZ]|

B23906

B23905

Jan BS 2 mid C
The rough-and-tumble friend of the LK Trainer,
this sporty children's mid-cut is a versatile
go-with-everything choice. Finished with elastic
laces and a comfort strap closure.
Mesh/Synthetic mix to create highest comfort and
a trendy look
Elastic laces with top strap for easy on off and
adjustability.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

B23906 clear grey s12/silver met./blue
B23905 ftwr white/core black/mid grey s14
Size 28-35

42,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

TRAINING

[B23904PW]|

KIDS

[B23903OT]|

179

Jan BS 2 C
The rough-and-tumble friend of the LK Trainer,
this sporty children's shoe is a versatile
go-with-everything choice. Finished with elastic
laces and a comfort strap closure.
Mesh/Synthetic mix to create highest comfort and
a trendy look
Elastic laces with top strap for easy on off and
adjustability.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

B23903

B23904

[B23924T%]|

[B23923S$]|

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

B23904 clear grey s12/silver met./blue
B23903 ftwr white/core black/mid grey s14
Size 28-35

37,95 €

LK Trainer 6 K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, classic lace-up closure and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23923 collegiate royal/collegiate navy/flash
lime f15

B23924

B23923

[B26400IC]|

[B401152Q]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B23924 bold pink/super pink f15/semi night
flash s15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

LK Trainer 6 K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school wear or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, classic lace-up closure and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

B40115 ftwr white/collegiate royal/semi solar
yellow

B26400

deliv.06/15

B40115

deliv.06/15

B26400 ftwr white/solar pink/light pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €
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KIDS

[M20069M-]|

LK Trainer 6 K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school wear or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, classic lace-up closure and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

M20069 core black/core black/bold onix
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

M20069

deliv.06/15

[B23919W5]|

[B23920PU]|

B23919

B23920

LK Trainer 6 CF K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, comfort closure straps and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23919 collegiate royal/collegiate navy/flash
lime f15

B23920 bold pink/super pink f15/semi night
flash s15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

deliv.06/15

[B40720HB]|

deliv.06/15

[B40716LO]|

LK Trainer 6 CF K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school wear or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, comfort closure straps and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B40720 ftwr white/collegiate royal/semi solar
yellow

B40716 ftwr white/solar pink/light pink
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

B40720

deliv.06/15

B40716

deliv.06/15

TRAINING

[M20055GJ]|

[M20057IP]|

M20282

M20055

M20057

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M20056HM]|

M20056

deliv.06/15

[S814656H]|

KIDS

[M20282P$]|

181

[B23978/T]|

LK Trainer 6 CF K
Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for school wear or play. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole, comfort closure straps and
reflective details.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

M20057 core black/core black/bold onix
M20055 core black/core white/silver met.
M20282 ftwr white/core black/scarlet
M20056 core white/core white/clear grey
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

BTS Class 4 CF K
This sporty back-to-school shoe has all the
playground-ready style a kid could ever want. It
features a light and flexible outsole and a
kid-friendly hook-and-loop comfort closure.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability with adjustable straps.
textile elements for seasonal difference
High abrasion vamp for extra durability.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

S81465

deliv.06/15

B23978

deliv.06/15

B23978 dark grey/blue/solar yellow
S81465 midnight indigo f15/super pink f15/
frozen yellow f15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

34,95 €

KIDS
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TRAINING

[D67537N/]|

[D65707FL]|

D67537

D65707

[B39857HU]|

[B39856GR]|

BTS Class 4 CF K
A sporty look for back to school, this fresh update
features classic 3-Stripes and a light and flexible
outsole. The easy on-off comfort closure makes
this a go-to kids' shoe.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability with adjustable straps.
High abrasion vamp for extra durability.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
SYNTHETICS

D67537 core black/core black/tech onix f12
D65707 ftwr white/ftwr white/clear grey s12
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

34,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ SLIDES

Akwah 9 K
With an adjustable front bandage, this ultra light
kids' sandal fits better than ever. The sporty
design is soft and quick-drying, with a
hook-and-loop closure at the ankle.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Printed stripes.
SYNTHETICS

B39857 collegiate royal/ftwr white/collegiate
royal

B39856 flash pink s15/ftwr white/flash pink s15
Size 4-6; 33-35

24,95 €

B39857

deliv.06/15

B39856

deliv.06/15

[D67479UC]|

[D67480N.]|

D67479

D67480

Duramo Slide K
Quality and value come together in this simple
adidas shower slide. With a clean, quick drying
one-piece design , it offers practical comfort at a
great price.
Molded EVA sole & upper unit for lightweight
comfort.
Printed stripes.
SYNTHETICS

D67479 bahia blue s14/ftwr white/bahia blue
s14

D67480 vivid berry s14/ftwr white/vivid berry
s14

Size 4-6; 28-35

15,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

WINTER
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§ WINTER

[S77678-+]|

KIDS

[AF58170&]|

Alumito mid k
Longer, colder trail run missions call for
astronaut-inspired technology. This innovative
mid-cut features wool-and-aluminium foil
insulation, a sock design made out of neoprene
and a grippy TRAXION™ outsole.
Aluminium foil for ultimate insulation against cold
- inspired by astronauts
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

Alumito mid k
Aluminium foil for ultimate insulation against cold
- inspired by astronauts
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
TRAXION® for superior grip and traction in all
directions.
Reflective main material
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

AF5817

deliv.09/15

AF5817 core black/ftwr white/core black
Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5; 6-6.5

54,95 €

[B23939-F]|

B23939

deliv.09/15

S77678

deliv.09/15

S77678

core black/bold pink/flash red s15

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-6.5

54,95 €

[B23940T/]|

Winter Mid I

Winter Mid I

Cool fall days call for a warm little boot. This cute
infant boys' style has a cosy lining and insulated
synthetic upper for extra warmth and a colourful
contrasting outsole just for fun.
Synthetic upper with ripstop insert.
warm lining.
Insulated warming felt sockliner.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

Cool fall days call for a warm little boot. This cute
infant girls' style has a cosy lining and insulated
synthetic upper for extra warmth and a colourful
contrasting outsole just for fun.
Synthetic upper with ripstop insert.
warm lining.
Insulated warming felt sockliner.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B23939 collegiate navy/ftwr white/bold blue
Size 20-27

37,95 €

B23940

deliv.09/15

B23940 cinder/bold pink/ftwr white
Size 20-27

37,95 €

§ FOOTBALL INSPIRED

[S77297RK]|

[S773027E]|
FB s-flex X K

FB ACE CF K

All the soft, ultra-stretchy c-flex comfort with the
iconic new graphics from adidas football.
Transparent stripes let the design shine through,
plus SKIP FOAM compound for amazing energy
return.
Chaos color concept
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
State of the art no sew technology gives the shoe
its modern appeal
Flexible tooling with diamond shaped outsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

Stand out at every practice in this cool football
trainer that looks like the adult's version.
Featuring a printed synthetic upper, EVA midsole,
rubber outsole and easy hook-and-loop closure.
Control color concept
Full synthetic upper with control print and classic
velcro closure
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS

S77297

deliv.07/15

S77297

solar yellow/ftwr white/core black

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

54,95 €

S77302

deliv.07/15

S77302

solar yellow/core black/ftwr white

Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

54,95 €

KIDS
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FOOTBALL INSPIRED

[B24490S$]|
FB LK Trainer X CF K

FB LK Trainer X I

Stand out at every practice in this cool kids'
football trainer. Featuring a printed synthetic
upper inspired by the adult version, easy comfort
closure and a lightweight rubber cupsole.
Chaos color concept
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B24490 ftwr white/core black/solar yellow
Size 28-35; 3.5; 4.5-5; 6-6.5

37,95 €

[B24492U^]|

Bold colours and a full synthetic build make this
tiny football trainer a real standout. Featuring a
rubber cupsole and an easy on-off comfort
closure for little ones.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B24490

deliv.07/15

B24492 ftwr white/core black/solar yellow
Size 20-27

27,95 €

[B23755U&]|

deliv.07/15

[B34251KJ]|
FB X infant

FB ACE infant

Create pandemonium in the playpen with an infant
boot that borrows standout style from the adult
version. Full synthetic upper, football-inspired turf
outsole and easy elastic laces with top strap.
Chaos color concept
Synthetic material mix for interesting effects.
Elastic laces and top strap for easy wearing.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

A bold new look taken from the grown-up boot,
this infant shoe sports an iconic hexagon-print
synthetic upper and football-inspired turf outsole.
Elastic lace closure with a single top strap.
Control color concept
Synthetic material mix for interesting effects.
Elastic laces and top strap for easy wearing.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

B23755 solar yellow/ftwr white/core black
Size 19-27

B24492

32,95 €

B34251 solar yellow/core black/frozen yellow
f15

B23755

Size 19-27

deliv.07/15

32,95 €

B34251

deliv.07/15

§ FOOTBALL INSPIRED - MESSI

[B34363R.]|

[B23756V2]|

Messi K
Messi-inspired details and a supportive TPU cage
combine in a truly pitch-worthy boot. The stretchy,
sock-like design is easy to put on, and can be
laced for added support.
Messi color concept
Sock construction for ultimate fit and comfort.
TPU heel support cage for greater protection and
stability
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34363 night grey/matt ice met.f12/bright
yellow

Size 28-35; 3.5-4; 5; 6-6.5

54,95 €

Messi EL I
Messi-inspired details and a printed cage-look
give this infant shoe genuine football style. Full
synthetic upper with a rubber cupsole and simple
elastic laces secured by a top strap.
Messi color concept
Synthetic material mix for interesting effects.
Elastic laces and top strap for easy wearing.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

B34363

deliv.07/15

B23756 matt ice met.f12/matt ice met.f12/solar
yellow

Size 19-27

34,95 €

B23756

deliv.07/15

FOOTBALL INSPIRED - MESSI
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KIDS

[B34447U&]|
Messi crib
For the littlest Messi fans, this super soft,
stretchable shoe links up with the Messi graphic
on kids' apparel. With a protective leather heel,
anti-slip print outsole and an easy symmetrical fit.
Messi color concept
Slip-on construction for easy and comfortable on
and off
Heel protection made of leather
Anti slippery puff print on outsole
TEXTILE/LEATHER

B34447

deliv.07/15

B34447 solar blue2 s14/night grey/bold blue

27,95 €

Size 16-19

§ SPIDERMAN

[B24566V2]|

[B24567W5]|
LK Spider-Man CF C
One legend meets another in the Spiderman
edition of the adidas LK Trainer. Featuring colours
and details inspired by the famous web-slinger.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Cool Spiderman details allover the upper.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B24566

B24567

[B24568X8]|

[B24569YB]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B24567 collegiate royal/core black/scarlet
B24566 ftwr white/collegiate royal/scarlet
Size 28-35

47,95 €

LK Spider-Man CF I
One legend meets another in the Spiderman
edition of the adidas LK Trainer for infants.
Featuring colours and details inspired by the
famous web-slinger.
Full synthetic upper for durability with nice finish
for style
Cool Spiderman details allover the upper.
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

B24568

deliv.06/15

B24569

deliv.06/15

B24569 collegiate royal/core black/scarlet
B24568 ftwr white/collegiate royal/scarlet
Size 20-27

37,95 €
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DISNEY

KIDS

§ DISNEY

[B23888%U]|
Disney M&M CF I

Disney M&M CF I

Minnie Mouse's signature polka dots adorn this
light yet durable infant girl's shoe. Fun details
include criss-cross elastic laces, a Minnie
Mouse-print heel and a cute yet functional bow
gripper.
Synthetic upper with Minnie polka dot print.
Elastic laces with top strap, featuring iconic
Minnie Bow.
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS

Mickey scores a slam-dunk in this light yet
durable infant's shoe. Fun criss-cross elastic
laces, a Mickey-print heel and sporty basketball
gripper complete the playful look.
Synthetic upper with iconic Mickey head emboss.
Elastic laces with top strap for easy on off and
adjustability.
Lightweight and flexible combination of EVA and
non-marking rubber.
SYNTHETICS

B23888 core black/vivid red s13/super yellow
f15

Size 20-27

[B23887+R]|

37,95 €

B23888

deliv.07/15

B23887 bold pink/ftwr white/flash red s15
Size 20-27

37,95 €

[B24562R.]|
Disney Classic CF I

Donald Duck is back to play in an adorable new
way! This light and flexible infant's shoe has an
allover Disney print and a Donald Duck gripper on
the double comfort closure.
synthetic base with glossy, multiple character
allover print.
Synthetic overlays for durability in key areas.
Straps ending in iconic Donald Duck face
application.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
SYNTHETICS

Daisy Duck is back to play in an adorable new
way! This light and flexible infant's shoe has an
allover Disney print and a Daisy Duck gripper on
the double comfort closure.
synthetic base with glossy, multiple character
allover print.
Synthetic overlays for durability in key areas.
Straps ending in iconic Daisy Duck face
application.
Light EVA midsole with a rubber outsole for more
flexibility.
SYNTHETICS

Size 20-27

37,95 €

B24562

deliv.07/15

[B23891.E]|
Disney WTP I
Now little ones can take Pooh Bear along
anywhere they go. This whimsical infant's shoe is
twice the fun to wear, with a plush Winnie the
Pooh toy-tongue that squeaks when pressed.
Synthetic upper with Winnie and Friends allover
print.
Winnie the Pooh plush toy as tongue with cute
squeaker detail.
Fully adjustable straps with honeybee gripper.
Rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

B23891 ftwr white/super yellow f15/semi solar
red

Size 20-27

37,95 €

B23891

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B24563S/]|

Disney Classic CF I

B24562 ftwr white/blue/collegiate royal

B23887

B24563 ftwr white/bright cyan/bold pink
Size 20-27

37,95 €

B24563

deliv.07/15

INFANTS
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§ INFANTS

[B23931S=]|

KIDS

[B23932T+]|

STA Fluid 3 CF I
Infants deserve natural sports footwear too! An
asymmetrical vamp gives this shoe a unique look,
and it rides on a super light, flexible EVA midsole
with grippy rubber insert.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23932

deliv.07/15

[S83116/-]|

B23931

deliv.07/15

B23931 blue/ftwr white/signal green s10
B23932 bold pink/ftwr white/solar blue2 s14
Size 20-27

32,95 €

[S83115%-]|
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
Light and strong with lots of flex, this infant shoe
has a better fit and feel. Little feet get extra
support at the heel and stitched-on toe cap, while
the EVA midsole leaves room to grow.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

S83116

deliv.06/15

S83115

deliv.06/15

S83115
S83116

ftwr white/collegiate navy/blue
ftwr white/onix/bold pink

Size 19-27

32,95 €

INFANTS

KIDS
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[B23845V1]|

[B23846W4]|

[B23847X7]|

B23845

B23846

B23847

deliv.07/15

hyperfast 2.0 cf i
Light and strong with lots of flex, this infant shoe
has a better fit and feel. Little feet get extra
support at the heel and stitched-on toe cap, while
the EVA midsole leaves room to grow.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[B23848YA]|

B23845 core black/iron met./solar yellow
B23846 bold blue/super blue f15/blue
B23847 semi night flash s15/collegiate navy/
super pink f15

B23848 bold pink/ftwr white/midnight indigo
f15

Size 20-27

32,95 €

B23848

deliv.06/15

[B23849ZD]|

[B23850S=]|

B23849

B23850

hyperfast 2.0 cf i
Light and fast with lots of flex, this infant shoe has
a better fit and feel. Printed mesh overlay, extra
support at the heel and toe cap, and an EVA
midsole that leaves room to grow.
syn fit cage Synthetic 3-stripe fit cage for an
optimal lock down.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
soft lining Super soft lining for best comfort
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23849 core black/silver met./ftwr white
B23850 midnight indigo f15/semi frozen yellow
f15/semi night flash s15

Size 20-27

32,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

INFANTS

[B23853V0]|

[B23852U#]|

KIDS

[B23851T+]|
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lk sport CF I
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose
infants' shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole. The textile upper features
clear 3-Stripes and simple hook-and-loop straps.
Mesh base with synthetic overlays
Rubber cupsole.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B23851

B23853

deliv.06/15

B23852

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B23852 collegiate navy/silver met./grey
B23853 blue/ftwr white/bold blue
B23851 bold pink/ftwr white/midnight grey f15
Size 19-27

27,95 €

[M29031#V]|

lk sport CF I
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose
infants' shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole. The synthetic upper
features clear 3-Stripes and simple
hook-and-loop straps.
Rubber cupsole.
Synthetic material mix for interesting effects.
SYNTHETICS

M29031

deliv.06/15

M29031 collegiate navy/silver met./ftwr white

27,95 €

Size 20-27

[B23855X6]|

[B23854W3]|
lk sport CF I
Made for all-around fun, this multipurpose
infants' shoe has a modern shape with a flexible,
non-marking outsole. The synthetic upper
features clear 3-Stripes and simple
hook-and-loop straps.
Full synthetic shoe perfect for all conditions and
terrains
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
SYNTHETICS

B23855

deliv.06/15

B23854

deliv.06/15

B23854 ftwr white/blue/collegiate navy
B23855 ftwr white/super pink f15/bold pink
Size 19-27

27,95 €

KIDS
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INFANTS

[B23909U0]|

[B23910NP]|

B23909

B23910

[B23992+O]|

[B23993%R]|

B23992

B23993

Jan BS 2 mid I
The rough-and-tumble friend of the LK Trainer,
this sporty infant's mid-cut is a versatile
go-with-everything choice. Finished with elastic
laces and a comfort strap closure.
Mesh/Synthetic mix to create highest comfort and
a trendy look
Elastic laces with top strap for easy on off and
adjustability.
Full EVA outsole for extra lightweight and
flexibility.
SYNTHETICS

B23909 clear grey s12/silver met./blue
B23910 ftwr white/core black/mid grey s14
Size 20-27

29,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

KatNat 3 AC I
With a colourful, super-flexible camo outsole, this
infants' shoe is the coolest way to learn to walk.
Elastic gore and top strap for snug fit and easy
on-off.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
Upper: Mix of suede leather and mesh.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

B23992 core black/solar yellow/blue
B23993 night flash s15/midnight indigo f15/
bold pink

Size 20-27

29,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

[B23994/R]|

[B23995#X]|

B23994

B23995

KatNat 3 AC I
With its bold, easy to wear colours and canvas
heel, this infants' shoe is the coolest way to learn
to walk.
Elastic gore and top strap for snug fit and easy
on-off.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
leather with canvas heel Very comfortable upper
out of real leather with canvas in the heel.
LEATHER/TEXTILE

B23994 collegiate royal/bright cyan/super blue
f15

B23995 midnight grey f15/bold pink/super pink
f15

Size 20-27

29,95 €

deliv.07/15

deliv.07/15

INFANTS

[B24551OT]|

B24552

B24551

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S82579J3]|

KIDS

[B24552PW]|
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S82579

deliv.06/15

[B24553QZ]|

Snice 4 CF I
With an oversized logo on the combined-strap
comfort closure, even infants can show their
adidas pride. Full synthetic upper, with a light and
flexible outsole and second logo on the heel.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Combined velcro straps with big performance
logo.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

S82579 core black/ftwr white/ftwr white
B24551 semi night flash s15/super pink f15/
midnight indigo f15

B24553

deliv.06/15

[B34578/O]|

B24552 orange/blue/bright yellow
B24553 ftwr white/core black/vivid red s13
Size 19-27

27,95 €

[B34579+R]|
Snice 4 CF I
With a dotted-print heel for girls and a
textile-striped heel for boys, these infant shoes
are a fun option gor growing feet. Light and
flexible design, with mesh upper and tongue, and
easy comfort closure.
Breathable mesh upper with synthetic overlays
and graphic print on heel overlay.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B34578

deliv.06/15

B34579

deliv.06/15

B34579 super pink f15/bold pink/super pop f15
B34578 super blue f15/collegiate navy/frozen
yellow f15

Size 19-27

27,95 €

INFANTS

KIDS
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[S82880L2]|

[B34572Y6]|

S82880

B34572

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S31595.V]|

S31595

deliv.06/15

[S31596=Y]|

[B34570W0]|

[B34569$M]|

S31596

B34570

B34569

Snice 4 CF I
Back with fun colour combos for the season, this
running-inspired infants' shoe is sportier than
ever. Made in a full synthetic upper with comfort
closure straps that make it easy to get on little
feet.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible rubber cupsole for grip and durability.
SYNTHETICS

deliv.06/15

[B34580Y5]|

S82880 core black/gold met./ftwr white
B34572 core black/bright cyan/flash green s15
S31595 collegiate navy/bold blue/super blue
S31596
B34570
B34569
B34580

f15
bold pink/super pink f15/frozen yellow
f15
ftwr white/night flash s15/bold pink
ftwr white/semi flash lime f15/super
blue f15
ftwr white/super pop f15/frozen blue
f15

Size 19-27

27,95 €

B34580

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

INFANTS

[B35585/Q]|

KIDS

[B35586#W]|

193

LK Trainer 6 CF I
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

B35586

B35585

[B23915S/]|

[B23914R.]|

[B23913QY]|

B23915

B23914

B23913

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

B35585 core black/core black/bold onix
B35586 ftwr white/ftwr white/bold onix
Size 19-27

27,95 €

deliv.06/15

LK Trainer 6 CF I

[B40561KK]|

[B40557OX]|

Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for little athletes. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole and a comfort closure that makes
it easy to get on and off.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS

B23913 collegiate royal/collegiate navy/flash
lime f15

B23914 bold pink/super pink f15/semi night
flash s15

B23915 ftwr white/semi flash lime f15/flash
green s15

B40557 ftwr white/collegiate royal/semi solar
yellow

B40561

deliv.06/15

B40557

deliv.06/15

B40561 ftwr white/solar pink/light pink
Size 20-27

27,95 €
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INFANTS

KIDS

[M20047GK]|
LK Trainer 6 CF I

BTS Class 4 CF I

Equal parts modern and sporty, this is the go-to
shoe for little athletes. Designed with a cool
rubber cupsole and a comfort closure that makes
it easy to get on and off.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability and enhanced fit.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Flexible non-marking rubber cupsole.
SYNTHETICS/TEXTILE

M20047 ftwr white/core black/scarlet
Size 20-27

27,95 €

[D67538O/]|

Just like the big kids' version, this sporty new
infant's shoe features the classic 3-Stripes and a
lightweight outsole. Classic comfort closure
makes it easy to get on and off.
Synthetic upper material mix for lightweight
durability with adjustable straps.
High abrasion vamp for extra durability.
Molded EVA outsole for lightweight and comfort.
SYNTHETICS

M20047

deliv.06/15

D67538 ftwr white/ftwr white/clear grey s12

27,95 €

Size 20-27

[B24412E5]|

[B24413F8]|

B24412

B24413

Relino II Crib
Easier for parents, this crib shoe eliminates left
and right with a symmetrical last and features an
ultra stretchy textile upper and durable heel
protection. Puffed-print outsole provides a subtle
grip.
Slip-on construction for easy and comfortable on
and off
Anti slippery puff print on outsole
TEXTILE/SYNTHETICS

B24412 bright cyan/ftwr white/collegiate navy
B24413 ftwr white/ftwr white/midnight indigo
f15

Size 16-19

22,95 €

deliv.07/15

[B40663PX]|

deliv.07/15

[B40662OU]|

Akwah 9 I
With an adjustable front bandage, this ultra light
infants' sandal fits better than ever. The sporty
design is soft and quick-drying, with a
hook-and-loop closure at the ankle.
Fully adjustable upper straps for fit and
convenience.
Printed stripes.
Molded EVA outsole for lightweight and comfort.
SYNTHETICS

B40663 collegiate royal/ftwr white/white
B40662 flash pink s15/ftwr white/ftwr white
Size 20-21; 23; 25-27

19,95 €

B40663

deliv.06/15

B40662

deliv.06/15

D67538

deliv.06/15

OUTDOOR
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§ OUTDOOR

[W522437F]|

[S18164-Q]|

Lightweight fabric
Bladder compartment
Sun glasses compartment.
Adjustable helmet compartment.
Chest- and waiststrap
Tool compartment with a wide opening.
Bike carry system.
Atomical shaped hip fins with two pockets: for
more comfort.
Raincover: protect your backpack when it rains
100% Polyester, plain weave
11.5 x 21 x 47 cm
20.4 l

TERREX BC30
Vertical and diagonal ski carry
Vertical snowboard carry
Ice-ax carry
Avalanche gear compartment
Wet/Dry compartment to keep items seperated
100% Polyamide, ripstop, 235g
19 x 30.5 x 56.5
30 litre

W52243

deliv.06/15

W52243 black
Size NS

134,95 €

[S18178%/]|

terrex trail cross bp

S18164

deliv.06/15

S18164
Size NS

black/white

129,95 €

[AB1771EI]|
All Outdoor Backpack active top
Waterresistent coated rip stop material
Padded waistbelt including phone pocket
Adjustable chest strap
Raincover: protect your backpack when it rains
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
Pole carry
Compression straps
Connected shoulderstraps for equal weight
distribution
100% Polyamide, ripstop
15 x 28 x 50 cm

TERREX SPEED BP
FORMOTION™ FEATURES For freedom of
movement.
Lightweight fabric
Bladder compartment
Two zipped pockets and two pockets with 250ml
soft flasks on the shoulder straps.
Pole carry
Chest- and waiststrap
100% Polyamide, plain weave
11.5 x 43.5 x 48 cm
12.9 l

S18178

deliv.06/15

S18178
Size NS

black/white

119,95 €

AB1771

deliv.06/15

AB1771 midnight grey f15/super yellow f15/
Size NS

super blue f15

79,95 €

BAGS
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OUTDOOR

[AB1777K-]|

[AB1772FL]|
All Outdoor Backpack active

All Outdoor Backpack casual top

Durable ripstop material
Adjustable waist strap
Adjustable chest strap
Padded laptop compartment
Additional fixation possibility on the bottom
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
Compression straps
Connected shoulderstraps for equal weight
distribution
100% Cotton, plain weave
15 x 30 x 50 cm

Attractive melange webbing fixations
Padded waistbelt including phone pocket
Adjustable chest strap
External padded laptop compartment
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
Pole carry
zipped side pockets
Connected shoulderstraps for equal weight
distribution
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 28 x 50 cm

AB1777 dark grey/dark grey/bold orange
Size NS

79,95 €

AB1772 midnight grey f15/collegiate navy/

AB1777

Size NS

deliv.06/15

super blue f15

59,95 €

AB1772

deliv.06/15

§ RUNNING

[AB1778L$]|

[AA22490.]|
Run Performance Energy backpack

All Outdoor Backpack casual

Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Printed Performance Logo
2 side zipped pockets
2 side zipped pockets meshed
Adjustable chest & waist strap
Front LED piping
Zip main compartement
Detachable belt
Mesh back panels
90% Polyamide/10% Polyester, others
16 x 31 x 48 cm

Attractive melange main material
Adjustable waist strap
Adjustable chest strap
Padded laptop compartment
Additional fixation possibility on the bottom
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
zipped side pockets
Connected shoulderstraps for equal weight
distribution
100% Cotton, plain weave
15 x 30 x 50 cm

AB1778 dark grey/black/bold orange
Size NS

59,95 €

AA2249 dark grey heather/black/reflective

AB1778

Size NS

deliv.06/15

silver

69,95 €

AA2249

deliv.06/15

§ TENNIS

[AC1794Q1]|

[AC1795R4]|

Racket compartment at front with cover for
protection and handle fixture
Padded laptop compartment
climacool® shoulderstraps provides heat &
moisture management
Athletic loadspring technology on shoulder straps
Adjustable chest strap
Front zipped mesh-pocket
Side slip-in pocket
Side zipped pocket for ball cans
100% Polyester, twill
31 x 48 x 18 cm
22.97 l

RUN GYM BAG
Quick & easy: drawstring closures
Printed adidas running artwork
100% Polyester, ripstop
0 x 37 x 47 cm
15.7 l

AC1794 black/black/light grey
AC1795 solar yellow/grey/light grey
Size NS

[AB0880EI]|

Tennis Backpack

12,95 €

AC1794

deliv.06/15

AC1795

deliv.06/15

AB0880 dark grey/black/solar red
Size NS

59,95 €

AB0880

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - GYM STREET
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§ WOMEN - GYM STREET

[AB6150B8]|

GYM SHOPPER

GYM BP

100% Polyester, plain weave, 116g, 100% Cotton,
fleece

100% Cotton, fleece

AB6151

deliv.07/15

BAGS

[AB6151CB]|

AB6151 dark grey heather
Size NS

AB6150

47,95 €

deliv.07/15

AB6150 dark grey heather
Size NS

34,95 €

§ WOMEN - GYM

[AB6166JV]|

AB6166

deliv.07/15

[AB6164HP]|

GYM BP1

GYM SHOPPER1

100% Polyester, twill, 100% Polyester, plain
weave, 116g

100% Polyester, plain weave, 116g, 100%
Polyester, twill

AB6166 collegiate navy/midnight grey f15

AB6164

44,95 €

Size NS

deliv.07/15

AB6164 collegiate navy/midnight grey f15
Size NS

29,95 €

§ WOMEN - FAVOURITE

[AB07174#]|

AB0717

deliv.06/15

[AB07094^]|

My Favorite Sport Bag

My Favorite Sport Bag

Sport Performance logo badge
Adjustable & detachable shoulder strap
Front zipped and slip-in pocket
Ventilated shoe compartment
Padded laptop compartment
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyester, plain weave

Sport Performance logo badge
Adjustable & detachable shoulder strap
Front zipped and slip-in pocket
Ventilated shoe compartment
Padded laptop compartment
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyester, plain weave

AB0717 black/dgh solid grey/black
Size NS

49,95 €

AB0709

deliv.06/15

AB0709 black/black/flash red s15
Size NS

49,95 €
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[AB071963]|

[AB0711^Q]|

My Favorite Tote

My Favorite Tote

Sport Performance logo badge
Adjustable carry handles
Front zipped pocket
Ventilated shoe compartment
Padded laptop compartment
Inside bottle holder
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyamide, twill

Sport Performance logo badge
Adjustable carry handles
Front zipped pocket
Ventilated shoe compartment
Padded laptop compartment
Inside bottle holder
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyester, plain weave

AB0719 black/dgh solid grey/black
Size NS

39,95 €

AB0711 black/black/flash red s15

AB0719

Size NS

deliv.06/15

§ WOMEN - CLIMA

[S220202=]|

[AB0679FQ]|

Climacool Teambag (M)
Coated, water-repellent material
Separate shoe compartment
Adjustable & detachable shoulder strap
Neoprene handle cover for comfortable carrying
Outside zipped pocket
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyester, dobby
25 x 55 x 34 cm
39.9 l

S22020 black/silver met./silver met.
AB0679 flash red s15/silver met./silver met.
Size M

S22020

47,95 €

AB0679

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[S2202350]|

[AB068197]|

S22023

AB0681

Climacool Teambag (S)
Coated, water-repellent material
Detachable shoe sack
Padded laptop compartment
Neoprene handle cover for comfortable carrying
Outside zipped pocket
Inside 3 mesh dividers
100% Polyester, dobby
22.5 x 40 x 30 cm
23.8 l

S22023 black/silver met./silver met.
AB0681 flash red s15/silver met./silver met.
Size S

42,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

39,95 €

AB0711

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - PERFORMANCE
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§ WOMEN - PERFORMANCE

[AB0667BF]|
W PERF TB M

W PERF TB S

2-tone webbing
Adjustable shoulder straps
Folded and stitched handles
Mesh front pocket for water bottle
Zipped valuables pockets inside and outside
Removable shoe sack
Bottom panel coated
100% Polyamide, plain weave
25 x 54 x 30 cm
32 l

2-tone webbing
Folded and stitched handles
Mesh front pocket for water bottle
Separate shoe compartment
Zipped valuables pocket inside
Bottom panel coated
100% Polyamide, plain weave
18 x 46 x 26 cm
21.9 l

AB0665 dgh solid grey/semi frozen yellow f15/

AB0665

Size M

deliv.06/15

semi frozen yellow f15

AB0667

37,95 €

deliv.06/15

[AB0669DL]|

Size S

semi frozen yellow f15

32,95 €

W PERF TOTE S

2-tone webbing
Folded and stitched handles
Mesh front pocket
Zipped valuables pocket
Inside divider
100% Polyamide, plain weave
15 x 46 x 36 cm
22.4 l

deliv.06/15

AB0667 dgh solid grey/semi frozen yellow f15/

[AB0674AB]|

W PERF TOTE M

AB0669

BAGS

[AB066599]|

2-tone webbing
Folded and stitched handles
2 mesh front pockets
Inside 2 dividers
100% Polyamide, plain weave
13 x 17 x 25 cm
8.3 l

AB0669 dgh solid grey/semi frozen yellow f15/
Size M

semi frozen yellow f15

AB0674

29,95 €

deliv.06/15

AB0674 dgh solid grey/semi frozen yellow f15/
Size S

semi frozen yellow f15

24,95 €

§ WOMEN - LINEAR

[AB0693DI]|

[AB0692CF]|
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Printed adidas artwork
Padded and adjustable shoulder strap
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe sack
2 zipped side pockets
Inside divider
100% Polyester, ripstop
29 x 60 x 29 cm
43.16 l

AB0693 midnight indigo f15/flash red s15/flash
red s15

AB0693

deliv.06/15

AB0692

deliv.06/15

AB0692 mgh solid grey/frozen yellow f15/frozen
Size M

yellow f15

29,95 €

BAGS
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[AB0691BC]|

[AB0690A9]|

AB0691

AB0690

Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Printed adidas artwork
Padded and adjustable shoulder strap
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe sack
2 zipped side pockets
Inside divider
100% Polyester, ripstop
25 x 50 x 25 cm
25.46 l

AB0691 midnight indigo f15/flash red s15/flash
red s15

AB0690 mgh solid grey/frozen yellow f15/frozen
Size S

yellow f15

24,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AB0698IX]|

Linear Performance Teambag (S)

Linear Performance Teambag (XS)

Printed adidas artwork
Padded and adjustable shoulder strap
Inside divider
Detachable shoe sack
2 zipped side pockets
100% Polyester, plain weave
25 x 50 x 25 cm
25.46 l

Printed adidas artwork
Padded and adjustable shoulder strap
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
2 zipped side pockets
Inside divider
20 x 40 x 20 cm
12.31 l

AB0698 bold blue/midnight indigo f15/super
Size S

pink f15

[AB0689HV]|

AB0698

24,95 €

deliv.06/15

AB0689 mgh solid grey/frozen yellow f15/frozen
Size XS

yellow f15

19,95 €

[AB0695FO]|
Linear Performance Backpack

Size NS

red s15

24,95 €

deliv.06/15

[AB0697HU]|

Linear Performance Shoulder Bag

Printed adidas artwork
Adjustable women specific shoulder straps
Front zipped pocket
Inside drawstring closure
Laptop compartment
Inside divider
100% Polyester, ripstop
16 x 27 x 43 cm
18.05 l

AB0695 midnight indigo f15/flash red s15/flash

AB0689

Printed adidas artwork
Adjustable shoulder straps
Zipped front pocket
Shoe compartment
Inside 3 dividers
100% Polyester, ripstop
16 x 33 x 46 cm
21.02 l

AB0695

deliv.06/15

AB0697 midnight indigo f15/flash red s15/flash
Size NS

red s15

24,95 €

AB0697

deliv.06/15

WOMEN - YOU
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§ WOMEN - YOU

[AB07210V]|

YOU Tote Illuminated reflective

adidas infinite series You Tote

Detachable pocket
Black reflective elements
Folded and stitched handles
Front zipped pocket
Inside 3 dividers
100% Polyester, twill
12 x 60 x 37.5 cm
24.64 l

Detachable pocket
Black reflective Sport Performance logo
Folded and stitched handles
Front zipped pocket
Inside 3 dividers
100% Polyester, twill
12 x 60 x 37.5 cm
24.64 l

AB5235

deliv.06/15

BAGS

[AB5235BB]|

AB5235 black/black/black

AB0721

29,95 €

Size NS

deliv.06/15

AB0721 black/frozen yellow f15/reflective
Size NS

silver/black

29,95 €

[AB139160]|

You Tote
Detachable pocket
Folded and stitched handles
Front zipped pocket
Inside 3 dividers
100% Polyester, twill
12 x 60 x 37.5 cm
28.39 l

AB1391

deliv.06/15

AB1391 black/black/solar red/black
Size NS

29,95 €

[AB07232.]|

[AB07243/]|

[AB07254/]|
You Shopper
Zipped main closure
Inside zipped pocket
100% Polyester, twill
10.5 x 36 x 39 cm
21.33 l

AB0723 black/super pink f15/white/black
AB0724 super pink f15/super pop f15/super
pop f15/black

AB0723

deliv.06/15

AB0724

deliv.06/15

AB0725

deliv.06/15

AB0725 bright yellow/bright yellow/mgh solid
Size NS

grey/black

17,95 €
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[AB07345^]|

[AB8123GK]|

Performance Energy Backpack Plus
Reflective main material
Reflective main material
External laptop compartment
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
Separate shoe compartment
Attractive inside organisation
100% Polyester, plain weave
22 x 30 x 54 cm

You Shopper illuminated reflective
Zipped main closure
Inside zipped pocket
Silver reflective front panel
100% Polyester, twill
10.5 x 36 x 39 cm
21.33 l

AB0734 reflective silver/black/black
Size NS

17,95 €

AB8123 black/black/black

AB0734

Size NS

deliv.06/15

[AB174183]|
Climacool Top Backpack (M)
Durable & water-repellent material
Bonded zips
Separate shoe compartment
Lasercuts for ventilation
Punched 3D foam for padding & ventilation
climacool® backpanel construction
climacool® shoulderstraps provides heat &
moisture management
18 x 28 x 50 cm
22.3 l

AB1741 white/iron met./iron met.
Size NS

74,95 €

AB1741

deliv.06/15

[S18191$W]|

Climacool Backpack (M)

[AB17236&]|

[AB172472]|

Coated, water-repellent material
Separate shoe compartment
Lasercuts for ventilation
Punched 3D foam for padding & ventilation
Climacool® backpanel construction provides air
ventilation
2 side mesh pockets
100% Polyester, dobby
18 x 25 x 50 cm
25.4 l

S18191 black/iron met./iron met.
AB1723 blue/silver met./silver met.
AB1724 solar yellow/iron met./iron met.
Size NS

39,95 €

S18191

deliv.06/15

AB1723

deliv.06/15

AB1724

deliv.06/15

119,95 €

AB8123

deliv.06/15

BACKPACKS

[AB3052^R]|

[AB30482/]|

[AB30471.]|

[AB3050/I]|

YOUTH PACK
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
External laptop compartment
Reflective zipper
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, ripstop
13 x 28 x 44 cm
24.5 l

AB3046 black/black/white
AB3052 collegiate navy/solar yellow/collegiate
navy

AB3046

deliv.06/15

AB3052

AB3048

deliv.06/15

AB3047

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AB30551-]|

AB3050

deliv.06/15

YB GRAPHIC BP

Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
External laptop compartment
Reflective zipper
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, plain weave
13 x 28 x 44 cm
24.5 l
deliv.06/15

AB3055 dark grey heather/black/black
Size NS

34,95 €

[Z30860QA]|
Power 2 Backpack Loadspring (L)
climacool® shoulderstraps provides heat &
moisture management
LOADSPRING™ Technology
Padded laptop compartment
Zipped front pocket
Printed adidas artwork
Inside divider
Inside out material usage at bottom
Adjustable shoulderstraps
100% Polyester, plain weave, 475g
18 x 44 x 52 cm
39.3 l

Z30860

deliv.06/15

34,95 €

Size NS

[AB4625HP]|
YOUTH PACK FAB.

AB3055

AB3048 blue/black/blue
AB3047 solar red/black/solar red
AB3050 flash red s15/black/flash red s15

Z30860
Size NS

black/silver met./silver met.

39,95 €

Durable TPE inside out on bottom panel
Side mesh pockets
Reflective zipper tape
Webbing version
Holistic concept with apparel and footwear
100% Polyester, plain weave
13 x 28 x 44 cm
24.5 l

AB4625

deliv.06/15

AB4625 collegiate navy/collegiate royal/solar
Size NS

blue2 s14

34,95 €

BAGS

[AB30460Y]|
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[W58466#8]|

Power 2 Backpack (M)
Padded laptop compartment
Zipped front pocket
Side mesh pockets
Adjustable shoulderstraps
100% Polyester, plain weave, 475g
18 x 32 x 44 cm
27 l

[S23109EO]|

[AB171899]|

[AB1719AC]|

[AB17203.]|

[AB170987]|

W58466 black/black/silver met.
S23109 collegiate navy/light grey/black
AB1718 midnight indigo f15/mgh solid grey/
black

AB1719 blue/white/black
AB1720 raw ochre f15/dgh solid grey/black
AB1709 flash red s15/chalk white/dark grey

34,95 €

Size NS

adidas sports backpack medium 3 stripes
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
15 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

W58466

deliv.06/15

S23109

deliv.06/15

AB1718

deliv.06/15

AB1719

deliv.06/15

AB1720

deliv.06/15

AB1709

deliv.06/15

[AB1817BD]|

[AB182170]|

[AB1818CG]|

[AB18206#]|

[AB1819DJ]|

[AC2987.S]|

AB1817

AB1821

AB1818

AB1820

AB1819

AC2987

AB1817 black/white/white
AB1821 midnight grey f15/solar yellow/solar
yellow

AB1818 collegiate navy/blue/blue
AB1820 bright yellow/dark grey/bright yellow
AB1819 bold orange/white/white
AC2987 super pink f15/white/white
Size S

27,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AB1824A9]|

29,95 €

[AB1840A7]|
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave
15 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

Size M

deliv.06/15

adidas sports backpack medium graphic 2

adidas sports backpack medium graphic 1

AB1824 black/black/solar yellow

deliv.06/15

AB1824

deliv.06/15

AB1840 collegiate navy/solar yellow/solar
Size M

yellow

29,95 €

AB1840

deliv.06/15

BACKPACKS

[AB1880IR]|

[AB1881JU]|

[AB1882KX]|

VERSATILE BP 3S
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Hidden zipped valuables pocket in the front
Vertical zipped pocket
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
16 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

AB1879 black/black/white
AB1880 blue/collegiate royal/white
AB1881 collegiate navy/bold orange/collegiate
navy

AB1879

deliv.06/15

AB1880

AB1881

deliv.06/15

[AB1885N%]|

AB1882

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AB1883L-]|

[AB1884M$]|

AB1882 super pop f15/midnight grey f15/super
Size M

pop f15

22,95 €

VERSATILE BLOCK
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Hidden zipped valuables pocket in the front
Vertical zipped pocket
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
16 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

AB1885 dgh solid grey/black/solar red
AB1883 frozen green f15/midnight grey f15/
frozen green f15

AB1885

AB1883

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[AB1886O^]|

AB1886

deliv.06/15

AB1884

deliv.06/15

AB1884 solar yellow/solar yellow/midnight f15
Size M

22,95 €

[AB1887P1]|
VERSATILE BP G1

VERSATILE BP G2

Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Hidden zipped valuables pocket in the front
Vertical zipped pocket
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
APP graphic link
100% Polyester, plain weave
16 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Hidden zipped valuables pocket in the front
Vertical zipped pocket
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
APP graphic link
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
16 x 30 x 46 cm
25.9 l

AB1886 super pink f15/black/white
Size M

24,95 €

AB1887

deliv.06/15

AB1887 collegiate navy/collegiate royal/white
Size M

24,95 €

BAGS

[AB1879P2]|
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Performance 3 Stripes Backpack
Side mesh pockets
Padded laptop compartment
Inside divider
2 main compartments
Adjustable shoulderstrap
Secret Pocket for Valuables
100% Polyester, dobby
18 x 33 x 46 cm
28.2 l

[M67828=Z]|

[AB237272]|

[AB23705/]|

[AB23716&]|

M67828

AB2372

AB2370

AB2371

M67828 black/white/white
AB2372 midnight grey f15/flash red s15/flash
red s15

AB2370 collegiate royal/blue/blue
AB2371 mgh solid grey/bright yellow/bright
Size NS

yellow

34,95 €

Linear Performance Backpack
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable shoulderstrap
Side mesh pockets
Front zipped pocket
Inside divider
Laptop compartment
100% Polyester, ripstop
15 x 30 x 46 cm
22.9 l

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M67882#0]|

[AB2302/E]|

[AB2303+H]|

[AB2304%K]|

M67882

AB2302

AB2303

AB2304

M67882 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2302 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2303 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
AB2304 bright yellow/white/white
Size NS

25,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ TRAVEL BAGS

[G74305KS]|

[G74302HJ]|

3 Stripes Travel Trolley (XL) with Wheels

3 Stripes Travel Trolley Cabin Size

Smooth, durable wheels
Adjustable trolley handle
Prominent 3 Stripes Tape on front and side panels

Smooth, durable wheels
Adjustable trolley handle
Prominent 3 Stripes Tape on front and side panels

Several functional compartments including shoe
compartment
Durable 900D Polyester
100% Polyester, plain weave, 365g
38 x 42 x 88 cm
100.4 l

Several functional compartments including shoe
compartment
Durable 900D Polyester
100% Polyester, plain weave, 365g
26 x 36 x 55 cm
58.2 l

G74305
Size XL

black/white/white

179,95 €

G74305

deliv.06/15

G74302
Size NS

black/white/white

149,95 €

G74302

deliv.06/15

TRAVEL BAGS
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§ TEAMBAGS - CLIMA

[S18200N=]|
3 Stripes Travel Teambag (XL) with Wheels

Climacool Teambag (L)

Smooth, durable wheels
Padded and adjustable shoulder strap
Prominent 3 Stripes Tape all around the bag
2 big zipped side pockets including ventilated shoe
compartment
Wet/Dry compartment to keep items seperated
Durable 900D Polyester
100% Polyester, plain weave, 365g
33 x 92 x 43 cm
143 l

G74300

deliv.06/15

G74300
Size XL

black/white/white

[S18198&6]|

139,95 €

[AB173497]|

BAGS

[G74300FD]|

Coated, water-repellent material
Separate shoe compartment
Lasercuts for ventilation
Adjustable shoulder strap including shoulder pad
Valuables pocket
Additional handle at side
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
34 x 61.5 x 32 cm
57.4 l

S18200

deliv.06/15

S18200
Size L

black/iron met./iron met.

49,95 €

[AB1735AA]|
Climacool Teambag (M)
Coated, water-repellent material
Separate shoe compartment
Lasercuts for ventilation
Adjustable shoulder strap including shoulder pad
Valuables pocket
Additional handle at side
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
28.5 x 57 x 28.5 cm
43.8 l

S18198

deliv.06/15

AB1734

AB1735

[S278378O]|

[AB1739EM]|

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S18198 black/iron met./iron met.
AB1734 blue/silver met./silver met.
AB1735 solar yellow/iron met./iron met.
Size M

44,95 €

Climacool Teambag (S)
Coated, water-repellent material
Separate shoe compartment
Lasercuts for ventilation
Adjustable shoulder strap including shoulder pad
Valuables pocket
24 x 48 x 24.5 cm
27.1 l

S27837

deliv.06/15

AB1739

deliv.06/15

S27837 black/iron met./iron met.
AB1739 blue/silver met./silver met.
Size S

39,95 €
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§ TEAMBAGS - PERFORMANCE 3S
BAGS

[M67824YN]|
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag - Wheels
(XL)
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Front and side zip pockets
Ventilated & integrated shoe compartment
Smooth durable inline wheels
100% Polyester, dobby
36 x 80 x 36 cm
115 l

M67824 black/white/white
Size XL

79,95 €

Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (L)

M67824

deliv.06/15

[M67810S6]|

[AB23534%]|

[AB23545^]|

M67810

AB2353

AB2354

Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Front and side zip pockets
Ventilated & integrated shoe compartment
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, dobby
32 x 70 x 32 cm
85.5 l

M67810 black/white/white
AB2353 collegiate royal/blue/blue
AB2354 mgh solid grey/bright yellow/bright
Size L

yellow

44,95 €

Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (M)
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Front and side zip pockets
Ventilated & integrated shoe compartment
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, dobby
29 x 60 x 29 cm
60.8 l

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M67806WJ]|

[AB23501X]|

[AB234875]|

[AB234988]|

M67806

AB2350

AB2348

AB2349

M67806 black/white/white
AB2350 midnight grey f15/flash red s15/flash
red s15

AB2348 collegiate royal/blue/blue
AB2349 mgh solid grey/bright yellow/bright
Size M

yellow

39,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

TEAMBAGS - PERFORMANCE 3S

[AB23454/]|

[AB23432.]|

[AB23443/]|

Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (S)
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Front and side zip pockets
Ventilated & integrated shoe compartment
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, dobby
25 x 50 x 25 cm
38.2 l

M67802 black/white/white
AB2345 midnight grey f15/flash red s15/flash
red s15

M67802

AB2345

deliv.06/15

AB2343

deliv.06/15

AB2344

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M677982G]|

AB2343 collegiate royal/blue/blue
AB2344 mgh solid grey/bright yellow/bright
yellow

Size S

34,95 €

[AB2340&S]|
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (XS)
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Front and side zip pockets
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, dobby
20 x 40 x 20 cm
20.7 l

M67798

AB2340

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

M67798 black/white/white
AB2340 collegiate royal/blue/blue
Size XS

28,95 €

§ TEAMBAGS - LINEAR

[M67875^4]|

[AB2300=8]|

[AB2301$B]|

Linear Performance Teambag (L)
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable padded shoulderstrap
2 inside dividers
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe bag
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, ripstop
26 x 67 x 35 cm
65.3 l

M67875 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2300 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

M67875

deliv.06/15

AB2300

deliv.06/15

AB2301

deliv.06/15

AB2301 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
Size L

34,95 €

BAGS

[M67802S7]|
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TEAMBAGS - LINEAR

BAGS

Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable padded shoulderstrap
2 inside dividers
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe bag
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, ripstop
22 x 57 x 30 cm
41.5 l

[M67871+$]|

[AB2295BE]|

M67871

AB2295

[AB2296CH]|

M67871 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2295 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2296 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
Size M

29,95 €

Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Adjustable padded shoulderstrap
2 inside dividers
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe bag
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, ripstop
20 x 47 x 25 cm
27 l

deliv.06/15

AB2296

deliv.06/15

[M67867^5]|

[AB228599]|

M67867

AB2285

deliv.06/15

[AB2286AC]|

[AB2287BF]|

AB2286

AB2287

M67867 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2285 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2286 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
AB2287 bright yellow/white/white
Size S

24,95 €

Linear Performance Teambag (XS)
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable padded shoulderstrap
Inside divider
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Comes folded as flat-pack with material-loop as
hanging-option for POS
100% Polyester, ripstop
15 x 37 x 20 cm
13.6 l

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M67859^6]|

[AB228373]|

M67859

AB2283

deliv.06/15

[AB228486]|

M67859 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2283 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2284 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
Size XS

19,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

AB2284

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

ENAMEL
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§ ENAMEL

[AB1766HS]|

[AB1765GP]|

Shoulder Bag (M)
Durable PU main material
Bottom studs
Padded laptop compartment
Slip in pocket at backside
Zipped front pocket
Bottle holder at side
Strong branding with three stripes webbing
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
16 x 41 x 28 cm
19.4 l

S19215

AB1766

deliv.06/15

[AB1762DG]|

AB1765

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

S19215 black/white/black/black
AB1766 blue/black/blue
AB1765 bold orange/white/bold orange
Size M

44,95 €

[AB1760BA]|

[AC3383JU]|
Shoulder Bag (S)
Durable PU main material
Padded compartment
Slip in pocket at back side
Zipped front pocket
Bottle holder at side
Strong branding with three stripes webbing
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
13 x 33 x 23 cm
11.6 l

Shoulder Bag (XS)
Durable PU main material
Slip in pocket at backside
Zipped front pocket
Bottle holder at side
Strong branding with three stripes webbing
100% Polyurethane, leather (imitation)
10 x 24 x 18 cm
5.4 l

AB1762 midnight grey f15/super pink f15/
midnight grey f15

AB1762

deliv.06/15

AC3383

deliv.06/15

AC3383 super pink f15/white/super pink f15

AB1760

39,95 €

Size S

deliv.06/15

AB1760 dark grey/solar yellow/dark grey

29,95 €

Size XS

§ PERFORMANCE 3S

[AB1866KZ]|

[M67839+/]|

[AB237498]|

Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (L)

adidas sports messenger

Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Inside divider
Front zipped pocket
Adjustable shoulderstrap
100% Polyester, dobby
7 x 16 x 23 cm

Zipped & padded laptop compartment
Compression straps
Front zipped valuables pocket
Buckle closure
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
11.5 x 41.5 x 31.5 cm
22.4 l

AB1866

deliv.06/15

AB1866 black/white/white
Size NS

34,95 €

M67839

deliv.06/15

AB2374

deliv.06/15

M67839 black/white/white
AB2374 collegiate navy/solar blue2 s14/solar
Size L

blue2 s14

21,95 €

BAGS

[S19215YK]|
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PERFORMANCE 3S

BAGS

[M67835.V]|

[M67844=X]|

[AB237385]|

Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (M)
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Inside divider
Front zipped pocket
Adjustable shoulderstrap
100% Polyester, dobby
4 x 14 x 21 cm

M67835 black/white/white
AB2373 collegiate royal/blue/blue
Size M

Performance 3 Stripes Wash Kit
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Front zipped pocket
Inside mesh pocket
Inside elastic straps for body care
100% Polyester, dobby
9 x 24 x 18 cm

17,95 €

M67835

deliv.06/15

[M69612WG]|

AB2373

deliv.06/15

M67844 black/white/white
Size NS

17,95 €

M67844

deliv.06/15

[M67841ZO]|

[AB2375AB]|

Performance 3 Stripes Gym Bag
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Front zipped pocket
Quick & easy: drawstring closures
100% Polyester, dobby
0 x 37 x 47 cm
15.7 l

M69612 black/white/white
AB2375 collegiate royal/blue/blue
Size NS

Performance 3 Stripes Shoe Bag
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Front zipped pocket
Mesh panels for improved airflow
100% Polyester, dobby
13 x 21 x 35 cm
9.1 l

14,95 €

M69612

deliv.06/15

AB2375

deliv.06/15

M67841 black/white/white
Size NS

14,95 €

M67841

deliv.06/15

§ LINEAR GRAPHIC

[M67857/#]|

[AB2298EN]|
Linear Performance Teambag M Graphic
Printed adidas artwork
Seasonal graphic
Printed performance logo
Adjustable padded shoulderstraps
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe bag
Comes folded as flat pack
100% Polyester, ripstop
22 x 57 x 30 cm
41.5 l

Performance 3 Stripes Wallet
Printed performance logo
Structured 3 stripes tape
Zipped closure
Coin compartment
Card holders
100% Polyester, dobby
0 x 21 x 11 cm

M67857 black/white/white
Size NS

11,95 €

M67857

deliv.06/15

AB2298 black/white/white
Size M

29,95 €

AB2298

deliv.06/15

LINEAR GRAPHIC

[AB2307^T]|
Linear Performance Backpack Graphic

Linear Performance Teambag S Graphic

Printed adidas artwork
Printed performance logo
Seasonal graphic
Adjustable padded shoulderstraps
Side mesh pockets
Front zip pocket.
Large bill compartment inside
Comes folded as flat pack
100% Polyester, ripstop
15 x 30 x 46 cm
22.9 l

Printed adidas artwork
Seasonal graphic
Printed performance logo
Adjustable padded shoulderstraps
Folded and stitched handles with snap button
Detachable shoe bag
Comes folded as flat pack
100% Polyester, plain weave
20 x 47 x 25 cm
27 l

AB2291 black/white/white

AB2291

Size S

deliv.06/15

24,95 €

[AB23341Z]|

AB2307

deliv.06/15

Printed adidas artwork
Printed performance logo
Seasonal graphic
Front zip pocket.
Inside divider at back + 3 dividers at front
Adjustable shoulderstraps
100% Polyester, ripstop
5 x 15 x 21 cm

AB2334 black/white/white
Size NS

11,95 €

§ LINEAR

[M67758+/]|

Linear Performance Messenger Bag
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Front zipped pocket
Padded adjustable shoulderstraps
Inside divider at back + 3 dividers at front
100% Polyester, ripstop
13 x 39 x 28 cm
15.7 l

M67758

deliv.06/15

24,95 €

Linear Performance Organizer M Graphic

Printed adidas artwork
Printed performance logo
Quick & easy: drawstring closure
Seasonal graphic
100% Polyester, ripstop
0 x 37 x 47 cm
16.4 l
deliv.06/15

Size NS

[AB2323^R]|

Linear Performance GymBag Graphic

AB2334

AB2307 black/white/white

M67758 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
Size NS

black

24,95 €

AB2323

deliv.06/15

AB2323 black/white/white
Size NS

14,95 €

BAGS

[AB229172]|
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LINEAR

[M69581%+]|

[AB2331^Q]|

[AB2332&T]|

[AB23330W]|

M69581

AB2331

AB2332

AB2333

Linear Performance Gym Bag
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Quick & easy: drawstring closures
100% Polyester, ripstop
0 x 37 x 47 cm
16.4 l

M69581 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14
AB2331 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2332 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
AB2333 bright yellow/white/white
Size NS

10,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

[M67762.U]|

[AB23181.]|

[AB23192/]|

M67762

AB2318

AB2319

deliv.06/15

Linear Performance Organizer (M)
Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable shoulderstrap
Front zipped pocket
Inside divider
100% Polyester, ripstop
5 x 15 x 21 cm

M67762 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

AB2318 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB2319 bold orange/scarlet/scarlet
Size NS

14,95 €

deliv.06/15

[M67772$Z]|

deliv.06/15

[AB23294^]|

Linear Performance Waistbag

[AB2311+G]|

M67760

AB2311

Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Mesh panels for improved airflow
100% Polyester, ripstop
10 x 20 x 37 cm
9.9 l

M67772 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
Size NS

[M67760ZO]|

Linear Performance Shoe Bag

Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Adjustable waist strap
Inside divider
2 zip compartments
100% Polyester, ripstop
6 x 39 x 15 cm
black
AB2329 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

deliv.06/15

14,95 €

M67760 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14/
black

M67772

deliv.06/15

AB2329

deliv.06/15

AB2311 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
Size NS

collegiate navy

11,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

LINEAR
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§ KIDS

[AA17333/]|

[AB2324&U]|

Linear Performance Wallet

MESSI KIDS BP

Printed adidas artwork
Printed Performance logo
Elastic for an easy closure
Card holders
Coin compartment
100% Polyester, ripstop
0 x 12.5 x 9 cm

M67766

deliv.06/15

AB2324

deliv.06/15

Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Climacool backpanel construction
Allover sublimation print
Slip in pocket
3D heat transfer logo
100% Polyester, plain weave
16 x 30 x 44 cm
28.2 l

M67766 black/pearl grey s14/pearl grey s14
AB2324 super blue f15/collegiate navy/
Size NS

BAGS

[M67766+%]|

collegiate navy

AA1733

7,95 €

deliv.07/15

[AB17214/]|

AA1733 night navy
Size NS

34,95 €

[AB17225/]|
Power 2 Backpack (S)
Compression straps
Zipped front pocket
Printed logo & 3 stripes
Adjustable shoulderstraps
2 side mesh pockets
100% Polyester, plain weave, 475g
16 x 28 x 38 cm
17.1 l

AB1721 solar blue2 s14/collegiate navy/
collegiate navy

AB1721

deliv.06/15

[AB2030Z2]|

AB1722

deliv.06/15

29,95 €

adidas sports backpack XS graphic 1

Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Name tag inside
2 mesh side pockets
Chest strap
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Character badges on flap
Holistic concept with apparel and footwear
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
30 x 25 x 10 cm
12.4 l

deliv.07/15

Size NS

[AB1784JW]|
DY LK BP G

AB2030

AB1722 super pink f15/white/white

AB2030 midnight indigo f15/medium grey
Size NS

heather/silver met.

27,95 €

Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
11 x 23.5 x 33 cm
13.1 l

AB1784

deliv.06/15

AB1784 midnight indigo f15/super pink f15/
Size XS

super pink f15

24,95 €

BAGS
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KIDS

[AB1786L=]|

[AB1782HQ]|

[AB1783IT]|

AB1782

AB1783

adidas sports backpack XS 3 Stripes
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
11 x 23.5 x 33 cm
13.1 l

adidas sports backpack XS graphic 2
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Front zipped valuables pocket
2 side mesh pockets
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
Prominent 3S branding
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
11 x 23.5 x 33 cm
13.1 l

AB1786 collegiate navy/vivid red s13/vivid red
Size XS

s13

24,95 €

AB1782 dark grey/blue/solar yellow
AB1783 midnight indigo f15/super pink f15/

AB1786

Size XS

deliv.06/15

[AB8304JR]|

[AB8303IO]|

AB8304

AB8303

VERSATILE KIDS
Ergonomic shaped shoulder straps
Airmesh on shoulderstrap for padding and
ventilation
Hidden zipped valuables pocket in the front
Vertical zipped pocket
Durable TPE lamination on bottom
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g
11 x 23.5 x 33 cm
13.1 l

AB8304 collegiate navy/vivid red s13/collegiate
navy

AB8303 midnight indigo f15/frozen yellow f15/
Size XS

midnight indigo f15

19,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

super pop f15

22,95 €

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

OUTDOOR
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HARDWARE

HARDWARE
§ OUTDOOR

[Z36895E0]|

§ RUNNING

[AC125875]|

RUN BOTT BELT 3
Printed performance logo
Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Front zip pocket.
3 water bottles
Earphone exit
Adjustable waist strap
100% Polyester, plain weave, 278g

SPEED LACING RE
SPEED LACING REPLACEMENT KIT Enables you
to replace the speed lace on adidas Outdoor speed
lacing shoes
PACKAGING LIST Contains 2 laces, 2 stoppers, 2
lace ends and 1 instruction booklet

Z36895

Z36895

Size NS

deliv.06/15

black

9,95 €

[AA2238#T]|

AC1258 black/light grey/silver met.

AC1258

Size NS

deliv.06/15

24,95 €

[AA2245/M]|

Run Bottle Waistbag
Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Printed Performance Logo
2 front zipped pockets
ADJUSTABLE WAIST BELT
Bottle compartement
100% Polyester, ripstop, 280g
1.5 x 28.5 x 15 cm

Run Media Arm Pocket
Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Fits to IPhone 6 and Samsung Galaxy S5
Different sizes
adjustable closure
100% Silk, others

AA2238

deliv.06/15

AA2238 black/black/reflective silver
Size M-L

24,95 €

AA2245

deliv.06/15

AA2245 black/grey/light grey
Size NS

24,95 €

RUNNING

HARDWARE
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[AA2244%M]|

[AA60343$]|

Run Waistbag

Run Belt

Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Printed Performance Logo
Adjustable waist strap
2 front zipped pockets
100% Polyester, ripstop, 280g
3.5 x 21.5 x 9.5 cm

Reflective elements for enhanced visibility and
safety in the outdoors
Front zipped pocket
Adjustable waist strap
Printed Performance Logo
80% Polyamide/20% Elasthane, plain knit, 360g
0 x 20 x 5.5 cm

AA2244 black/reflective silver/grey
Size NS

22,95 €

AA6034 solar red/reflective silver/grey

AA2244

Size NS

deliv.06/15

[AB9209P#]|

14,95 €

AA6034

deliv.06/15

[S22652S7]|

Run Light
Interchangeable battery
Printed Performance logo
2 different types of light
100% Polyester, plain weave
0.01 x 3.5 x 34.5 cm

AB9209 white/clear onix/black
S22652 solar red/scarlet/black
Size NS

17,95 €

AB9209

S22652

deliv.06/15

deliv.06/15

§ GYM

[AC2683O%]|

[AB1667FO]|

Yoga Mat Camo
Anti-slip material: provides good grip while doing
Yoga
Debossed logo and stripes
Webbing Strap with Elastic for easy transport
60% Thermoplastic Elastomerics/20%
Ethylenvinyl Acetate/20% , foam
0.5 x 62 x 177 cm

AC2683 midnight grey f15/flash red s15/
Size NS

midnight grey f15

44,95 €

Performance Gloves
CLIMACOOL® Provides heat and moisture
management through ventilation.
Padded palm: increased wearing comfort
padded wrist hook & loop closure increased
stability and wearing comfort
92% Polyamide/8% Elasthane, mesh

AC2683

deliv.06/15

AB1667 black/black/solar red
Size S-XL

29,95 €

AB1667

deliv.06/15

GYM

[AB0918BE]|

Polycarbonate Bottle 700ml

WOM GLOVE GRAPH

BPA free
Bottles are dishwasher safe
Easy to handle closure system
700ml filling volume
Unique 3 stripes design
100% Polypropylene, injection moulded

Padded palm: increased wearing comfort
Graphic tie-in to apparel
climalite ® Soft, lightweight fabric for superior
moisture management
80% Polyamide/20% Elasthane, 1 x 1 rib, 185g

AC1876 black/flash red s15/iron met.

AC1876

Size S-L

deliv.06/15

[M35600#U]|

HARDWARE

[AC1876R4]|
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AB0918

24,95 €

deliv.06/15

AB0918 flash red s15/black/flash red s15

11,95 €

Size NS

[AB09034+]|

Performance Bottle 750ml
BPA free
Printed logo and stripes
ergonomic shape easy to pull out of bike bottle
holder
100% Polyethylene, injection moulded

M35600

deliv.06/15

AB0903

deliv.06/15

M35600 black/black/white
AB0903 white/black/black
Size NS

[AB1656CG]|

5,95 €

[AB1657DJ]|

[AB165397]|

[AB1658EM]|
Performance Bottle 500ml
BPA free
Printed logo
ergonomic shape easy to pull out of bike bottle
holder
100% Polyethylene, injection moulded

AB1656 midnight indigo f15/black/solar yellow
AB1657 flash red-r/midnight indigo f15/
midnight indigo f15

AB1656

deliv.06/15

AB1657

deliv.06/15

AB1653

deliv.06/15

AB1658

deliv.06/15

AB1653 flash green s15/black/black
AB1658 transparent/bold blue/bold blue
Size NS

4,95 €

GYM

HARDWARE

220

[AB0899P3]|

DISNEY BTL G
BPA free
Product with adidas-disney cooperation
100% Polyethylene, injection moulded

AB0899 midnight indigo f15/super pop f15/
Size NS

white

7,95 €

AB0899

deliv.07/15

[M65246EQ]|

[M65247FT]|

Hairband, 3pPack
Elastic Hairband keeps your hair in place
Printed logo
65% Polyester/35% Elasthane, plain weave

M65246 black/black/black
M65247 black/lead/white
Size OSFM

4,95 €

M65246

deliv.06/15

M65247

deliv.06/15

Index
Index

Name

010629
010689
012670
030172
078260
218977
279008
553387
665316
A97991
A97992
A97993
AA1733
AA2238
AA2244
AA2245
AA2249
AA4395
AA4399
AA6034
AB0665
AB0667
AB0669
AB0674
AB0679
AB0681
AB0689
AB0690
AB0691
AB0692
AB0693
AB0695
AB0697
AB0698
AB0709
AB0711
AB0717
AB0719
AB0721
AB0723
AB0724
AB0725
AB0734
AB0880
AB0899

Mungo QD
Santiossage QD
Mungo QD
Proveto
ADISSAGE
3 STRIPE D 29.5
3S RUBBER X
Calissage
MELAWAR
IN FUN 3
IN FUN 3
FIT SMART Charger
MESSI KIDS BP
Run Media Arm Pocket
Run Waistbag
Run Bottle Waistbag
Run Performance Energy backpack
ROSE PREM MINI
ROSE ALL PURP 2
Run Belt
W PERF TB M
W PERF TB S
W PERF TOTE M
W PERF TOTE S
Climacool Teambag (M)
Climacool Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (XS)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Linear Performance Backpack
Linear Performance Shoulder Bag
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
My Favorite Sport Bag
My Favorite Tote
My Favorite Sport Bag
My Favorite Tote
YOU Tote Illuminated reflective
You Shopper
You Shopper
You Shopper
You Shopper illuminated reflective
Tennis Backpack
DISNEY BTL G

Page
138
136
138
137
135
131
131
135
137
113
113
20
215
217
218
217
196
131
130
218
199
199
199
199
198
198
200
200
200
199
199
200
200
200
197
198
197
198
201
201
201
201
202
196
220
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Name

AB0903
AB0918
AB1391
AB1653
AB1656
AB1657
AB1658
AB1667
AB1709
AB1718
AB1719
AB1720
AB1721
AB1722
AB1723
AB1724
AB1734
AB1735
AB1739
AB1741
AB1760
AB1762
AB1765
AB1766
AB1771
AB1772
AB1777
AB1778
AB1782
AB1783
AB1784
AB1786
AB1817

Performance Bottle 750ml
Polycarbonate Bottle 700ml
You Tote
Performance Bottle 500ml
Performance Bottle 500ml
Performance Bottle 500ml
Performance Bottle 500ml
Performance Gloves
Power 2 Backpack (M)
Power 2 Backpack (M)
Power 2 Backpack (M)
Power 2 Backpack (M)
Power 2 Backpack (S)
Power 2 Backpack (S)
Climacool Backpack (M)
Climacool Backpack (M)
Climacool Teambag (M)
Climacool Teambag (M)
Climacool Teambag (S)
Climacool Top Backpack (M)
Shoulder Bag (XS)
Shoulder Bag (S)
Shoulder Bag (M)
Shoulder Bag (M)
All Outdoor Backpack active top
All Outdoor Backpack active
All Outdoor Backpack casual top
All Outdoor Backpack casual
adidas sports backpack XS 3 Stripes
adidas sports backpack XS 3 Stripes
adidas sports backpack XS graphic 1
adidas sports backpack XS graphic 2
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
adidas sports backpack medium
graphic 1
adidas sports backpack medium

AB1818
AB1819
AB1820
AB1821
AB1824
AB1840

Page
219
219
201
219
219
219
219
218
204
204
204
204
215
215
202
202
207
207
207
202
211
211
211
211
195
196
196
196
216
216
215
216
204

Index
AB1866
AB1879
AB1880
AB1881
AB1882
AB1883
AB1884
AB1885
AB1886
AB1887
AB2030
AB2283
AB2284
AB2285
AB2286
AB2287
AB2291
AB2295
AB2296
AB2298
AB2300
AB2301
AB2302
AB2303
AB2304
AB2307
AB2311
AB2318
AB2319
AB2323

204
204
204
204
204
204

AB2324
AB2329
AB2331
AB2332
AB2333
AB2334
AB2340
AB2343
AB2344

Name
graphic 2
adidas sports messenger
VERSATILE BP 3S
VERSATILE BP 3S
VERSATILE BP 3S
VERSATILE BP 3S
VERSATILE BLOCK
VERSATILE BLOCK
VERSATILE BLOCK
VERSATILE BP G1
VERSATILE BP G2
DY LK BP G
Linear Performance Teambag (XS)
Linear Performance Teambag (XS)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag S
Graphic
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Linear Performance Teambag M
Graphic
Linear Performance Teambag (L)
Linear Performance Teambag (L)
Linear Performance Backpack
Linear Performance Backpack
Linear Performance Backpack
Linear Performance Backpack
Graphic
Linear Performance Shoe Bag
Linear Performance Organizer (M)
Linear Performance Organizer (M)
Linear Performance Organizer M
Graphic
Linear Performance Wallet
Linear Performance Waistbag
Linear Performance Gym Bag
Linear Performance Gym Bag
Linear Performance Gym Bag
Linear Performance GymBag
Graphic
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (XS)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (S)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (S)

Page
211
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
205
215
210
210
210
210
210
213
210
210
212
209
209
206
206
206
213
214
214
214
213
215
214
214
214
214
213
209
209
209

Index

Name

AB2345
AB2348
AB2349
AB2350
AB2353
AB2354
AB2370
AB2371
AB2372
AB2373
AB2374
AB2375
AB3046
AB3047
AB3048
AB3050
AB3052
AB3055
AB4625
AB5235
AB6150
AB6151
AB6164
AB6166
AB8123
AB8303
AB8304
AB9209
AC1258
AC1794
AC1795
AC1876
AC2683
AC2987

Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (S)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (L)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (L)
Performance 3 Stripes Backpack
Performance 3 Stripes Backpack
Performance 3 Stripes Backpack
Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (L)
Performance 3 Stripes Gym Bag
YOUTH PACK
YOUTH PACK
YOUTH PACK
YOUTH PACK
YOUTH PACK
YOUTH PACK FAB.
YB GRAPHIC BP
adidas infinite series You Tote
GYM SHOPPER
GYM BP
GYM SHOPPER1
GYM BP1
Performance Energy Backpack Plus
VERSATILE KIDS
VERSATILE KIDS
Run Light
RUN BOTT BELT 3
RUN GYM BAG
RUN GYM BAG
WOM GLOVE GRAPH
Yoga Mat Camo
adidas sports backpack medium 3
stripes
Shoulder Bag (S)
SMART RUN
ozweego stability m
TERREX FAST R GTX W
TERREX FAST R MID GTX W
galaxy 2 w
galaxy 2 w
galaxy 2 w
ultra boost w
court stabil J

AC3383
AC5983
AF4435
AF4462
AF4463
AF5563
AF5565
AF5566
AF5672
AF5675
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209
208
208
208
208
208
206
206
206
212
211
212
203
203
203
203
203
203
203
201
197
197
197
197
202
216
216
218
217
196
196
219
218
204
211
19
40
82
80
36
36
36
24
175
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Name

AF5676
AF5817
AF6017
AF6018
AF6019
AF6020
AF6021
AF6022
AF6023
AF6024
AF6026
AF6027
AF6028
AF6037
AF6046
AF6047
AF6048
AF6049
AF6051
AF6162
AF6166
AF6168
AF6171
AF6172
AF6173
AF6174
AF6175
AF6176
AF6255
AF6256
AF6370
AF6442
AF6443
AF6444
B22799
B22801
B22805
B22806
B22808
B22809
B22810
B22814
B22815
B22816
B22817

court stabil J
Alumito mid k
Galaxy Trainer
Galaxy Trainer
Galaxy Trainer
Galaxy Trainer
Galaxy Trainer
Galaxy Trainer
Duramo Trainer
Duramo Trainer
Duramo Trainer
Duramo Trainer
Duramo Trainer
CrazyTrain Bounce
Duramo Trainer Lea
Duramo Trainer Lea
Duramo Trainer Lea
adipure Primo
adipure Primo
adipure Primo
adizero feather boost m
adizero feather boost m
response approach STR
response approach STR
response approach M
response approach M
response approach S
response approach S
supernova sequence boost 8 m
supernova sequence boost 8 w
TERREX SWIFT SOLO
ozweego cushion m
ozweego cushion w
ozweego stability w
SPORTSHIKER
SPORTSHIKER W
TERREX GTX K
TERREX GTX K
TERREX MID GTX I
TERREX SWIFT R
TERREX SWIFT R
TERREX MID GTX K
TERREX MID GTX K
TERREX SWIFT R GTX
TERREX SWIFT R GTX

Page
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Name

175
183
149
149
149
149
149
149
148
148
148
148
148
147
147
147
147
150
150
151
39
39
99
99
100
100
100
100
40
23
70
45
26
23
73
85
88
88
93
70
70
88
88
69
69

B22818
B22819
B22820
B22821
B22822
B22823
B22825
B22828
B22831
B22832
B22833
B22838
B22842
B22844
B22845
B22846
B22847
B22848
B22849
B22850
B22851
B22852
B22853
B22854
B22855
B22856
B22859
B22860
B22863
B22864
B22870
B22873
B22876
B22878
B22891
B22914
B22915
B22917
B22918
B22925
B22926
B22927
B22929
B22931
B22934

TERREX SWIFT R GTX
TERREX SWIFT R GTX W
TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX
TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX W
TERREX SWIFT R W
TERREX SWIFT R W
TERREX TRAIL CROSS
TERREX ULTIMATE BOOST CH
TRAILCRUISER MID
TRAILCRUISER MID
TRAILCRUISER MID
CW AX2 BETA MID
AX2 MID CP K
AX2 MID CP K
BRUSHWOOD MID CF CP K
TERREX BOOST
TERREX BOOST
TERREX BOOST GTX
TERREX BOOST GTX
TERREX BOOST GTX W
TERREX CONRAX YOUTH CP CH
TERREX BOOST W
AX2 CF K
AX2 CF K
AX2 CP K
AX2 CP K
AX2 MID I
adizero tempo 7 m
adizero tempo 7 m
adizero tempo 7 w
adizero adios boost 2 m
adizero adios boost 2 w
adizero takumi ren 3
adizero takumi ren 3 w
adizero takumi sen 3
revenge boost 2 m
revenge boost 2 m
revenge boost 2 m
revenge boost 2 m
revenge boost 2 w
revenge boost 2 w
revenge boost 2 w
revenge boost 2 m techfit
revenge boost 2 m techfit
revenge boost 2 m techfit

Page
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Name

69
83
69
83
84
84
68
73
76
76
76
78
89
89
89
65
65
65
65
81
88
81
90
90
89
89
93
38
38
21
38
21
38
21
38
41
41
41
41
24
24
24
42
42
42

B22935
B22938
B22941
B22942
B22943
B22960
B22964
B22975
B22977
B22987
B22993
B22995
B22997
B23001
B23002
B23007
B23019
B23020
B23021
B23022
B23023
B23030
B23031
B23032
B23033
B23040
B23041
B23042
B23044
B23045
B23050
B23051
B23054
B23055
B23056
B23071
B23077
B23078
B23082
B23083
B23084
B23085
B23089
B23095
B23096

revenge boost 2 w techfit
revenge boost 2 w techfit
questar boost tf m
questar boost tf m
questar boost tf m
cc fresh 2 m
cc fresh 2 m
cc fresh 2 w
cc fresh 2 w
a.t 360.2 Prima
response boost 2 techfit w
response boost 2 techfit w
response boost 2 techfit w
Vibe Energy Boost
Vibe Energy Boost
barricade 2015 clay
Essential Fun W
Essential Fun W
Essential Fun W
Essential Fun W
Essential Fun W
Niya FF
Niya FF
Niya FF
Niya FF
barricade court
barricade court
barricade court
barricade court w
barricade court w
aSMC barricade 2015
aSMC barricade 2015
barricade team 4
barricade team 4
barricade team 4
cc sonic boost m
sonic rally
sonic rally
match classic
match classic w
sonic court
sonic court
sonic court w
response approach logo
cc sonic boost w
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Name

23
23
46
46
46
50
50
31
31
153
27
27
27
156
156
96
160
160
160
160
160
155
155
155
155
96
97
96
102
102
101
101
96
96
96
50
98
98
99
103
98
98
103
100
31

B23098
B23099
B23103
B23105
B23111
B23119
B23120
B23152
B23153
B23154
B23157
B23158
B23159
B23178
B23231
B23234
B23239
B23248
B23249
B23250
B23255
B23256
B23263
B23308
B23311
B23314
B23315
B23316
B23317
B23319
B23321
B23323
B23324
B23326
B23327
B23355
B23356
B23357
B23362
B23379
B23440
B23442
B23444
B23445
B23446

cc gazelle boost w
response approach STR
response aspire logo
response aspire STR w
sonic allegra
barricade team 4 w
barricade team 4 w
energy boost ESM m
energy boost ESM m
energy boost ESM m
energy boost ESM w
energy boost ESM w
energy boost ESM w
grete 30 boost w
Duramo Slide
Duramo Sleek W
Carodas Slide W
Adissage SC
Adissage SC
Duramo Sleek marbled
slingshot tr m
slingshot tr m
slingshot tr w
falcon elite 4m
falcon elite 4w
lite pacer 3 m
lite pacer 3 m
lite pacer 3 m
lite pacer 3 w
lite pacer 3 w
lite runner m
lite runner m
lite runner m
lite runner w
lite runner w
turbo 3.1m
turbo 3.1m
turbo 3.1m
turbo 3.1w
duramo 7 atr m
adizero Prime Finesse
adizero Prime Accelerator
adizero Prime SP
adizero MD 2
adizero avanti 2

Page
30
99
103
103
102
101
101
43
43
43
25
25
25
28
139
144
143
134
134
144
49
49
30
52
33
53
53
53
33
33
56
56
56
36
36
53
53
53
33
54
61
60
59
60
60

Index
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Name

B23447
B23450
B23452
B23455
B23478
B23608
B23609
B23610
B23614
B23616
B23618
B23621
B23666
B23692
B23694
B23695
B23696
B23697
B23739
B23748
B23755
B23756
B23786
B23787
B23788
B23802
B23804
B23819
B23825
B23837
B23841
B23843
B23844
B23845
B23846
B23847
B23848
B23849
B23850
B23851
B23852
B23853
B23854
B23855
B23856

adizero ambition 2 m
adizero ambition 2 w
adizero xt boost m
adizero xt boost w
xcs 6 m
Gym Warrior .2
Gym Warrior .2
Gym Warrior .2
CrazyTrain Bounce
CrazyTrain Bounce
Valkryie W
Valkryie W
TERREX ULTIMATE BOOST CH
Arianna III
Arianna III
Arianna III
Arianna III
Arianna III
ADISSAGE gr upper M
TERREX FAST R
FB ACE infant
Messi EL I
az-faito CF K
az-faito CF K
az-faito CF K
az-faito K
az-faito K
s-flex K
s-flex K
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
lk sport CF I
lk sport CF I
lk sport CF I
lk sport CF I
lk sport CF I
lk sport CF K

Page
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Name

61
61
47
28
62
151
151
151
147
147
158
158
73
159
159
159
158
158
135
67
184
184
172
172
172
172
172
163
164
168
168
167
167
188
188
188
188
188
188
189
189
189
189
189
171

B23857
B23858
B23860
B23865
B23866
B23867
B23868
B23870
B23887
B23888
B23891
B23903
B23904
B23905
B23906
B23909
B23910
B23913
B23914
B23915
B23919
B23920
B23923
B23924
B23931
B23932
B23935
B23936
B23939
B23940
B23975
B23976
B23977
B23978
B23992
B23993
B23994
B23995
B24011
B24012
B24082
B24085
B24116
B24117
B24143

lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport K
lk sport K
lk sport K
lk sport K
Disney M&M CF I
Disney M&M CF I
Disney WTP I
Jan BS 2 C
Jan BS 2 C
Jan BS 2 mid C
Jan BS 2 mid C
Jan BS 2 mid I
Jan BS 2 mid I
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 K
LK Trainer 6 K
STA Fluid 3 CF I
STA Fluid 3 CF I
STA Fluid 3 CF K
STA Fluid 3 CF K
Winter Mid I
Winter Mid I
Runfastic CF K
Runfastic CF K
Runfastic CF K
BTS Class 4 CF K
KatNat 3 AC I
KatNat 3 AC I
KatNat 3 AC I
KatNat 3 AC I
BOOST URBAN HIKER CW
BOOST URBAN HIKER CW
Atani Bounce
Atani Bounce
KidsCourt EL C
KidsCourt EL C
a.t 360.2 Prima

Page
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171
171
171
170
170
170
170
170
186
186
186
179
179
178
178
190
190
193
193
193
180
180
179
179
187
187
177
177
183
183
178
178
178
181
190
190
190
190
74
74
158
158
174
174
154

B24190
B24192
B24194
B24196
B24278
B24281
B24286
B24291
B24297
B24299
B24312
B24313
B24315
B24317
B24321
B24324
B24327
B24338
B24340
B24341
B24342
B24343
B24344
B24384
B24412
B24413
B24423
B24485
B24490
B24492
B24529
B24551
B24552
B24553
B24562
B24563
B24566
B24567
B24568
B24569
B25104
B25108
B25136
B25163
B25263

Duramo comfort M
adilette supercloud plus M
Duramo comfort M
adilette supercloud plus M
cc gazelle boost m
cc gazelle boost w
cc sonic boost m
cc sonic boost w
cc fresh 2 k
cc fresh 2 k
energy boost ESM J
energy boost ESM J
energy bounce xJ
energy bounce xJ
response boost tf J
response boost tf J
ultra boost J
kanadia 7 tr k
response mesh k
response mesh k
response mesh k
supernova glide 7 k
supernova glide 7 k
Essential Fun W
Relino II Crib
Relino II Crib
TERREX SOLO
cc fresh 2.1 m
FB LK Trainer X CF K
FB LK Trainer X I
sonic attack w
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Disney Classic CF I
Disney Classic CF I
LK Spider-Man CF C
LK Spider-Man CF C
LK Spider-Man CF I
LK Spider-Man CF I
adistar raven boost m
adistar raven boost w
a.t 360.2 Prima
ZAPPAN II
cc cosmic boost m
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134
133
134
133
50
30
50
31
162
162
161
161
162
162
162
162
161
165
163
163
163
163
163
159
194
194
68
51
184
184
103
191
191
191
186
186
185
185
185
185
47
28
153
78
49

B25264
B25265
B25274
B25275
B25277
B25323
B25324
B25376
B25428
B25429
B25467
B25468
B26400
B26804
B27191
B27194
B27207
B27208
B27235
B27236
B27238
B27239
B27240
B27241
B27242
B27244
B27245
B27246
B27248
B27249
B27250
B27251
B27254
B27255
B27258
B27260
B27264
B27265
B27266
B27267
B27268
B27269
B27271
B27273
B27276

cc cosmic boost m
cc cosmic boost w
cc rocket boost m
cc rocket boost m
cc rocket boost w
Adipure 360 Control
Adipure 360 Control
adipure 360.3 M
adizero ubersonic
barricade 2015
TERREX SWIFT R
TERREX SWIFT R GTX
LK Trainer 6 K
TERREX SWIFT R
Mungo QD 2.0
Mungo QD 2.0
Duramossage
Duramossage
stabil boost
stabil boost
stabil boost
stabil boost
adipower stabil J
adizero counterblast 7
adizero counterblast 7
adizero counterblast 7
counterblast 3
counterblast 3
counterblast 3
counterblast 3 K
counterblast 3 K
counterblast 5
CW DAROGA CHUKKA BOOT
CW DAROGA CHUKKA BOOT
CH SLOPECRUISER CP
CH SLOPECRUISER CP
CW LIBRIA PEARL CP K
CW LIBRIA PEARL CP K
CW ZAPPAN II WINTER MID
CW ZAPPAN II WINTER MID
DAROGA LEA CF I
DAROGA LEA CF I
DAROGA PLUS LEA
DAROGA LEA K
DAROGA PLUS MID LEA

223
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49
30
49
49
30
154
154
150
97
95
70
69
179
70
138
138
136
136
105
105
109
109
174
107
107
110
107
107
110
176
176
107
79
79
75
75
91
91
77
77
93
93
79
91
79
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B27292
B27293
B27294
B27299
B27300
B27303
B27304
B27306
B27311
B33021
B33023
B33024
B33025
B33027
B33028
B33029
B33033
B33035
B33036
B33037
B33038
B33040
B33042
B33044
B33046
B33052
B33053
B33102
B33111
B33112
B33113
B33114
B33116
B33117
B33118
B33127
B33129
B33130
B33132
B33133
B33136
B33138
B33180
B33181
B33182

HYPERHIKER
HYPERHIKER
ROCKSTACK MID
CH FASTSHELL
taedia 2.0
KANADIA 7 TR GTX
KANADIA 7 TR GTX
POWDERPLAY MID CF CP I
CH FASTSHELL MID
counterblast 5
counterblast 5
counterblast 7 J
Court Stabil 12
Court Stabil 12
court stabil 12
court stabil 12
Essence 12
Essence 12
Essence 12
Essence 12
stabil Hi 12
LIGRA 3 W
LIGRA 3
Volley Team 3
Volley Team 3 W
Volley J
Volley J
BRUSHWOOD MESH W
CW CHOLEAH PADDED CP
CW CHOLEAH PADDED CP
CW FELTCRUISER W
CW FELTCRUISER W
CW AX2 BETA
CH LIBRIA PEARL CP
CH LIBRIA PEARL CP
CH WINTERHIKER II CP W
AX2
AX2
AX2 GTX W
AX2 MID GTX
CW CHOLEAH SNEAKER
CW CHOLEAH SNEAKER
TERREX FAST R
TERREX FAST R
CrazyTrain Boost

Page
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90
90
76
76
143
72
72
93
75
107
110
175
106
106
109
109
106
106
110
110
106
111
108
108
111
175
175
85
87
87
86
86
80
86
86
86
72
72
84
71
87
87
67
67
146

B33185
B33186
B33187
B33189
B33190
B33192
B33205
B33206
B33212
B33213
B33214
B33223
B33224
B33232
B33235
B33236
B33237
B33239
B33242
B33243
B33244
B33246
B33249
B33250
B33258
B33259
B33260
B33262
B33263
B33264
B33265
B33267
B33268
B33280
B33283
B33306
B33307
B33315
B33331
B33332
B33353
B33357
B33380
B33382
B33383

CrazyTrain Boost
Essential Star .2
Essential Star .2
Essential Star .2
Essential Star .2
Essential Star .2
CH ADISNOW CP K
CH ADISNOW CP K
CH ADISNOW CF CP K
CH ADISNOW CF CP K
CH ADISNOW CF CP K
TERREX FAST R GTX
TERREX FAST R GTX
Valkryie
Valkryie
TERREX FAST R MID GTX
AX2 MID GTX W
TERREX FAST X GTX
TERREX FAST X GTX W
TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX
TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX W
TERREX SCOPE
TERREX SCOPE GTX
TERREX SCOPE HIGH GTX
CH HOLTANNA SNOW CF I
CH HOLTANNA SNOW CF I
AX2 W
CW WINTER HIKER MID GTX K
CW WINTER HIKER MID GTX K
CH WINTERFUN BOY K
CH WINTERFUN GIRL K
CH WINTERFUN I
CH WINTERFUN I
questar boost w tf
questar boost w tf
element refine tricot m
element refine tricot m
element refine tricot m
eezay gr W
eezay gr W
element refine tricot w
element refine tricot w
supernova glide boost 7 m
supernova glide boost 7 m
supernova glide boost 7 m
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146
151
151
152
152
152
92
92
92
92
92
66
66
147
147
64
84
66
82
65
81
67
66
64
94
94
85
91
91
92
92
94
94
27
27
52
52
52
145
145
32
32
44
44
44

B33384
B33385
B33386
B33387
B33397
B33398
B33399
B33400
B33402
B33413
B33415
B33416
B33450
B33458
B33459
B33467
B33468
B33472
B33473
B33475
B33476
B33477
B33478
B33481
B33482
B33483
B33484
B33485
B33486
B33487
B33489
B33494
B33495
B33498
B33499
B33500
B33502
B33503
B33504
B33505
B33509
B33512
B33514
B33524
B33525

supernova glide boost 7 m
supernova glide boost 7 m
supernova glide boost 7 m
supernova glide boost 7 m
Niraya
Niraya
Niraya
Niraya
Niraya
Mardea
Mardea
Mardea
supernova sequence boost 8 w
questar boost m
questar boost m
questar boost w
questar boost w
adizero ubersonic
adizero ubersonic
adizero ubersonic clay
adizero ubersonic clay w
adizero ubersonic w
adizero ubersonic w
adizero boston boost 5 m
adizero boston boost 5 m
aSMC barricade 2015 clay
barricade 2015 boost
barricade 2015 boost
response boost 2 m
response boost 2 m
response boost 2 m
X fb slide M
X fb slide M
response boost 2 w
response boost 2 w
response boost 2 w
Duramo Slide marbled
Duramo Slide marbled
barricade 2015
barricade 2015
response boost 2 techfit m
response boost 2 techfit m
response boost 2 techfit m
rc. massage pro
adissage gr M marbled
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44
44
44
44
156
156
156
155
155
157
156
157
22
46
46
28
28
97
97
97
102
102
102
39
39
101
95
95
45
45
45
138
138
27
27
27
140
140
95
95
45
45
45
135
136

B33526
B33542
B33545
B33546
B33547
B33550
B33551
B33552
B33553
B33555
B33559
B33561
B33562
B33563
B33584
B33602
B33603
B33604
B33605
B33608
B33609
B33622
B33623
B33625
B33626
B33628
B33629
B33634
B33636
B33639
B33644
B33645
B33650
B33656
B33657
B33658
B33659
B33660
B33672
B33675
B33685
B33689
B33691
B33743
B33744

adissage gr M marbled
brevard m
brevard m
brevard w
brevard w
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 w
duramo 7 w
duramo 7 w
duramo 7 w
Zeitfrei Slide
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova glide boost 7 w
supernova sequence boost 8 wid
kanadia 7 tr m
kanadia 7 tr m
kanadia 7 tr m
kanadia 7 tr m
kanadia 7 tr m
kanadia 7 tr w
kanadia 7 tr w
kanadia 7 tr w
duramo 7 atr w
duramo 7 atr w
madoru w
galaxy 2 m
galaxy 2 m
galaxy 2 m
galaxy 2 m
galaxy 2 m
response tr boost w
response tr boost w
galactic elite m
galactic elite w
galactic elite w
adipure Slide M
adipure Slide M
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136
51
51
32
32
55
55
55
55
55
35
35
35
35
135
26
26
26
26
26
26
40
48
48
48
48
48
29
29
29
34
34
34
56
56
56
56
56
29
29
58
37
37
132
132
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B33746
B33747
B33752
B33753
B33756
B33757
B33758
B33760
B33765
B33769
B33777
B33783
B33793
B33795
B33805
B33807
B33809
B33810
B33811
B33907
B33908
B33909
B33912
B33914
B33915
B33916
B34093
B34146
B34147
B34148
B34251
B34274
B34276
B34322
B34323
B34324
B34363
B34380
B34383
B34409
B34410
B34413
B34414
B34417
B34418

adizero boston boost 5 tsf w
adizero boston boost 5 tsf w
SC Beach 3point gr M
SC Beach 3point gr M
Calo 5 gr M
Calo 5 gr M
gsg9 tr m
gsg9 tr m
gsg9 tr w
Carodas Slide W
xcs 6 w
galaxy elite w
galactic elite m
galactic elite m
duramo elite w
duramo elite w
duramo elite m
duramo elite m
duramo elite m
CW AX2 BETA MID K
WINTERSCAPE CP
WINTERSCAPE CP
SNOWTRAIL CP
AX2 GTX
AX2 GTX
AX2 GTX
TERREX FAST R MID GTX
Energy Volley Boost 2.0
Volley Response Boost
Volley Response Boost
FB X infant
Barricade 9 xJ
Barricade team 4 xJ
galactic elite w
galactic elite m
galactic elite m
Messi K
response tr boost
response tr boost
Essential Star 2 CF K
Essential Star 2 CF K
Essential Star 2 CF K
Essential Star 2 CF K
Essential Star 2 K
Essential Star 2 K
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22
22
140
140
140
140
48
48
30
143
63
37
58
58
34
34
53
53
53
90
77
77
74
71
71
71
64
108
108
108
184
172
173
37
58
58
184
47
47
177
177
177
177
176
176

B34421
B34423
B34447
B34481
B34569
B34570
B34572
B34578
B34579
B34580
B34581
B34582
B34589
B34596
B34722
B34724
B34725
B34877
B34880
B35127
B35243
B35585
B35586
B35916
B36037
B39856
B39857
B39976
B40035
B40115
B40208
B40213
B40234
B40266
B40318
B40319
B40557
B40561
B40649
B40662
B40663
B40716
B40720
B40807
B40831

Essential Star 2 K
Essential Star 2 K
Messi crib
hyperfast 2.0 k
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
Sonic Attack K
Sonic Attack K
supernova sequence boost 8 m
sonic attack
Energy Volley Boost 2.0 W
Volley Response Boost W
Volley Response Boost W
HYDRO_LACE
HYDRO_PRO
SLACK CRUISER
DAROGA PLUS LEA
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF I
sprint star 4 m
TERREX FAST R GTX
Akwah 9 K
Akwah 9 K
TERREX FAST R GTX W
TERREX SCOPE W
LK Trainer 6 K
TERREX SWIFT R GTX W
TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX W
sprint star 4 w
adizero Discus/Hammer 2
TERREX FAST R MID GTX W
Jumpstar Allround
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF I
TERREX SWIFT R GTX
Akwah 9 I
Akwah 9 I
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 CF K
adizero HJ ST
arriba 4 m
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176
176
185
166
192
192
192
191
191
192
173
173
40
98
111
111
111
80
80
68
79
193
193
62
66
182
182
82
83
179
83
83
62
59
80
61
193
193
69
194
194
180
180
60
61

B44053
B44062
B44073
B44136
B44143
B44268
B44289
B44377
B44533
D65707
D66497
D67027
D67031
D67136
D67192
D67479
D67480
D67537
D67538
D68857
D69418
D69433
D69449
D69450
D69456
D69474
D69476
D69479
D69481
D69483
D69484
D69485
D69486
D69487
D69488
D69490
D69508
D69527
D69528
D69530
D69538
D69548
D69549
D69556
D69557

adizero TJ 2
arriba 4 w
adizero LJ 2
TERREX SWIFT R MID GTX
TERREX TRAIL CROSS
Throwstar Allround
adizero Shotput 2
adipure 360 Slide W
adizero Javelin 2
BTS Class 4 CF K
AX2 MID GTX W
TERREX FAST X
TERREX SWIFT SOLO
AX2 K
AX2
Duramo Slide K
Duramo Slide K
BTS Class 4 CF K
BTS Class 4 CF I
Futurestar Boost
Outrival 2
D Rose 773 IV
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
3 Series 2015
Amplify
Amplify
Cross 'Em 4
Isolation 2
Isolation 2
Isolation 2
Isolation 2 Low
Isolation 2 Low
Isolation 2 Low
Outrival 2
Outrival 2
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
Crazyquick 3
Crazyquick 3
Crazyquick 3
Post Up 2
Crazy Ghost 2015
Crazy Ghost 2015
Crazy 8
Crazy 8
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61
62
60
69
68
62
59
141
59
182
84
67
70
91
72
182
182
182
194
118
121
115
116
116
123
120
120
123
124
124
124
125
125
125
121
121
117
118
118
118
124
121
121
125
125

D69558
D69584
D69585
D69586
D69589
D69591
D69592
D69626
D69628
D69634
D69635
D69640
D69647
D69655
D69656
D69658
D69659
D69662
D69671
D69684
D69705
D69712
D69732
D69734
D69735
D69736
D69766
D69773
D69778
D69785
D69816
D69818
D69944
D70011
D70012
D70294
D70310
D70334
F32391
F32915
F83287
G13058
G13389
G13779
G14309

Crazy 8
Dual Threat BB
Dual Threat BB
Dual Threat BB
Street Jam
D Rose 773 IV
D Rose 773 IV
Outrival 2 K
Outrival 2 K
Amplify J
Amplify J
Dual Threat BB J
2015 Crazylight J
3 Series 2015 NBA K
3 Series 2015 NBA K
3 Series 2015 K
3 Series 2015 K
3 Series 2015 W
D ROSE LAKESHORE 2
springblade drive 2 m
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
springblade drive 2 w
galaxy elite m
galaxy elite m
galaxy elite w
galaxy elite w
D ROSE 6 BOOST J
D LILLARD J
J WALL 2 J
springblade drive 2 m
Isolation 2 K
springblade drive 2 j
Futurestar Boost
Rise Up 3 K
Rise Up 3 K
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
D Rose 773 IV J
3 Series 2015 NBA K
Alquo Vario
Carozoon LG M
SMART RUN DOCK
TEAM SPEZIAL
Raggmo Thong SC
Caruva Vario W
Duramo Slide

225
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125
122
122
122
122
115
116
127
127
127
127
127
126
128
128
128
128
125
116
51
117
31
57
57
37
37
126
126
126
51
130
161
118
129
128
117
126
128
137
139
19
112
134
142
139
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G14440
G15890
G15892
G40054
G41069
G46719
G50442
G62033
G62036
G74300

Caruvo Vario
Duramo Slide
Duramo Slide
adiLight Slide SC
oracle V
Taedia Vario W
oracle V
Duramo Clog
Duramo Sleek W
3 Stripes Travel Teambag (XL) with
Wheels
3 Stripes Travel Trolley Cabin Size
3 Stripes Travel Trolley (XL) with
Wheels
SPEED_CELL BTLE
SMART RUN
Duramo Slide
SPORTS HIKER
TERREX FAST X GTX
TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX
TERREX FAST X GTX W
TERREX FAST X HIGH GTX W
CH WINTERHIKER II CP W
BRUSHWOOD
Arianna III
HB SPEZIAL
HB SPEZIAL
BRUSHWOOD MID
ROCKSTACK MID
CH LIBRIA PEARL CP
ANZIT DLX
ANZIT DLX
TERREX SOLO
TERREX SOLO
TERREX SCOPE GTX W
TERREX SOLO W
TERREX SCOPE GTX
LK Trainer 6 CF I
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 CF K
LK Trainer 6 K
LK Trainer 6 CF K
CH HOLTANNA II CP
aSMC barricade 2015

G74302
G74305
G75090
G76792
G95489
G97914
G97917
G97920
G97922
G97925
M17332
M17482
M18146
M18209
M18444
M18499
M18502
M18538
M18555
M18556
M19515
M19516
M19517
M19518
M19520
M20047
M20055
M20056
M20057
M20069
M20282
M20599
M21096
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137
139
139
132
104
142
104
137
144
207
206
206
20
19
139
73
66
65
82
81
86
78
159
112
112
77
76
86
78
78
68
68
82
83
66
194
181
181
181
180
181
74
101
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M21893
M22574
M22757
M22784
M22935
M29031
M29067
M29295
M29522
M29523
M29587
M29598
M33704
M33705
M35600
M65246
M65247
M67758
M67760
M67762
M67766
M67772
M67798
M67802
M67806
M67810
M67824

Taedia Zoon W
Mungozoon M
TERREX CONRAX CH CP
ANZIT DLX MID
AX2 GTX W
lk sport CF I
TERREX BOOST
techstar allround 3
TERREX SCOPE
TERREX SCOPE
adizero HJ FL
TERREX SCOPE HIGH GTX
miCoach FIT SMART
miCoach FIT SMART
Performance Bottle 750ml
Hairband, 3pPack
Hairband, 3pPack
Linear Performance Messenger Bag
Linear Performance Shoe Bag
Linear Performance Organizer (M)
Linear Performance Wallet
Linear Performance Waistbag
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (XS)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (S)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag (L)
Performance 3 Stripes Teambag Wheels (XL)
Performance 3 Stripes Backpack
Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (M)
Performance 3 Stripes Organizer (L)
Performance 3 Stripes Shoe Bag
Performance 3 Stripes Wash Kit
Performance 3 Stripes Wallet
Linear Performance Teambag (XS)
Linear Performance Teambag (S)
Linear Performance Teambag (M)
Linear Performance Teambag (L)
Linear Performance Backpack
Linear Performance Gym Bag
Performance 3 Stripes Gym Bag
WINTERSCAPE CP
Duramo Slide
AX2 GTX
AX2 MID GTX

M67828
M67835
M67839
M67841
M67844
M67857
M67859
M67867
M67871
M67875
M67882
M69581
M69612
Q21318
Q21636
Q34270
Q34271
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143
139
73
77
84
189
65
63
67
67
60
64
20
20
219
220
220
213
214
214
215
214
209
209
208
208
208

S08432
S18164
S18178
S18191
S18198
S18200
S19215
S22020
S22023
S22652
S23109
S27837
S31570
S31595
S31596
S31637
S31663
S41856
S41857
S41858
S77297
S77302
S77414
S77415
S77417
S77480
S77486
S77492
S77493
S77495
S77512
S77514
S77523
S77527
S77551
S77552
S77553
S77571
S77586
S77589
S77592
S77594
S77596
S77597
S77598

NEW PRO BALL
terrex trail cross bp
TERREX SPEED BP
Climacool Backpack (M)
Climacool Teambag (M)
Climacool Teambag (L)
Shoulder Bag (M)
Climacool Teambag (M)
Climacool Teambag (S)
Run Light
Power 2 Backpack (M)
Climacool Teambag (S)
supernova sequence boost 8 wid
Snice 4 CF I
Snice 4 CF I
adizero xt boost m
Duramo Sleek W
oracle VI STR PU
oracle VI STR PU
oracle VI STR PU
FB ACE CF K
FB s-flex X K
ultra boost m
ultra boost m
ultra boost m
revenge boost 2 m techfit
cc gazelle boost m
madoru m
madoru m
madoru m
ultra boost w
ultra boost w
xcs 6 spikeless
xcs 6 w spikeless
energy boost ESM w
energy boost ESM m
energy boost ESM m
adipure 360 Slide W
adistar boost m esm
adistar boost m heather
adistar boost w heather
Adipure 360.3 W
Adipure 360.3 W
Adipure 360.3 W
Ilae

206
212
211
212
212
212
210
210
210
209
206
214
212
77
139
71
71
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130
195
195
202
207
207
211
198
198
218
204
207
23
192
192
46
144
104
104
104
183
183
42
42
42
42
50
54
54
54
24
24
62
63
25
43
43
141
39
39
22
153
153
153
157

S77599
S77601
S77623
S77641
S77642
S77654
S77655
S77656
S77658
S77660
S77663
S77664
S77665
S77666
S77672
S77673
S77674
S77675
S77678
S77685
S77693
S77694
S77695
S77696
S77697
S77698
S77699
S77701
S77707
S77709
S77740
S77741
S77742
S77752
S77754
S77755
S77756
S77761
S77847
S77848
S77850
S77851
S77976
S81465
S81503

Ilae
Ilae
adistar boost w esm
KidsCourt EL C
KidsCourt EL C
ZAPPAN II
Essential Star .2
Essential Star .2
adilette supercloud plus M
adilette supercloud plus M
SC Beach 3point gr W
SC Beach 3point gr W
taedia 2.0
Carodas Slide W
adipure 360.3 M
adipure 360.3 M
adipure 360.3 M
adipure 360.3 M
Alumito mid k
Duramo Sleek marbled
lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport CF K
lk sport K
lk sport K
lk sport K
lk sport K
adilette supercloud plus gr W
adilette supercloud plus gr W
ultra boost w
response tr boost thunder m
response tr boost thunder w
KANADIA 7 TR GTX
stabil4ever
stabil4ever
CW CHOLEAH PADDED CP
CH WINTER HIKER SPEED CP
supernova sequence boost 8 m
supernova sequence boost 8 m
supernova sequence boost 8 w
supernova sequence boost 8 w
Atani Bounce
BTS Class 4 CF K
Runfastic CF K
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157
157
22
174
174
78
152
151
133
133
144
144
143
143
150
150
150
150
183
144
170
170
171
171
169
169
169
169
142
141
24
47
29
72
109
109
87
75
40
40
23
23
158
181
178
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S81687
S81688
S81689
S81690
S81691
S81692
S81693
S81703
S81705
S81706
S81707
S81708
S81713
S82530
S82579
S82583
S82587
S82588
S82590
S82591
S82596
S82649
S82677
S82679
S82840
S82841
S82869
S82877
S82880
S82908
S82909
S82912
S82939
S82941
S82942
S82943
S82950
S82978
S82981
S82992
S83002
S83004
S83005
S83007
S83008

breeze 101 2 m
breeze 101 2 m
breeze 101 2 m
breeze 101 2 m
breeze 101 2 w
breeze 101 2 w
breeze 101 2 w
nova cushion m
nova cushion m
nova cushion w
nova cushion w
nova stability m
nova stability w
galaxy elite m
Snice 4 CF I
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
s-flex K
hyperfast 2.0 k
hyperfast 2.0 k
Duramo comfort W
Duramo comfort W
Barricade team 4 xJ
KANADIA 7 TR GTX
Snice 4 CF I
KANADIA 7 TR GTX W
KANADIA 7 TR GTX W
adissage Recovery
adilette supercloud plus gr M
adilette supercloud plus gr M
CrazyTrain Boost
adilette supercloud plus gr W
Adipure 360 Control
revenge boost 2 w techfit
adizero feather boost w
response approach STR
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf k
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57
57
57
57
36
36
36
52
52
32
32
52
33
57
191
166
167
166
166
167
167
164
166
166
142
142
173
72
192
85
85
152
133
133
146
141
154
23
22
99
168
168
169
168
168

S83025
S83115
S83116
S83117
S83138
S83140
S83142
S83144
S83145
S83146
S83147
S83231
S83233
S83234
S83236
S83237
S83238
S83290
S83313
S83314
S83315
S83316
S83317
S83318
S83319
S83320
S83321
S83322
S84941
S84944
S84946
S84954
S84963
S84964
S84968
S85006
S85007
S85010
S85011
S85012
S85134
S85439
S85442
S85465
S85475

hyperfast 2.0 cf k
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
hyperfast 2.0 cf i
Adorra
supercloud plus slide W
supercloud plus slide W
stabil4ever
stabil4ever
BOOST URBAN HIKER CW
energy boost ESM m
energy boost ESM w
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 m
duramo 7 w
duramo 7 w
duramo 7 w
supernova glide 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
Duramo 7 k
D HOWARD 6
D ROSE 6 BOOST
D ROSE ENGLEWOOD IV
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
J WALL 2
3 Series 2015
Cross 'Em 4
Isolation 2 K
Isolation 2 K
NXT LVL SPD 3 K
NXT LVL SPD 3 K
NXT LVL SPD 3 K
adizero xt prime boost m
D Rose 773 IV J
D Rose 773 IV
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
D LILLARD
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169
187
187
156
141
141
105
105
74
43
25
54
54
54
35
35
35
163
164
164
164
164
164
164
165
165
165
165
120
114
115
117
119
123
123
130
130
129
129
129
46
126
115
116
119
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S85492
S85493
S85532
S85533
S85534
S85535
S85542
S85557
S85571
S85573
S85574
S85576
S85580
S85584
S85585
S85586
S85593
S85594
S85595
S85703
S85732
S85844
S87878
S87885
S87886
S87887
S87889
V21529
V22174
V22179
W52243
W58466
X35859
X53042
Z30860
Z36895
Z51348
Z51350

D LILLARD
D LILLARD
D ROSE 6 BOOST
D ROSE 6 BOOST
D ROSE 6 BOOST
D ROSE 6 BOOST
D Rose 773 IV
D ROSE ENGLEWOOD IV
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
J WALL 2
J WALL 2
J WALL 2
Crazy Ghost 2015
Cross 'Em 4
Crazyquick 3
Crazyquick 3
Post Up 2
D HOWARD 6
3 Series 2015
Street Jam
D LILLARD
2015 Crazylight Boost Primekni
STABIL CHAMPCL8
STABIL REPLIQUE
STABIL REPLIQUE
STABIL TRAIN 8
STABIL TEAM 8
adiPURE Slide SC
SNOWTRAIL CP
CH WINTER HIKER SPEED CP
TERREX BC30
Power 2 Backpack (M)
ALL COURT
3 STRIPES MINI
Power 2 Backpack Loadspring (L)
SPEED LACING RE
HRM 2 AND STRAP
miCoach X_CELL Textile Strap
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119
120
114
114
114
115
116
115
117
119
119
119
122
124
118
118
124
120
123
122
120
117
112
113
113
113
112
132
74
75
195
204
130
131
203
217
20
20
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